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EDITORIAL

“GURU ARJUN : IMAGE OF THE LORD”
– A HOMAGE –

This being the fourth centenary of Sri Guru Arjun
Dev ji’s martyrdom, the following article is our humble
tribute to the memory and the rich legacy of the great
Guru.
– Editor
“Guru Arjun, fifth in succession, was the first Guru born as a
Sikh. He proved himself an original thinker, illustrious poet, a practical
philosopher, a great organizer, an eminent statesman, a shining sage,
saint and seer, composer of music, scholar, founder of tanks and towns,
an embodiment of love, humility and service, and the first martyr to
faith. He was a dutiful son, a conciliatory brother, a loving husband,
an inspiring father, beloved master and devoted servant of God. He
possessed a tender heart but a resolute will. He was forgiving but
fearless, firm in his faith as a rock, but never a fanatic. He completely
changed the external aspect of Sikh religion.”1 This is how Hari Ram
Gupta, the famous historian, refers to the Guru.
“Under his fostering care, the Sikh faith acquired a strong
scriptural and organizational base, and became potentially the force
for a cultural and social revolution in the Punjab. Its religious and
social ideals received telling affirmation in practice. It added to its
orbit more concrete and permanent symbols, and its administration
became more cohesive. By encouraging agriculture and trade and by
introduction of a tithe collection for the common use of the
community, a stable economic base was secured. Guru Arjun gave
Sikhism its scripture, the Granth Sahib, and its main place of worship,
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the Harimandir, the Golden Temple of modern day. He taught, by
example, humility and sacrifice and was the first martyr of the Sikh
faith. The work of the first four Gurus was preparatory. It assumed a
more definitive form in the hands of Guru Arjun. Later Gurus
substantiated the principles manifested in his life. Guru Arjun thus
marked a central point in the evolution of the Sikh tradition.”2 These
are the words in which Talib pays his homage to the Guru.
The Guru’s contemporary bards, the Bhatts, have paid glowing
tributes to his divine personality. One of them, Mathura, who was a
witness to the glory of the Guru, says in a panegyric:
Guru Arjun is manifestly image of the Lord,
Between the two no difference is.3
No words can adequately describe the Guru’s personality or his
greatness. In Indian literature terms brahmgyani and satguru are used to
describe great souls. In his famous composition, Sukhmani, the Guru
himself defines these terms as follows :
Brahmgyani:
The Holy Lord in their mind and on their tongue;
Other than the sole Divine Being behold they nothing in the universe,
Saith Nanak: Such are the characteristics of the God-enlightened.
Elsewhere in the same hymn, he says, “Brahmgyani is God himself”5
Satguru:
He is the true preceptor, who holy Supreme Being has realized.
In his company does the disciple find liberation,
Saith Nanak, by Chanting Divine laudation.6
Who else satisfies the requirements of these definitions better
than Guru Arjun Dev? He was surely the true Guru or Satguru, and
brahmgyani in the truest sense.

BLESSINGS OF THE GURU
Guru Arjun Dev was only 18 when he was anointed as Guru,
and died in 1604 at the young age of 43. In this short span of life and
the brief tenure of Guruship, his achievements are simply amazing.
His contribution to the development of religious thought and evolution
of the Sikh movement is colossal, and cannot be adequately assessed
or appreciated. In the biographical accounts of the Guru, his
contribution as compiler of the Adi Granth or Pothi Sahib and his
martyrdom dominate. Before listing some of his countless other
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blessings, it would be appropriate, therefore, to highlight some facts
relating to each of these two events :
1. Compilation of the Adi Granth : The work started in 1599 AD
at a nice shady place in the new township of Amritsar on the
bank of the newly-dug Ramsar sarovar, with Bhai Gurdas, who is
acknowledged as an unparalled scholar and exponent of Sikh
philosophy, as scribe. Guru Arjun Dev himself made an
outstanding contribution towards its contents. Out of
approximately 6000 hymns, over 2200 are his. His major
compositions are Sukhmani, Bara Maha (Majh), Bawan Akhri,
Chaubole, Funhe, Gatha, Var Gujri, Var Jaitsri, Var Maru, Var Basant
and Var Ramkali. "The most popular and widely recited among
these is the Sukhmani, or the Psalm of Peace as Teja Singh calls it.
Its aim is to remove confusion from the mind, disease and distress.
Its recitation is expected to soothe an afflicted heart and increase
joy and tranquility.”7
Without going into the details of the tremendous effort, that went
into the project, a few features which are unique to the Granth
may be pointed out :– It is not merely a scripture for the Sikhs, it represents the
word of God revealed through Guru Nanak and his
successors. The Pothi Sahib, as it was originally called, was
shown utmost reverence not only by the Sikhs, but also by
the Guru himself. It was formally installed in the Harmandir
Sahib in 1604.
– Apart from the bani of the Gurus, the Granth carries hymns
of the contemporary and earlier men of God, representing
different castes, regions and religious denominations, thus
giving the Granth the character of a universal scripture.
– The hymns are arranged according to 31 major modes of the
Indian classical music in which they are supposed to be sung.
They carry the message of universal love, and preach highest
standards of moral and ethical conduct and equality, rising
above caste, colour, gender and regional considerations. The
sole object of worship is God who is the Creator of the
universe. He is the Father, and we are all His children. The
hymns are devotional, and when sung in appropriate forms
of music, carry the devotees to spiritual heights and ecstasy
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leading to union with God who is immanent in His creation.
Love for Him is, therefore, to be expressed through service
of mankind.
– The Granth is a unique source of knowledge. Guru Arjun, in
his Mundhavani at the end of the volume sums it up thus :
In this dish are placed three things - Truth, Harmony and
Wisdom. These are seasoned with the name of God, which is
the basis of all. Whoever eats and enjoys it, shall be saved.8
– The Granth has the unique distinction of having been
completed and authenticated by the founder of his religion
himself. The original volume prepared by Guru Arjun Dev
is extant at Kartarpur in Jalandhar district of Punjab in the
custody of Sodhi descendants of Dhirmal.
– The compilation of the Adi Granth formed an important
landmark in the history of Sikhs. It became the sacred book
of the new faith and reinforced the identity of its followers.
– The Granth is the first and the most important work of
Punjabi language recorded in the Gurmukhi script evolved
by the Gurus themselves. It is a repository of many languages.
The Gurus' hymns are a mixture of Hindi and Punjabi. The
compositions of Rama Nand and Kabir are in pure Hindi,
Farid's verses are in pure Punjabi. The language of Trilochan
and Nam Dev is Marathi. Adi Granth contains words of
Lahndi, Persian and Sindhi also.
2. Martyrdom of Guru Arjun Dev: Martyrdom or supreme sacrifice
of one’s life for a noble cause is inherent in Sikh philosophy. This
concept appears to have never been mentioned in the earlier Indian
tradition. Guru Nanak was the first to make this call on the
religious front. He said :
If you seek to play the game of love,
Then enter upon my path with your head on your palm.
But, once you set your foot on the way,
Then find not a way out, and lay down thy head.9
He reiterated:
Only is the death of heroic men, whose dying is divinely
Such alone may be called heroes as at the Divine Portal approved
obtain true honour.10
Kabir defines a martyr or a hero in the Guru Granth Sahib thus :
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True hero is one who fights in defence of the humble and the faith,
is cut limb after limb, and flees not the field.11
Guru Arjun Dev adds the qualification of love of God for heroship or
martyrdom. He says :
In this age such alone are designated as true heroes,
As in the love of the Lord are dyed.
One instructed by a holy Preceptor perfectly endowed,
Conquers the self and thereby subdues all else.12
Guru Arjun Dev had intensified his preaching activity and, as a
result, the Sikh faith was becoming popular. Not only Hindus but
even Muslims were attracted, and were becoming his followers.
Besides Punjab, where he stayed, the message of Sikhism had spread
in other countries as well. According to Mohsin Fani, the author of
Dabistan-e-Muzahib, there was hardly any town in inhabited countries
without a visible presence of Sikhs. This attracted the wrath of Muslim
fundamentalists, notably Sheikh Ahmad Sirhindi, the head of the
Naqshbandi Sect of Muslims, and the bigoted emperor Jahangir, who
wanted the Guru to stop his preaching and convert to Islam. The
Guru could never, and did not, oblige. The result was that he ordered
the Guru's execution with torture. The Guru thus became the first
martyr of faith, and demonstrated to his followers the merit of supreme
sacrifice for a righteous cause over any worldly gains.
Some motivated attempts have been made in certain quarters to
play down the martyrdom, suggesting that the Guru's death was a
punishment for his support to the Jahangir’s rebel son, Khusrau. Others
have blamed (a junior official in the imperial court), Prithi Chand (the
Guru's brother) and some local officials who were certainly unfriendly
to the Guru. But they were too insignificant to influence the Emperor
in a decision like this. The following record from Tuzk-e-Jahangiri belies
all these assumptions and leaves no doubt about the supreme sacrifice
that makes the Guru “Shahidan da Sartaj” :
“A Hindu named Arjun lived at Goindwal on the bank of river
Beas in the garb of a Pir and Shaikh. As a result many of the
simple-minded Hindus as well as ignorant and foolish Muslims
had been persuaded to adopt his ways and manners, and he had
raised aloft the standard of sainthood and holiness. He was called
Guru. From all sides cowboys and idiots became his fast followers.
This business had been flourishing for three or four generations.
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For a long time it had been in my mind to put a stop to this vain
affair (dukan-e-batil) or to bring him into the fold of Islam.”
Again, he records :
“I ordered that he should be summoned. His houses, camps and
sons were given over to Murtza Khan. His property and cash were
confiscated. I issued instructions that he should be put to death
by torture. Murtza Khan deputed Chandu Shah to confiscate the
Guru’s property, and he fleeced the Guru's family of everything
of value.”
The Martyrdom had a profound effect on the psyche of his
followers. In fact, it marked the beginning of a new era in the history
of Sikhs. The Guru had realized that it was necessary to defend the
faith with arms. He had been preparing his followers for this
eventuality. When he was arrested, he knew he would not return alive.
He had, therefore, appointed Guru Hargobind as his successor. He
had also trained him in use of arms and martial arts. His last message
to his son sent from the prison is worth quoting :
“I have succeeded in effecting the object of my life. Go to my
son the holy Har Gobind, and give him for me ample consolation.
Bid him not to mourn or indulge in unmanly lamentations but
sing God's praises. Let him also restrain from grief the other
members of my family. Let him sit fully armed on his throne, and
maintain an army to the best of his ability. Let him affix the
patch of Guruship to his forehead according to ancient custom,
and ever treat his Sikhs with the utmost courtesy. Let him hold
Bhai Budha in honour, and in all respects, except the wearing of
arms hereby enjoined, adopt the practice of the preceding
Gurus.”13
Trumpp says that Guru Arjun's death was a great turning point
in the development of Sikh community, as from that time the struggle
commenced that changed the entire character of reformatory religious
movement.14
Besides the compilation of Adi Granth and the martyrdom, there
are several other aspects of Guru's life and contribution which need
to be highlighted. Some of these are:
1. Construction of Harmandir Sahib at Amritsar in the middle of the
Amrit Sarovar with a unique architecture, low plinth and low
inverted lotus dome symbolising humility of mind and purity of
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thought, and doors on four sides indicating universality. Popularly
known as the Golden Temple, it became the epicentre of Sikh
activities throughout history since inception and continues to be
the centre-stage for all Sikh affairs, as well as a most coveted
tourist destination the world over.
2. Urbanisation: The Guru developed Ramdaspur (Sri Amritsar)
founded by his father Guru, and founded new towns at Tarn Taran,
Kartarpur (in Jalandhar district) and Sri Hargobindpur (on the
right bank of the river Beas.
3. Tanks : The Guru constructed tanks at Amritsar (Santokhsar and
Ramsar), Taran Tarn and Kartarpur to meet the needs of the
populations, collecting rain water.
4. Percolation Wells : The Guru encouraged sinking of percolation wells
in villages for irrigation purposes against droughts and famines.
5. Diversification of Economy: He encouraged his Sikhs to take to trade
and skilled jobs required in urbanization programme. Trading in
horses received special attention.
6. Whole-life Religion: The Guru practised the whole-life religion of Guru
Nanak, based on the cardinal principles of Naam japo, kirat karo and
vand chhako, which decries asceticism and enjoins social responsibility,
full individual and corporate life, service and sacrifice.
7. Missionary Work: He reorganized and consolidated the missionary
network through manjis and pirhis. Majha area received special
attention. His message spread to other remote areas as far as
Central and West Asia through Sikh traders.
8. ‘State Within State’: The Guru organized his followers for collective
programmes, voluntary daswandh, etc., which are normally state
functions. The Sikhs called the Guru as Sacha Padshah (the true
Emperor).
Nobody can count the Guru’s blessings. He recorded the revealed
‘Word of God’, the bani, which became the ‘Guru Eternal of the Sikhs’,
and a beacon light of wisdom for the entire humanity. He practised
and taught the philosophy of a whole-life religion. He demonstrated
how to live a life with dignity and honour, attuned to the Will of the
Lord, and to lay down one’s life for a noble cause. He thus served
humanity both in life and in death. He embodied, in ample measure,
all the virtues that are considered divine. He was indeed “image of
the Lord Manifest.”
~~~
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Not long after the unfortunate partition of India in 1947, the
erudite Sikh scholar and statesman, S Kapur Singh, said that ‘the Sikhs
must either forge new social instruments to capture the next stage of
history of the Indian Sub-continent, or be written off as a living and
significant people’. In support of this view, he states:
“Three times during the past one hundred years, the Sikhs have
neglected to assume responsibilities for all India leadership, the
international leadership and Southeast Asian leadership,
respectively. On each of these occasions, the Sikhs had the
requisite opportunities, but every time their leaders failed them.
“In the quarter century between 1769-1799, the imperial throne
of Delhi was lying ineffectively occupied and there was no allIndia power, including the John Company or the Marathas, who
could or would have even the desire, to oppose the Sikhs assuming
all-India leadership. The Sikh leaders altogether failed even to
comprehended the true political situation around them and wasted
their energies in periodical raids into the Gangetic plain collecting
yearly 'blanket-tax' (kamblee): They had five lakhs of well-armed
horse-men ready to fight and die in the cause of the Panth, during
this period.
“Again, after the battle of Pherushahar, on the evening of 21st
December, 1845, the British Power in India had decided to
surrender unconditionally before the Sikhs, by passing on the
undisputed leadership of the whole of India to them after
withdrawing from the East. As a consequence, there would
neither have been British Empire, nor Western Europe as the
centre of Industrial Revolution: the World History would have
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been Sikh-oriented. Treachery of General Lal Singh, the
Commander-in-Chief of the Sikh Armies alone prevented this
development.
“Lastly, in the year 1947, a virtually sovereign status for the Sikh
people as such, in suitable coordination with the emerging Hindu
and Muslim Indias, was a solid possibility to be picked by deft
hands, like a ripe fruit. Such a deneuement would have made the
Sikhs people to be reckoned with from Somalia to Indonesia and
from the Hindukush mountains to the Mekong river delta. Only
gross perfidy and pitiable political myopia of the Sikh leaders has
reduced the Sikhs to what they are.
“Each and every time, incompetent charlatans and dishonest men
have assumed the leadership of the Sikhs at decisive moments of
their history and the Sikhs have been unable to recognize or
dislodge them.
“Certain clear conclusions emerged out of this past of Sikh history.
The Sikhs are naïve and gullible, easy to impose upon. The
institution through which their social impulse is exercised, are
encumbered with vested interests, and they are too hardened for
securing power or answering changing conditions.
“The Sikhs must either forge new social instruments to capture
the next stage of history in the Indian sub-continent or be written
off as a living and significant people.”*
The subsequent events of the last century only confirm the above
conclusion. During this period also Sikhs have suffered an endless
series of setbacks, one after the other. In 1956, when states were
reorganized on linguistic basis, claim of Punjabi speaking state was
rejected, for, Sikhs could be a majority in the new state. This
necessitated a prolonged struggle in which thousands went to jail, and
hundreds of lives were lost. The result was a truncated Punjabi substate without a capital or High Court, with no control over its river
waters, and large chunks of Punjabi speaking areas awarded to the
newly created states of Haryana and Himachal Pradesh. Later events
like the Emergency clamped on the nation during 1970's, the infamous
* Sirdar Kapur Singh, “Failure of Sikh Leadership”, Madhya Pradesh Kendri Sri Guru
Singh Sabha Newsletter, May 2006, pp7-8.
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Blue Star in 1984, and the repression of Sikhs, killing thousands of
Sikh youth in fake encounters, are too fresh in our minds. The
exploitation of Punjab river waters continues, while the state itself is
fast heading towards desert conditions.
There is no doubt the present leadership set-up of the Sikhs has
proved inadequate in the task of handling the prevailing complex
situation. The need for a new set-up, or 'new social instrument'
advocated by S Kapur Singh is obvious. This has been universally
realized by Sikh masses as well as intelligentsia, and luckily, the ‘new
instrument’ has appeared in the form of International Sikh
Confederation with its headquarters at Chandigarh. This new body
has been hailed by Sikhs everywhere, and has attracted a rapidly
increasing membership.
The ISC has made a very spectacular start. It has set up an
impressive office in the prime area of Chandigarh at #1, Madhya Marg
in Sector 28 under the charge of Lt. Gen (retd) Kartar Singh, equipped
with modern office facilities. It has already held an international seminar
on "Task before the ISC" which attracted some excellent papers on
the subject, some of which are being reproduced in the current issue
of the AOSS.
A General Meeting of Primary members was called on the 9th
April, 2006, at Chandigarh in which the revised Constitution was
discussed and adopted with suitable amendments. An Interim Executive
Committee was also constituted with nine members selected by
consensus. This committee has been very active, and is holding regular
meetings every month. Some more members have since been co-opted.
Action to constitute five Advisory Councils (AC) has been intiated,
and eminent Sikhs have been persuaded to work on these Councils.
H.H Justice Mota Singh, the well-known eminent jurist of UK, has
agreed to be the Chairman of the AC for Legal and International Affairs.
Dr Sardara Singh Johl, an outstanding economist and educationist,
will head the Councils for Economic Affairs and Education, while
Giani Harinder Singh, the well known scholar and statesman from
U.P., currently President of the Kendri Singh Sabha, will look after the
Council for Religious Affairs. Dr Charan Kamal Singh, current
Secretary General of the Sri Guru Gobind Singh Study Circle,
Ludhiana, will be the Chairman of the AC for Media and Public
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Relations. Members of those councils are being nominated from among
specialists in respective disciplines, in consultation with the Chairmen
concerned. These Councils will soon meet and come out with shortterm and long-term plans aimed at better future of the Sikhs and glory
of the Panth, nationally and internationally.
Efforts are also afoot to constitute the Governing Council. The
exercise cannot, however, be completed until a broad base of Primary
membership is created. A vigorous drive for enrolment of Primary
members has, therefore, been launched. We take this opportunity to
appeal to all well wishers of the Panth to join members and to promote
the Confederation. This is the very minimum and the first step expected
from any Sikh who shares genuine concern for future of the Panth.
The members can form Local Committees as provided in the
Constitution, start deliberations on problems facing the Panth and
provide valuable feedback to the Regional Committees and Central
Executive Committee in matters of policy. They can also promote the
cause of the ISC in the local community and make organised efforts
to carry out its programmes. The numerous problems facing the Sikh
Community demand a united effort, and nothing can be achieved,
unless the local committees participate actively.
The Seminar organised on the theme “Task before the ISC” was
indeed a welcome step, and has yielded some valuable conclusions.
Selected papers are being reproduced in original. While the speakers
covered practically every aspect of the problems facing the Sikhs in
India as well as abroad, consensus, emerged, however, that following
programmes should be taken in hand on a priority basis:
a) A Standard English Translation of Guru Granth Sahib: This is
necessary to provide a reliable and acceptable basis for translation
into other Indian and world languages. We are paying our homage
to Guru Arjun Dev who compiled the Guru Granth Sahib, on the
400th anniversary of his martyrdom. This year is, therefore,
particularly appropriate for undertaking this project.
b) Quality Education: The state of education in rural areas of the
Punjab is highly deplorable. A concerted effort is required to
provide quality education in villages by strengthening the existing
schools with better infrastructure, better teaching staff and
modern teaching techniques. Similarly, at the higher education
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level, financial assistance to deserving students needs to be
assured. The ISC is expected to come out with a comprehensive
education plan.
c) Attention to Youth: During the last few decades, very little attention
has been paid to religious instruction or technical training to youth.
As a result, young boys and girls are getting alienated from the
core Sikhs values and visible symbols of the Sikh faith. They
have also become victims of drug addiction and other vices. A
well thought out full fledged campaign is required to deal with
these extremely serious problems. It is expected that ISC will
organise it with the cooperation of the network of deras and other
existing Panthic organisations.
d) Economic Upliftment : There is widespread frustration among the
youth due to lack of employment opportunities and technical
training. A comprehensive programme involving a network of
technical training institutes, career guidance and counselling
centres, academies for preparing the youth for competitive exams
for defence and other services, cooperation of employment
agencies, assistance in emigration, etc., is urgently required.
e) Problems of NRI Sikhs: Outside India, the Sikhs encounter
discrimination and numerous problems resulting from their
external identity and hostile propaganda by certain agencies. The
recent French ban on turban is the latest example. The ISC will
have to initiate diplomatic activity and fight legal battles to solve
these problems.
The task before the ISC is indeed formidable, but should not
daunt the followers of the Guru. They have a history of challenges
and triumphs. There is no reason why we should not come out of the
present crisis with flying colours. Let us face the challenges. Our very
survival is at stake. We want to live with dignity and honour in the
service of mankind through the ideology preached by our great Gurus.
Our homeland is India, but we are citizens of the world and want to
participate actively in national and international affairs. This is the
message the ISC wants to convey in a practical way.
We conclude this note with the appeal, “Join the ISC for bright
future of the Sikh Community, glory of the Panth and service of the
mankind.”
¤
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TASK BEFORE THE ISC – INAUGURAL ADDRESS
KHARAK SINGH
It is a great privilege and honour to address this august gathering
of distinguished scholars and eminent Sikhs, assembled to discuss
issues, which have a vital bearing on the future of the Sikhs as a
community. The formation of the International Sikh Confederation
(ISC) is an historic event, and will always figure as a major landmark
in the annals of Sikh history. Those who conceived the idea, and
have worked hard for its realisation, deserve our praise and
congratulations and blessings of the Guru, whose doctrine of Guru
Granth – Guru Panth gets a concrete form in the ISC.
Ever since the beginning, the Sikhs have been facing opposition
and active hostilities. The martyrdom of Guru Arjun, Guru Tegh
Bahadur, Guru Gobind Singh and his sons, besides the sacrifices of
thousands of Sikhs in the centuries that followed, in the cause of
justice and truthfulness were indeed traumatic. The Sikhs have
undergone all kinds of tribulations. But with their perseverance and
their faith in the Guru, they were crowned with success and glory in
the form of a Sikh empire in the North of India in the 19th century, the
first Indian Sovereign state after centuries of slavery.
The glory was, however, short-lived, and in less than half a century,
the Sarkar-i-Khalsa fell to the British (East India Company). There
may be several other reasons for the debacle, but the fundamental
cause was that Maharaja Ranjit Singh had ignored the doctrine of
Guru Panth and sought to establish his dynastic rule. This is a lesson,
we can ignore only at our own peril.
The twentieth century had again been traumatic for the Sikh Panth.
Although the 5-year struggle for liberation of gurdwaras ended in
victory in 1925, leading to the formation of SGPC, there were two
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major setbacks. In 1947, the country was partitioned, and the price of
freedom had to be paid largely by the Sikh community. Besides the
loss of Nankana Sahib and other sacred shrines, about five million
Sikhs were forced to leave their homes and hearths and their fertile
lands, and migrate as penniless refugees to the Indian side. Tens of
thousands lost their lives in the tragic upheaval. In India, along with
the efforts to rehabilitate themselves, the Sikhs had to launch a struggle
for getting a Punjabi-speaking state. This became necessary since in
the reorganisation of states on linguistic basis in 1956, this right was
denied to Punjabi language. Although the right was conceded after a
long struggle of ten years, a truncated Punjabi sub-state was carved
out in 1966, with no capital, no independent High Court, no control
over its river waters, and keeping large areas with Punjabi-speaking
population outside Punjab. The struggle against this discrimination
still continues. In the meantime, in 1984, Government of India
mounted a full-fledged military invasion on Sri Darbar Sahib, Amritsar,
with tanks and artillery, demolishing the Akal Takht Sahib, damaging
the Sanctum Sanctorum, killing thousands of innocent pilgrims,
including women and children trapped in the parkarma and the numerous
buildings in the complex. A virtual army rule was clamped on the
state, and thousands of innocent young Sikhs were killed by police
forces in fake encounters. The official propaganda and media painted
the Sikhs as anti-national, secessionists and terrorists, nationally as
well as internationally, causing an incalculable damage to the popular
image of the Sikhs as a patriotic, hard working, philanthropic, peaceloving and a liberal community. This left an indelible impact on the
Sikh psyche, and is still a serious problem to be dealt with.
While the above background continues to cast its ominous
shadows, there are several other problems which demand attention of
the Sikh Panth as a whole.
There is no unanimity on the long-term political goals of the
Sikhs. While some sections demand a sovereign independent state,
others prefer autonomy within the Indian Union. The SAD has
favoured the Anandpur Sahib Resolution of 1973, which was
subsequently modified in 1978. The Hindu majority, however,
considers it secessionist, and is in no mood to concede the demand.
There are challenges to Sikh identity, and concerted efforts
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are afoot to treat the Sikhs as a sect of the Hindus. The Rashtriya
Sikh Sangat wing of the BJP is busily engaged in confusing the Sikhs
on this issue.
Then there is the problem of apostasy, particularly among the
Sikh youth. Under the influence of the West and the TV culture, alarmingly
large numbers of Sikhs have dropped the most visible and essential
requirement and symbolic identity of Sikhism – the unshorn hair.
The Sikhs outside Punjab as well as the Sikh diaspora outside
India have their own peculiar problems. Besides, there are millions of
tribal Sikhs like Vanjaras, Sikligars, Lobanas, Tharus, etc., known as
Nanak Panthis, who are living in utter neglect and abject poverty in
several states of India, notably Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Uttar
Pradesh, Gujarat, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, etc. They
have received no attention from the Panth, and are vulnerable to the
influence of the missionaries of other faiths.
To this list of problems must be added the recent controversies
over Dasam Granth, All India Sikh Gurdwaras Act, Sikh Personal
Law, seating arrangements in langar, the authority of the Takht jathedars,
research on Sikh history, Sikh philosophy and Gurbani, and the issue
of world heritage status for the Golden Temple, Amritsar.
Little organised effort has been made by the Sikh leadership to
carry the message of the Gurus in its pristine form. Clever individuals,
taking advantage of this situation, have established their deras where
they preach their own cult in the garb of Sikh religion among the
credulous and gullible Sikh masses not only in India but also abroad.
This leads to rapid erosion of Sikh values, and weakens the Panth.
Each dera is a potential Schism and a challenge to the mainstream
Sikhism.
The Sikhs want to live a peaceful life with dignity and honour in
India, their homeland, and as ambassadors of goodwill abroad. Their
enemies have tried to paint them as terrorists, secessionists and antinational. This mischievous propaganda has to be countered. Sikh
identity continues to be challenged. Very little organized effort has
been made so far to explain to the world at large the noble mission of
love and universal brotherhood and service to mankind without
distinction of caste, colour, gender or creed, as preached by the Sikh
Gurus. The youth has been subjected to criminal neglect, so that they
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are drifting away from religion and falling a prey to drugs and other
vices on a vast scale. Education, particularly at school level, is in
shambles. Controversies, schisms, derawad, etc., continue to rip the
Panth apart, and self-seeking politicians continue to mislead and exploit
the common Sikh masses.
However, the problems, numerous and complex as they are, need
not frighten us. These are normal phenomena with the ever changing
values and cross-cultural currents. All faiths have faced and are facing
such problems. The Sikhs are no exception. What should indeed
frighten us, is a lack of awareness, and preparedness to face them. It
is, however, gratifying to note that the Panth has taken up the challenge
through the ISC.
It is only this newly created organisation, International Sikh
Confederation (ISC), that can pull the community out of the present
mess and psycho-spiritual quagmire. We, therefore, call upon all wellwishers of the Panth, particularly the intelligentsia and all Panthic
organizations and institutions, to join the Confederation and contribute
their mite towards achievement of a better future for the community
as well as for humanity as a whole. They have nothing to lose except
their isolation and frustration, and everything to gain in terms of
prestige and brighter future. United, we pull in the same direction and
become an irresistible force assured of glorious future. Divided, we
work at cross-purposes, pulling in different directions, leading to no
progress and a sure downslide.
There will be opposition from quarters that have never been friendly
to the Sikhs or those whose vested interests are likely to be threatened.
But that should not deter us. For, in the words of Martin Luther King Jr,
‘In the end we shall not remember the words of our enemies, but the
silence of our friends’. Let us not, therefore, keep silent, but express our
support to the ISC, actively and without delay.
It is hoped that the deliberations in the Seminar scheduled for 8th
April, 2006, will lead to resolutions of far-reaching consequences.
Some of the things which need to be taken up on a priority basis may
be mentioned below :
A) A STANDARD ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF GURU GRANTH SAHIB:
This is necessary, because the available translations by individual
scholars give variant interpretations and do not do full justice to
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the spirit of Gurbani. We have witnessed in recent times,
unprecedented interest in the teachings of the Gurus. The
Scripture, therefore, has to be translated in all major Indian and
world languages. Since very few non-Sikhs know the Punjabi
language in Gurmukhi script, the standard English translation,
undertaken by a team of scholars, will form the basis for future
translations into other languages. It is hoped that the ISC will
set-up a panel of competent scholars to produce a standard
English version of Gurbani.
EDUCATION FUND: Poor state of education, particularly at the
school level, is a cause for serious concern, and is exercising the
minds of all well-wishers of the Panth. To rectify the situation
and to ensure quality education to Sikh children and youth, top
educationists among the Sikhs have to put their heads together.
An education fund should be raised, so that in future no aspiring
Sikh child is deprived of an opportunity to educate himself up to
the highest level.
TV CHANNEL: Considering the role of electronic media and the
obsession of the youth with TV programmes, it is an urgent
necessity to set-up a 24-hour channel to project the true image of
Sikhism through attractive programmes with heroes/heroines in
proper Sikh form, and to share with the rest of the world the lofty
ideals of Sikh religion.
AKAL TAKHT & THE SGPC: The authority of these institutions is
being undermined by forces within as well as outside. The Akal
Takht has to be accepted as a Supreme authority and its status
and role clearly defined and jurisdiction of the SGPC extended to
all historic shrines in India.
SIKH PERSONAL LAW: With the enactment of Sikh Personal Law,
the contentious article 25 in the Constitution will automatically
become redundant.
ACADEMIC CONTROVERSIES: We are aware of several controversies
that divide the Panth. It is necessary to constitute panel(s) of
scholars to find solutions at academic level sooner than later, in
the interest of the unity and integrity of the Panth.
RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS: An institute for advanced studies
exclusively devoted to Gurbani and Sikh history is needed to be
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set-up immediately. Multi-faculty universities invariably tend to
dilute this purpose and invariably come under government control.
Besides preparing research material, the institute will also produce
textbooks for religious instruction in schools and colleges, and
popular literature for the masses.
H ) DERAS: A number of deras have sprung up and claim devotion of
large numbers of Sikhs. These deras often tend to divide the Panth.
But, with proper direction, they can be persuaded to propagate
the ideals of mainstream Sikhism. For this purpose, it may be
necessary to convene a meeting of all heads of deras and channelise
their missionary zeal and resources for the betterment of their
devotees’ lives.
I ) SPORTS: This is one of the natural talents among the followers of
the Gurus. A comprehensive programme is required to promote
sports among the Sikh youth. A beginning may be made with
honouring a few outstanding Sikh sportsmen. They can do a lot
in pursuing and popularising the Sikh identity.
The above list is only illustrative, and by no means exhaustive.
The constitution of ISC provides for Advisory Councils for different
subjects, to be manned by the best professionals in respective
disciplines. We have no doubt that these councils will rise to the
expectations of the people.
The ISC must succeed. For, there is no other way for the Guru’s
Panth to achieve its destined glory. It must become the brain bank, a
think tank and a conscience keeper of the Panth and, in the course of
time, is destined to become the voice of the Sikh Community, which
would be recognised by all, nationally as well as internationally. The
Panth must take over the responsibilities entrusted by the Tenth Guru
under the doctrine of Guru Granth – Guru Panth.
Waheguru ji ki Khalsa; Waheguru ji ki fateh.
¤
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PROBLEMS FACED BY THE SIKHS IN DIASPORA
H H JUSTICE MOTA SINGH*
Ours is a bewildered, tormented, fractured generation, and it
would not be an overstatement to say that mankind is, today, in the
midst of one of the greatest crises in history. It seems to me that the
whole world is suffering from scepticism in faith, anarchy in morals;
we do not know which way to turn and what to do. There is certain
duplicity in human nature, which makes us do things even when we
recognise them to be wrong. We conceal from ourselves and from others
the nature of what we do by euphemism.
Sikhs are not immune from this phenomenon.
Our generation has the responsibility for deciding whether we
are to prosper or decline, whether our conduct will lead to a beginning
or to an end. We must strip away all pretence and be honest with
ourselves. That is the only way to regain faith in decency.
This seminar is the first serious attempt by the Sikhs (a) to identify
the problems and challenges they face, (b) to suggest (i) the goals for
the community and (ii) the measures required to achieve them. I regret
that I am unable to be with you but I was asked if I would submit a
paper. I said “Yes”, in an unguarded moment. When I looked at the
list of the very distinguished participants, I quailed at my own temerity
in daring to join them. I submit this paper, in all humility and with a
certain amount of diffidence.
The paper touches upon a number of topics, in particular the
problems faced by the Sikhs in Diaspora.
Sikhism is the youngest, and now the fifth largest, world religion.
It is a revealed religion; it is not an offshoot of another religion or the
syncretic blend of two different and often conflicting religions. It is an
* Justice, <hhmsqc@btinternet.com> # 3, Somerset Road, Wimbledon Village,
London, UK,
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independent religion and this independence is underlined and enshrined
in the Guru Granth Sahib on page 1136. Many writers of great erudition
have written books about our religion, but I would like to consider
what two non-Sikhs, among many, have said about it. McAuliffe said
“It would be difficult to point to a religion of greater originality or to
a more comprehensive ethical system. The Sikhs owe it to the world
to share the rich heritage with the rest of mankind.” The other is the
philosopher, Bertrand Russell, whose prolific writings on religion,
politics and morals always stimulated interest, often to his own
detriment. He often expressed what he regarded as the absurdities of
religion. But he said that “if some lucky men survive the onslaught of
the third world war of atomic and hydrogen bombs, then the Sikh
religion will be the only means of guiding them.” Russell was asked if
the implication of what he was saying was that the Sikh religion was
not capable of guiding mankind until and unless there was a third
world war, he replied, “No. It has the capability, but the Sikhs have
not brought out, in the broad daylight, the splendid doctrines of their
religion which has come into existence for the benefit of the entire mankind.
This is their greatest sin and the Sikhs cannot be freed of it.”
We know how Guru Gobind Singh shook, out of their lassitude,
people reconciled for long to their fallen state, their will to action
completely atrophied. With unparalleled zeal to raise the down-trodden
and fight against repression, he created the Khalsa, uplifting the weak
and instilling in them supreme courage and devotion to righteous
causes. Out of the oppressed and demoralised arose a distinctive
people, with a resolve of steel accompanied by a saintly temperament,
and fired with a sense of mission and determination to usher in a new
society. Guru Gobind Singh introduced the Amrit ceremony. This,
with its special vows, is basic to becoming the Khalsa. We know about
the five symbols. These, along with the turban, constitute the Khalsa
uniform which distinguishes a Sikh from all other people in the world.
This uniform is essential to preserve the life of the community and to
foster the spirit of brotherhood among the Sikhs. It makes the Sikh
look like the Guru himself and, therefore, prompts him to behave, to
act, like the Guru. The symbols instil discipline and unity. They are
meant to keep the Sikhs united in the pursuit of the aims and ideals of
their Gurus. They mean that the Khalsa cannot take refuge in
anonymity. He and his religion are known to everyone. Just as the
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Englishman is believed to take the common law with him wherever
he goes, so the Sikh takes his religion, his Gurus’ teachings with him
wherever he goes. He stands out among people and any misconduct or
unseemly behaviour on his part would be noticed immediately as a
breach of the Khalsa discipline. That is why a Sikh is always expected
to be on guard, alert and true to his calling.
There can be no dispute that a disciplined life, an organised life,
a life lived in accordance with stated rules is infinitely better, more
productive, more secure, more satisfying than an undisciplined life, a
disorganised life and a life bereft of rules and direction. A disciplined
life evokes implicit faith, trust and loyalty and respect. And you do
not need me to tell anyone of the fate of a person who acquires the
reputation of being disloyal, untrustworthy and untruthful.
According to Gokal Chand Narang, while Guru Granth Sahib
saved the Hindus of Punjab from spiritual starvation, the Khalsa
prevented them from crossing over religious boundaries from which
their return was impossible. A Gujarati businessman, living in London,
in a comment at a meeting, acknowledged unequivocally that “if it
had not been for Guru Gobind Singh, we would all be Muslims now.”
Sikhism is a world religion, but it is not a proselytising religion;
we do not seek to convert others. Regrettably, that cannot be said of
some other religions some of which are more aggressive in their efforts
at conversion; some employ subtler methods; they consider it their
divine duty. Those who sponsor religious propaganda in their zeal for
the spiritual welfare of their fellowmen indulge in a vulgar competition
about the know-how of salvation. Agencies for proselytisation which
scramble for souls are not in keeping with the true spirit of religion.
There are still people, who, with a crusading zeal, affirm that they
have the monopoly of a final, unique, exclusive and incomparable
revelation. These people are directly responsible for the eclipse of
religion, for the blight of unbelief in large parts of the world. We,
Sikhs, believe in religion as communion with God and do not dismiss
differences among religions as unimportant or irrelevant. We do not
propose an undifferentiated universalism or indifferentism. We believe
in partnership among religions. We believe that all human beings are
of the same essence and, therefore, of equal worth and entitled to the
same fundamental rights; that the human individual is the highest,
most concrete embodiment of the spirit on earth and anything that
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hurts his individuality or damages his dignity is morally wrong.
I believe that one’s religion is an important indicator of personal and
social well being. I am a practising Sikh; that means that I have been
initiated into the order of the Khalsa in accordance with the rites and
ceremonies that have been laid down and bound by the strict code of
discipline. The Khalsa is, as I have already said, a powerful brotherhood
which in unity, loyalty and courage was to struggle against overwhelming
odds and survive. The Code enjoins upon its adherents the highest
standards of moral and spiritual rectitude and probity in daily life. As we
all know, the climax of the ceremony is a form of initiation which requires
all initiates to drink from a common bowl, thereby striking at the nature
of ritual purity. This is testimony to the fact that our Gurus were, beyond
doubt, vigorous and practical denunciators of caste.
Now, it is axiomatic that when people migrate from one country
to another, they take with them their religious and cultural beliefs and
values. These beliefs and values react with the beliefs and values of
others, whether indigenous or other immigrants. In any liberal society
such as Britain, for example, two main assumptions underpin the
relations between the wider society and its immigrants and form the
basis of an unspoken moral covenant. The society rightly expects its
immigrants who have chosen to come and settle in its midst, to make
every effort to become part of it and, in that sense, to identify with it,
and undertakes, in return, to treat them equally with the rest of its
citizens. These are fair terms of co-operation, for they are embodied
in and consistent with the central values of liberal society, reconcile
the legitimate claims of the wider society and the immigrants in a
reasonably satisfactory manner and create the conditions of a cohesive
and fair society. It implies, at the minimal, that the immigrants should
not live in isolated and self-contained communities, cut themselves
off from the common life of the wider society: because, we recognise
that no ethnic or religious minority could thrive if it tried to isolate
itself from the mainstream of life of the country where they have
made their homes. But that requirement of identification or integration
does not mean total absorption into the wider society’s culture and
the concomitant surrender of the immigrants’ cultural identity, the
immigrant does not have to become like the rest in order to develop a
common sense of belonging with them.
There are now over 500,000 Sikhs living in the United Kingdom.
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The majority of them were either born here or came here as young
children. The Sikh community has been prominent in modern British
life for several decades now. We have such strong commitments to our
cultural and religious identity, starting with the five Ks, that British
society has had to reflect hard about how it co-operates with and
integrates distinctive minority groups like the Sikh community. Because
we are so distinctive and were eager to force debate on such issues,
we have in many ways been one of the pioneers for forging the new
multi-cultural, multi-spiritual, multi-ethnic society. But it is a matter
of record that when they first came here, in search of a new and possibly
better life for themselves and their families, Sikhs encountered great
difficulties in their search for employment and housing; they were not
made particularly welcome; they felt obliged to discard their beards
and turbans in the belief, no doubt, that that would make them more
acceptable, less distinctive and therefore less susceptible to abuse,
even physical attack. It is a matter of regret, however, that when conditions
changed, when the environment improved, when attitudes became more
tolerant, when it was no longer necessary for Sikhs to remove their beards
and turbans in order to obtain work, etc., they continued, nevertheless, to
cut their hair and shave their beards. They refused or were unwilling to readopt the outward symbols of their faith which distinguished them from
other immigrants. So, what was once an understandably enforced
submission to social/economic pressures has become a way of life. Not
only that, they decided that there was no need for their offspring to keep
their hair unshorn. They have gone a step further and this clearly
demonstrates a decisive break. In the matrimonial columns of the
vernacular press one invariably comes across advertisements which insist
that “the boy should be clean shaven and belong to this or that caste.”
That, regrettably, is the fact; that is the reality; it strikes at the very root of
the Sikh faith. And the numbers of such people are growing.
There is clear anecdotal evidence of the disintegration of faith
and growing disillusionment about the traditional values that have
come to us. One of the dangers from within is, as is apparent from
what I have stated, the increasing indifference of our youth to organised
religion and its practice. How do we cope with that? It has often been
said that the children of a nation are its capital and in the proper
investment of that capital consists its life and prosperity. We have a
special responsibility toward our youth and that responsibility is to
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ensure that they are protected from and do not fall a prey to the
pernicious practices I have mentioned. How do we stop them from
straying from the Gurus’ path? Do not forget we are in competition
with a whole lot of other agencies – apart from the zealots of other
religions – that influence our youth – television, radio, media and
outside the home, the school, place of work and so on. How do we
prevent our youth, if at all, from being adversely influenced by what
they see around them with the inevitable conflicts that arise in their
minds? How do we inculcate in them the feeling, the conviction that
they are the inheritors of a great religion and great traditions, that they
can, and should be able to, combine their everyday life with a life lived
in accordance with the tenets of their faith? May I emphasise that for
us, the Sikhs, the rules of conduct laid down are sacrosanct; it is not
for us to seek to change or re-write them according to intellectual or
political fashion or such considerations, or to dispense with them
because we feel that their observance is proving to be irksome or
inconvenient. These are some of the questions that we must face. I
wish I had the answers which would satisfy everyone. Part of the
difficulty lies in the fact that the community is riven by differences –
some doctrinal, but mainly inter-communal; the latter are so deepseated as to give rise to mutual distrust.
The Sikh religion is, as we know, a religion of continuity. It
depends for its very existence on the willingness of successive
generations to hand over their faith and way of life to their children,
and on the loyalty of children to the heritage on their part. By culture
and upbringing we are, some of us, part of the liberal democracies of
the West, but by birth each of us is heir to the history of our ancestors
and a destiny that joins our fate to theirs. There is a difference between
where we are and who we are. We are not wrong to see identity as a
matter of birth. The fact that any of us is born a Sikh is no mere fact.
It happened because generations of ancestors decided to be Sikhs and
hand on that identity to their children.
The particular challenge facing us, the Sikhs in the West, in the
Diaspora generally (and may be in parts of India too, I do not know),
is to determine whether or not Sikh identity can be sustained in an
open, secular society. We face a crisis, a crisis of continuity. It can be
defined by a simple question and a far from simple answer. The question
which I pose with a sense of grave urgency is “Will we have Sikh
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grandchildren?” The answer is YES, but not without a determined,
concerted effort to rebuild the vehicles, transmitters of Sikh continuity,
if we follow implicitly and without question the tenets laid down by
our Gurus. They have been neglected for too long. Unless we do so,
the future of the Diaspora is at risk.
The greatest single danger is not that we do not know how to
create continuity, but that we will fail to do so because we did not
recognise that times have changed and so too has the challenge. By
continuing to fight yesterday’s battles, we risk losing the battle of
today. There must be a massive shift in our communal priorities and
strategy. For this to happen we must understand what is at stake, and
what have been the transformations of Sikh life in our time. Handing
on a traditioin, a way of life and an ideology, is what successive
generations have done. But how to do so in an age in which Sikh
identity has become weak, fragmented and confused, is altogether more
difficult. If we are Sikhs it is because our ancestors were Sikhs, and
because they braved much and sacrificed more to ensure that their
children would be Sikhs. They did more than survive under seemingly
impossible circumstances. They maintained their distinctiveness against
every inducement – sometimes benign, sometimes brutal – to assimilate
or convert. To every crisis they responded with renewal. Whenever
the opportunity arose, they enriched the life of the larger society in
which they lived. And we are their heirs.
The world has gone through a good deal of change, indeed
upheaval, over the years, particularly in the last 50 years or so. Changes
have occurred, not all of them good, but some of which will make it
almost impossible for the old order to return. The Sikhs, in particular,
have had to face events of cataclysmic proportions. The community
is still reeling from the effects of these events with its psyche scathed
and its reputation tarnished. But I am convinced that these matters
are not beyond repair, provided we act now and act decisively. The
danger to the community has been as much from without as from
within, but it is the danger from within that is more sinister, more
ominous that should concern us. I remind myself of the great principles
of our faith, principles for which our Gurus stood and some of them
sacrificed all they had. At no period in our recent history were those
principles greater in need of being followed, without question, than
now. Many pernicious practices against which our Gurus revolted
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have crept into Sikh society. Worldly considerations are corrupting
the great ideals. The barriers which the Gurus laboured to cast down
have been recreated. We only pay lip-service to these ideals.
I pray in aid again what Macauliffe said in 1910, “we shall see hereafter,
it would be difficult to point to a religion of greater originality or to a more
comprehensive ethical system. The values taught by Guru Nanak are as
relevant to day as in the 15th century. The world today needs this faith of
hope and optimism that preaches the welfare of all. The Sikhs owe it to
the world to share their rich heritage with the rest of mankind.”
We fulfil Macauliffe’s words by inculcating in the youth a sense
of pride – pride in their community, in its origins and its history, its
religion and its language. And we do that by trying to understand them
and the pressures on them of living in a multi-cultural and multireligious society, by trying to understand their predicament, by putting
ourselves in their shoes. But simply telling them that they ought to
conform is not enough; it would not work; they are a pretty shrewd
lot; they will only be convinced by argument, especially by example.
Our gurdwaras, by definition, should be ideal places for doing all this,
but they are not. Some gurdwaras come into being, not because a real
need is felt, but because of dissension among the members, the craving
for position. Surely not a good example to set to our youth. The scramble
for position at election time is well known. Our youth point to the
quarrels, even open fights sometimes resulting in bloodshed, between
factions – all in the name and in the presence of Guru Granth Sahib.
Why? Simply because one faction wants to take control. There are
only a few gurdwaras that have not been subject of expensive litigation
or have not had a visit, particularly at election time, from the police,
invited by supporters of one or other faction. The members desecrate
the holy place themselves and yet they feel no compunction in
condemning the police for entering the gurdwara with their shoes on
and their heads uncovered. That is just one of the reasons why our
youth stay away from the gurdwaras. I reiterate, unless we model our
lives on the principles and precepts we profess, we cannot expect others,
especially the precocious youth, to follow these implicitly. We do not
tire of reminding others of these principles but are among the first to
violate them and we do so with impunity. We cling to our petty egos
and merely observe the trappings of religion, the gestures of faith and
the conventions of piety; our behaviour and actions do not match our
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words. We conceal from ourselves and others the true nature of what
we do by euphemism. We must strip away all pretence and be honest
with ourselves. That is the only way to regain faith in decency, that is
the way to regain the confidence of the youth, to prevent their
alienation becoming complete. They are not beyond redemption, but
they will be unless we act now; our gurdwaras will be as empty as
some of the churches.
I often wonder whether the Sikh leaders in and outside India are
alert to the dangers, the perils to the community. If they are, there is
little, if anything, to suggest that they are taking steps to prevent the
total and inevitable alienation of the Sikh youth; if they are not, they
are guilty of a blatant dereliction of duty. Past experience shows that
Sikhs only wake up to the dangers to the community when there is a
catastrophe. I ask, must we wait for catastrophes to happen, to bring
us to our senses, to goad us into action?
Our youth are the raw material of the community. To train the
youth of any free society, they must be taught not only one role – the
obligations and rights of individuals – but their meaning and value for
life. If we want Sikhism to remain a world religion, we should act now.
The voice of the Gurus can still be heard asking us to shape our
community and families as home for the divine presence. God seems
to have been excluded by much of our present-day culture. But He
exists where we let Him in. That is the call that beckons us. If we fail
to answer the call we will be answerable to our Gurus.
And let me say this – we cannot and should not always blame
others for all our ills; we must be prepared to accept our share of the
blame; we must put our house in order. The onus is on us. The need of
the hour is for enlightened men and women with a clear vision, of
discipline, steeped in the Maryada, men and women with a spiritual
depth, not uncaring bigots, above all men and women of moral courage
who will stand like a rock, who will speak to our deep instincts that
there is more to life than self-indulgence, personal power or position
that modern culture seems not only to expect and condone but
encourage; men and women who understand the global community’s
problems, anxieties, needs and predilections, who are alive to the
challenges to the community and have the ability and courage to
articulate its fears and its aspirations and to set their faces like flint
against any fissiparous tendencies, to identify and define the goal for
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the community and give imaginative, decisive leadership and not dither
or quarrel among themselves. Loyalty to tradition does not mean
imprisonment within it.
One accepts that some of the problems facing Sikh youth living
in countries in the West are unique to these countries. I see no objection
on any moral or religious grounds, indeed, I see a positive advantage,
in gurdwaras employing granthis and lecturers who understand and speak
English, who can produce translations of Gurbani in modern English
and who can converse with our youth in a language they understand.
The object is to reach out to the youth of the community. That is one
of the major challenges that faces the community and one which it
must meet. The consequences of a failure to rise to the challenge will
be nothing short of calamitous. We shall ignore these consequences at
our peril. The Sikh religion is a world religion. If we want it to remain
so we should act now.
The setting up of the International Sikh Confederation is an ideal
opportunity for us not only to show our loyalty to our heritage, but
also to re-dedicate ourselves to the great ideals and to fulfil our destiny.
But do not forget that we will only prove worthy of the Gurus’ grace
if we ensure that our deeds match our words, if we become “Khalsa”
in thought, word and deed. That is the call that beckons us. It is, at the
same time, an opportunity for us to guide our youth in the path of the
Gurus, to remind them and the world of the basic philosophy of Sikhi
– charity, worship and hardwork are the ethical conduct of life. Poetry,
art, music and philosophy are important; religion, however, is the
highest faculty of attaining spiritual wisdom and knowledge of the
eternal truth. If we fail now, we will be answerable to our Gurus and
to posterity. We will not be forgiven. Another duty we owe our
ancestors who died because of their faith is to build a world in which
people no longer die because of their faith. We honour the past not by
repeating it, but by learning from it, by refusing to add pain to pain, grief
to grief. That is why we must answer hatred with love, violence with
peace, resentment with generosity of spirit and conflict with reconciliation.
In short, either we live together in peace as God’s children, children of
one Father, or we perish together. The choice is either extinction or human
brotherhood. It cannot be left to the vagaries of chance.
¤
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IMPROVING THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS OF
SIKHS
SARDARA SINGH JOHL*
Economic well-being of individuals, families, communities or
countries is closely and positively related to their educational status
or their knowledge base. In order to improve the economic status of
any community, may they be Sikhs or any other community, there
must be a focused emphasis and thrust on imparting applicable
education to its members. No doubt, investment is an essential and a
vital factor, rather a pre-requisite that promotes growth and
development, it is the properly educated individuals and families who
can take advantage of these investments and gainful employment
opportunities generated by such investments. If the jobs created by
the investments are simple physical labour jobs only, these may not
help improve the living standards and quality of life of the beneficiaries.
We have the case of Punjab before us. To day, according to one of the
PAU surveys, uneducated migratory labour from states like Eastern
UP, Bihar, Orisa, Rajasthan etc, counts for seventeen percent of the
Punjab population. These migratory labour families are in abject
poverty and their presence has negative effects on the demography of
Punjab. Apart from poverty, squalor, hygienic breakdowns, health
problem, etc. these illiterate, poor and indescript populations indulge
in crimes of all descriptions. One of the police analyses of Ludhiana
in 2004 brought out that more than 65 percent of the crimes in the
district were committed by the migratory population. An other 18
percent were committed jointly by the migratory labour and Punjabis
together or in connivance with each other. Hardly 17 percent of the
crimes were committed by the Punjabis alone. Thus, the availability
* Deputy Chairman, Punjab State Planning Board, Chandigarh
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of migratory labour, not only reduces the employment opportunities
for the Punjabi workers, their presence affects adversely the living
conditions in the state. Unfortunately, the Punjab government has not
paid any attention to this serious problem. No doubt these people,
being Indians from outside the state have the right to work in the
state, because after all it is their country too, yet for anyone seeking
work in the state from outside could be subjected to obligatory
registration with the local police based on the police or revenue
authority verification from their home districts. If Himachal Pradesh
could do it, why not Punjab? The registration of migratory labour and
their families can go a long way in stemming the onslaught of the
crimes being committed by these indescript populations.
Another aspect of the problem that deserves consideration, is
that in some of the neighbouring states, Punjabis can not buy land or
own houses. Why Punjab is left so open for anyone from anywhere to
buy properties in the state, is a matter that should receive a serious
review by the authorities. We should believe in the philosophy of “one
country-one people”, but this principle should apply everywhere in
the country. After all this affects the employment opportunities for
the Punjabis and adversely affects their well-being.
The main point of emphasis is that investments that invite simple
physical work are not appropriate investments for the state of Punjab.
Any additional investment of this type will invite accelerated inflow
of migratory labour with deleterious effects on the life and living
standards of Punjabi populations. Investments in Punjab, therefore,
must be for clean industries that generate middle level and technical
jobs for literate and graduate workers and also management related
and professional/technical jobs that require professionally qualified
executives/managers and technicians. Even if the state takes the
extreme step of reserving certain percentage of jobs for the local
workers, as Himachal Pradesh has done, simple low-paid labour jobs
that require physical input alone, will not be of much help.
Assuming that right type of investment flows into Punjab that
generates right types of jobs that would attract the Punjabi population,
the quest remains how can the Sikh youth be empowered to take
advantage of these job opportunities. Reservations or earmarking of
certain jobs for the purpose would be unconstitutional and will not
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stand the scrutiny of law. The only way to empower the Sikh youth
for availing of these opportunities would be to educate them
appropriately and enhance their knowledge base. Thus, the challenge
before the Sikh community is to strengthen the educational base of its
members, which is the seminal input that would not only improve the
economic status of the community, but will also help improve the
situation in the areas of drug addiction, alcoholism and several other
social evils.
The present situation is quite alarming. Majority of the Sikh
population in Punjab lives in villages. Educational facilities in villages
are worth nothing. There are very few higher secondary schools in the
rural areas that have science subjects. Those that have science or
commerce subjects, have very poor teaching infrastructure. Teachers
do not stay in these schools and absenteeism is rampant. As a
consequence, students do not opt for science or commerce subjects.
They are not, therefore, able to compete for professional higher
education. Surprisingly, even the Punjab Agricultural University does
not have many students from rural areas or farming families. This
agricultural university has almost all the students from urban nonfarming families. Further, it is the girls from the urban families that
excel and capture top academic positions and win medals. Concern is
not that students from these non-farming urban families get this
education; the concern is that agricultural/rural youth is being left
behind and majority of these youth in the villages are from the Sikh
families. If this is the situation in the subjects of agricultural stream,
one can well imagine the situation in respect of engineering, medical
and other professional subjects. The answer to the problem lies in the
strengthening of school education in the villages and then improving
the educational infrastructure as well introducing science/professional
subjects in schools and colleges located in the rural areas. One has to
keep in mind that students studying in the rural schools and colleges
belong to the poorer families and have no alternative but to studying
in these ill-equipped of educational institutions in the rural areas. If
Sikh organizations from inside and outside the country, especially the
SGPC, can focus on rural education in the state, it will help the poor
populations, majority of which are the Sikhs. To the extent that the
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Non-Sikh youth benefits from these investments in rural areas, it leaves
positive impression about the Sikh community and creates harmony
in the beneficiary populations of castes and creeds.
There is another quite effective approach that can be adopted to
increase access of the Sikh youth to purposeful education. The
Gurudwaras, Sikh Organizations and the SGPC - should come together
to create an endowment fund of at least worth 5,000 crore rupees to
begin with spread over five years. This fund should grow to at least Rs
10,000 crore. From the interest/earnings of this fund, deserving Sikh
students should be supported through varied types of concessions,
assistance and scholarships for science education at the school level
and professional/technical education at higher levels. This amount
can fully finance at least four lakh students every year. Target should
be that no Sikh boy or girl would go without purposeful education due
to the lack of financial support. In fact, the target for the Sikh
community should be that no Sikh should be illiterate and every one
in the community will have a knowledge base that can provide him or
her access to productive employment. Efforts should be focused on
creating entrepreneurial competence amongst the Sikh youth who
become vehicles to create jobs for others rather than demanding jobs
from the market. Education, rather purposeful education, should
become inseparable part of the identity of a Sikh. This will ensure for
the community not only a rightful economic status, but will also
empower it adequately to find a central place in the administrative
structure of the country. Form here will start a multiplier and accelerator
effect that will take the community to unimaginable heights of
economic prosperity and respectable place in the Indian economy,
society and polity. This is a challenge before the Sikh community and
the Sikh Panth has both the ability and enterprise to take up this
challenge. The Guru is great; once the community commits itself to
taking up this challenge, the Guru's hand will guide and support the
community.
Another very disturbing aspect that needs serious consideration,
is the menace of drug addiction and alcoholism that is eating into the
very vitals of the community, especially in the rural areas. Due to the
frustrations caused by unemployment, inadequate agricultural earnings,
lack of education and social pressures, the young boys in the rural
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areas are getting addicted to intoxicants. This drains the strength of
the community and debilitates the youth leading to wastage of precious
productive lives. The rural youth needs to be taken out this Chakkar
Vhiew. The answer again lies in the right type of education imparted
to the rural youth that could help them to get productively employed.
However, an important aspect needs to be seriously viewed by
the leaders of the community. On the one hand, various civil societies,
NGOs, organizations and groups are engaged in de-addiction of the
addicts of alcohol and other intoxicants and drugs, on the other hand,
our leaders organize free distribution of alcohol, poppy husk and other
drugs at the time of elections for weeks and months to woo the voters.
Efforts at de-addiction pale into insignificance in the face of these
nefarious acts of the political class which have ruined a large number
of families in the villages and made the youth virtual lifeless entities.
The political class does not realize what irreparable harm they are
doing to the society for their selfish ends. More shocking is the fact
that alcohol and intoxicants are as freely distributed in SGPC elections
as is being done during other elections. Cannot the Sikh community
put a ban on the distribution of alcohol and other intoxicants at least
in the SGPC election? After all, the contestants in SGPC elections are
all Sikhs and they are supposed to be Amritdhari Sikhs! If they are
Amritdhari Sikhs, in letter and spirit, how can they even think of taking
alcohol and other intoxicants, and how can they distribute these
religiously prohibited poisons among the voters? Such persons are not
Sikhs and are more of Behroopias. They should be severely castigated
without any mercy and removed from the Sikh community through
the inviolable edict of the Akal Takht. If the Sikh community is not
prepared to take this much needed action, it should be prepared to
keep watching helplessly the Sikh community passing into oblivion.
Guru Maharaj did not put a taboo on tobacco alone. All
intoxicants are out of bound for a Sikh. Is it not an irony of fate that
in social parties and gatherings where drinks are served, if a Sikh does
not drink, immediate response is: how come being a Sardar you do not
drink! In fact, the response should be otherwise. A glass with an
alcoholic drink in the hands of a Sikh should look as odd and socially
unacceptable as a cigarette.
We must not forget that education and health are the two basic
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determinants of economic well-being of an individual. Where as the
lack of education erodes the knowledge base of an individual and lets
him or her not have access to gainful employment, lack of health
sucks away his or her energy to perform in any sphere including
performance at a job. If the Sikh community is indeed worried and
concerned about the economic well-being of its members, it has to
take determined steps to rectify the degeneration that has taken place
in the field of education and health. This rectification, I am confident,
is within the capacity and capability of the community. We must keep
in mind that every day lost in this direction is pushing the community
deeper and deeper into the cesspool of economic deterioration, social
degradation and cultural degeneration. The community leaders of all
shades, religious, social and political, must sit up and dedicate
themselves to enable the community to face these challenges.
In the end, permit me to put a straight question to the honorable
leaders of the community. We have celebrated several sacred
centenaries, have built up huge monuments and memorials, imposing
structures, gold-plated our Gurudwaras and created all kinds of
religious hypes and fervors during these celebrations. Have not we
concentrated and focused ourselves on the form only, ignoring the
vital content that is essential and pivotal to the religious growth and
prestige of the community? Can we solidly commit and declare honestly
in one of the sacred centenary celebrations that Sikh Panth will ensure
that illiteracy and taking of alcohol shall be as strong religious and
social taboos for a Sikh, as are smoking and begging today? Let us
deliberate, decide, devote and deliver.
¤

Nanak, the persons, who remember the Name
Look beauteous and obtain honour in True Court.
– Guru Granth Sahib, p 602
nwnk nwmu smwlih sy jn sohin dir swcY piq pweI ]
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TASK BEFORE THE ISC – SOME CRITICAL ISSUES
SARAN SINGH*
The ceremonial celebration of centennials often misses the core
message of the Scriptural text. Sri Guru Granth Sahib time and again
demands loyalty to God’s will. Individually as well as collectively,
human behaviour must promote active resolution of problems. A Sikh,
always being a learner, needs to focus on the fusion of mind and body.
Religious experience, rooted in the power of divinity, could, thus, be
measured in terms of outcomes that bring peace and goodwill. This
calls for a broader understanding among all faiths in a heterogeneous
society such as India’s.
One of the paradoxes of the information revolution is, how little
people know about the psychology and history of the minority
religions. Events of the recent decades suggest that the much-touted
Indian tolerance is a myth. The stereotype Sikh depicted by Bollywood
movies, of a loud mouth, brawling drunken truck driver, scarcely
recognisable as a Sikh, may be a thing of the past. But the print media,
in a symbiotic relationship with the ‘filmy’ world, still promotes an ill
conceived bias towards the Sikhs, born of ignorance, if not jealousy.
Earlier, in the 1980’s, the press skillfully cultivated the Sikh image as
that of the fundamentalist, instead of the fiercely patriotic Indian he
is. It studiously blacked out the historic role of the essentially nonviolent Akali movement and its success of the 1920’s, which Mahatma
Gandhi had characterized as the “first victory in India’s freedom
struggle.”
A significant, even if minor, example of the majoritarian mindset
is the portrayal of Sardar Bhagat Singh sporting (not the turban he
* Editor, The Sikh Review, and President, Sikh Cultural Centre, 116 Karnani Mansion,
25 A Park St., Kolkata 700 016.
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wore most of his youthful life) but the bowler hat that he used only as
a disguise. His portrait in the Parliament’s committee rooms, or his
bust in Calcutta’s Shahid Park, bear mute testimony to the general
insensitivity to minority susceptibilities.
Government’s tourist literature does not even list the Golden
Temple as a popular destination. The recent acquittal of two Sikhs by
a Canadian Court in the Kanishka bombing case, has been seized upon
by the press to resuscitate the image of the Sikhs as Extremists.
Likewise, Vir Sanghavi misused the columns of The Hindustan
Times to target the Sikhs, little realizing that the newspaper was first
established by a Sikh, Sr. Mangal Singh, over six decades ago.
To write about Punjab’s deprivations is unfashionable in post1984 India, though negative images find ready space in syndicated
columns wherein certain “pretenders” claim, every now and then, that
the natural beard for men was a sign of orthodoxy. Jobs are denied to
the Sikhs, Punjab has no capital or high court exclusively of its own.
Non-riparian states are claiming water resources of the much divided
Punjab. India’s school syllabi are singularly bereft of the basic
information on Sikhism or, for that matter, other religious minorities.
The argument is dismissed by pointing to the India’s secular character.
No wonder Bodh Gaya’s Buddhist shrines are managed and controlled
largely by Brahmin priests!
One can speculate, in retrospect, that had the principal advisers
of the late prime minister Indira Gandhi known a little more of the
history and mystique of the Sri Harmandir Sahib (Golden Temple),
the tragedy of the army assault, and the trauma of the Indira Gandhi’s
assassination, in 1984, might have been averted.
There is no denying the fact that all the civil and military leaders
of the time had been caught up in a process beyond their
comprehension. They had no idea of the political manipulation of the
Sikh affairs that had preceded the brutal suppression in Punjab, much
less of the Sikh moral value system.
But when we pause and ponder, we find that events such as
Operation Bluestar have receded into the remote corridors of history,
a dark spec in history’s horizon. While 1984 is burnished into the psyche
of the older generation, the Sikh youth in their 20’s have neither any
recollection nor emotion. The same applies to the 1947 partition of
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India which is remembered only in books and films.
India now has a Sikh prime minister, even an army chief of staff
they can identify with, though this happened after an incredible fifty
seven years. With all these bonus points, one can forget history only at
one’s own peril, for history has a bizarre way of repeating itself!
Problems, however, continue to fester. To illustrate: Article 15A of the Constitution speaks of Fundamental duties of Citizens — a
belated but essential counterpoise for Fundamental rights. It enjoins
upon the people to “value and preserve the right heritage of our
composite culture”. The dictionary defines the term “composite” as
“made of constituents that remain recognisable”. In all fairness the
people are entitled to know about every strand of our common heritage.
That should include the Muslim, Christian and Sikh cultures. But some
state administrations, television and other media seem to be working
overtime to project and promote only one culture – that of the majority.
Tourist literature, history text-books and the media ceaselessly
propagate the customs, festivals and mythologies that perpetuate the
image of India as a Hindu state. Homogenisation and assimilation are
the subtle underlying objectives. An appreciation of India’s diversity,
or insistence on the distinguishing characteristics of minority cultures,
beliefs and traditions is simply not acceptable. It is even frowned upon
as “communal” in the pejorative sense.
The world may be shrinking into a global village, but the people’s
aspirations for recognition are growing apace. Religious, cultural and
ethnic identities are, more than ever before, becoming the defining
elements in our society. Those who set the intellectual agenda for the
mass media, as well as the corps of educationists, who run the system
of primary and secondary education, have a duty to the Constitution,
and, to their conscience, to hold the scales even, for promoting a better
and more comprehensively understanding of the minority religions
and cultures.
Now that Punjab and most of the Sikhs have re-emerged from
the trauma and the ordeal of the forces unleashed by Operation
Bluestar, the leaders of the majority community must also adopt a
positive and flexible policy framework and, for a change, try to
understand the minority aspirations. For example, is there any logic in
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denying the Sikhs the right to campaign for greater autonomy and
federalism? Or, for the right to an exclusive capital city of Chandigarh?
Or to demand deletion of explanatory clause in the Constitution which
lumps together the Buddhists, Jains and Sikhs with Hindus for civil
law and taxation procedures?
India’s 22 million Sikhs wish to live in peace, with honour,
committed to a strong federal India. Our commitment to the Sikh
ideology and religious identity only reinforces our faith in democracy;
this commitment must, therefore, be safeguarded, rather than sabotaged
through misrepresentations and distortions. The correct policies and
attitudes will not only validate the Indian secularism but also promote
patriotism, enterprise, and optimism.
¤

Fruitful is the moment and fruitful the time,
When love for the True Lord is embraced.
Suffering and sorrow do not touch him,
Who has the support of God’s Name
Whom the Guru takes out, seizing by the arm
He acrosses the (sea of Life)
Embellished and immaculate is the place
Where the Saint’s congregation is held.
He alone, who has found the Perfect Guru,
Obtains the place of protection.
Nanak has founded his house on that (ground)
Where there is no death, birth and old age.
– Guru Granth Sahib, p 44
sPl mUrqu sPlw GVI ijqu scy nwil ipAwru ]
dUKu sMqwpu n lgeI ijsu hir kw nwmu ADwru ]
bwh pkiV guir kwiFAw soeI auqirAw pwir ] 3 ]
Qwnu suhwvw pivqu hY ijQY sMq sBw ]
FoeI iqs hI no imlY ijin pUrw gurU lBw ]
nwnk bDw Gru qhW ijQY imrqu n jnmu jrw ]
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SIGNIFICANCE OF HISTORY IN SIKHISM
KIRPAL SINGH*
History and religion constitute two separate subjects, which are
well defined in their respective fields. The former deals with the past
and the latter is connected with faith and its allied rituals, etc.
Normally, they are distinct, viz., History of Christianity and Christian
Theology are different. Similar is the case with History of Islam and
Islamic theology. But the case of Sikhism is quite different. We have
ten Gurus in Sikhism. Their life span is from 1469 to 1708 CE. All
the Sikh Gurus had the same spirit:
i'fs Ujk i[rfs ;kfJ ;fj ekfJnk c/fo gbNhn? ..
– Guru Granth Sahib, p 966
But every Guru had to face different challenges. Responses of
the first five Gurus are preserved in their holy Granth in the form of
verses. The later Gurus responded to their times with their actions,
viz., martyrdom of Guru Arjun, Miri-Piri of Guru Hargobind,
martyrdom of Guru Tegh Bahadur, Guru Gobind Singh’s Sahibzadas,
etc. These cannot be divorced from Sikhism and these can hardly be
explained without the help of history. In this way, Guru's history and
history of Sikh martyrs have become part of Sikh theology. In the
Sikh prayer, all the martyrs are remembered twice – both in the morning
and in the evening prayer.
Guruship had been bestowed on Guru Granth Sahib by the tenth
master — Guru Gobind Singh (1675-1708). The text of Guru Granth
Sahib can hardly be understood without the help of history of time.
Every Guru had to face different type of challenges, according
to changed circumstances. For instance, Guru Nanak had to face
Babur’s invasion and he has written hymns, which constitute Babar
* Dr, # 1288, Sector 15-B, Chandigarh
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Vani in the Adi Granth Sahib. He had mentioned it at a number of
places, the corruption in the administration, malpractices of Qazis
and other officials. We can hardly understand all those hymns without
the knowledge of history. Many examples can be quoted from Asa Di
Var.
Various similes and metaphors in Adi Granth explain the spiritual
life. Those similes and metaphors have been given from the daily life
of people. We hardly understand the spiritual significance of those
lines without understanding the contemporary life referred to therein.
For instance, Guru Nanak, the founder of Sikhism writes:
Make thy mind ploughman, thy action cultivation vocation
Modesty the water and thy body the field, in the field sow name of God.
Make content the leveling plank
And maintain humility as fence of the field.1
To explain the spiritual intricacies, similes and metaphors have
been used from the actual life led by people. As is clear from the
stanzas given above.

CORRUPT REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
The corruption was rampant in the revenue administration of
the Sultans. This has been mentioned almost everywhere, but to what
extent that corruption was, that has been stated by Guru Nanak in
Asa di Var. Guru Nanak says:
Sin is the king, greed the minister,
Falsehood the officials (shiqdars) to carry out command.
And lust the deputy to take counsel with all three-hold conclave to chalk out
plans
The blind subjects out of ignorance pay homage like dead man.2
Guru Nanak (1469-1539 CE) had very closely watched the
revenue administration of his times as he worked in the Modikhana
(storehouse) of Daulat Khan Lodhi at Sultanpur (Distt Kapurthala)
during the reign of Sikandar Lodhi (1488-1517 CE). In those days,
revenue was collected in kind, as there was acute shortage of currency
and grain was very cheap. In the Modikhana, landlords, chaudharis,
qanungos (a revenue official) and people in general, used to deposit the
grain, which was distributed to employees, soldiers and different types
of people. The officials were given land grants instead of salaries,
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and petty employees grain instead of wages. In this way, Guru Nanak
came in contact with the various types of people and different rungs
of society and has described the corruption rampant there.
Guru Ram Das, the fourth Sikh Guru had three sons —
Prithichand, Mahadev and Arjun. The youngest son who became Guru
Arjun was considered the fittest to succeed. On this issue, the eldest
son Prithichand fell out with his father who admonished him not to
run after wealth and remember the name of God. He writes in a
hymn in the Adi Guru Granth:
My son why with your father make contention?
He who brought you to birth and maturity,
Sin it is with him to contend (I-Pause)
Wealth that you are so proud will not last
In an instant poisonous Maya – pleasures desert and then come regrets
Contemplate you the Lord who is your Master
Nanak, servant of God thus instructs you
Should you listen to it, will your agony be ended.3
Prithichand paid no heed to his father’s advice and continued
enmity with his younger brother Guru Arjun. It is presumed that
Prithichand persuaded Sulhi Khan, a Mughal official to lead an attack
on Guru Arjun, but his plan was foiled as his horse along with its rider
fell in the burning brick kiln and both were killed. This was a very
serious crisis for Guru Arjun, who referred to this incident at a few
places in his hymns in the Adi Guru Granth.
At first I was counselled to send a letter, secondly, I was advised to send two
men to mediate.4
At another place, Guru Arjun writes:
God preserved me from Sulhi, (Sulhi Khan’s attack),
Sulhi by no means succeeded, Sulhi died unclean,
God drew forth His axe and smote off his head and in a moment he
became ashes,
He was consumed over by meditating evil, he who created him thrust him
into the fire,
Son, friend, wife, nothing remains with him now, his brethren and relations
have all abandoned him,
Says Nanak, I am sacrificed to that God who fulfiled the words of His
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servant.5
In similar strain is the hymn of Guru Arjun on p. 1138 “His slave,
the Lord hugs to his bosom. The slanderer, he throws in the fire.”

GURU ARJUN AND AKBAR, MUGHAL EMPEROR
Guru Arjun writes:
The memoranda against me has proved false,
And the slanderers have come to a grievous loss,
He whose support is Govind, the supporter of earth him the Yama touches
not,
He who utters falsehood in true court, he, the blind one, strikes his head
and writhes his hands (in remorse),
Them all ailments afflict, they who sin.
For, Lord Himself is the Judge of them,
We are bound by our own actions and our riches forsake us when life
departs,
Nanak sought the refuge of the Lord’s True court,
And so his honour was saved by Lord, the Lord.6
In the hymn quoted above, Guru Arjun, the fifth Guru (15811606) refers to the complaint made against him to the emperor Akbar.
Some pandits and qazis had enmity towards the Guru on account of
his compilation of the Adi Guru Granth. They complained to the
emperor that the Guru had compiled a book in which Mohammedan,
prophets and the Hindu incarnations and gods were spoken of with
contempt. It was the year 1598, when the emperor was in Punjab.
Upon this, the emperor ordered that the Guru and the Adi Guru Granth
should be produced before him. The Guru sent Baba Budha and Bhai
Gurdas with the copy of Adi Guru Granth, which was being compiled
in 1598 (compilation completed in 1604 CE).
The fifth hymn which caught the Emperor’s eye was Guru Arjun’s
own composition in Persian language:
From earth and light God made the world,
They, sky, earth, trees, and water are God’s creation,
O man, whatever the eye can behold is perishable,
The world is eater of carrion, neglectful of God and greedy of mammon,
Like an ogre on a beast, it eateth forbidden food,
Restrain thy hearts, or the Omnipotent will take and punish thee of what
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avail, shall patrons, brothers, courts and possessions and mansions,
The pure God knoweth thy condition,
Slave Nanak utters thy prayer to the holy man to guide thee.7
The Emperor found nothing objectionable. The slanderer of the
Guru represented that it was specially selected for the Emperor’s
hearing. Now the Emperor himself turned the pages and pointing to a
particular spot asked Bhai Gurdas to read. The hymn which begins
with the following lines was read:
Thou fastenest a stone to thy neck,
And sees not God who dwelleth in the heart.8
Akbar expressed deep appreciation for the book. In the Khulastut
Twarikh, Sujan Rai Bhandari of Batala states that while returning from
Lahore, Akbar stayed on the bank of the river, Beas and saw Guru
Arjun, the successor of Baba Nanak and heard his verses. The Emperor
also remitted a portion of the year's revenue of the Zamindars whose
hardships were brought to his notice by the Guru.
Abul Fazal in the Akbarnamah states that on the thirteenth of
the month of Azur (Jamal-ul-Sani) of the forty third year of Akbar’s
reign (24th November, 1598) Akbar with gorgeous military retinue
crossed the Beas and saw Guru Arjun. People reversed the successor
Guru as spiritual leader and solicited his benedictions.9
In the end, it is stressed that all the items of Sikh heritage should
be preserved, popularised and exhibited in Punjab, India and abroad.
These items are:
1. Sikh Art Paintings, Frescoed painting on Walls.
2. Sikh architecture
3. Sikh music – kirtan according to ragas in the Adi Guru Granth.
4. Sikh coins
5. Sikh artifacts
Recently, there has been exhibition of Sikh art in New York.
Such exhibitions should be organised and encouraged in every country.
~~~
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TASK BEFORE THE ISC – A LEGAL PERSPECTIVE
GURMIT SINGH*
As the problems facing the Sikhs, a people, are numerous, so the
tasks before the International Sikh Confederation are also many. It is
not possible to lay down the list of these tasks in this brief paper but
an attempt is hereby made to deal with some of the important issues.
The basic problem which stands as a hindrance to solution of
the Sikh problems is that Sikhs have no State of their own, but under
the law only a State has the locus standi to raise an issue at the
International Forums. For example, at the International Court of
Justice, only states are competent to approach the court under the
statute of that court. Similarly, at the United Nations Organisation
(UNO), no individual or group of people can claim membership.
Article 34 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice reads:-

ARTICLE 34
1. Only states may be parties in cases before the court.
2. The Court subject to and in conformity with its rules, may request
the Public international organisations for information relevant to
cases before it, and shall receive such information presented by
such organisations on their own initiative.
Thus, with the Sikhs facing problems regarding their religious
identity in various countries all over the world, the only alternatives
open to them are:
1. To struggle for the creation of a State of their own recognised by
the International Community of Nations.
2. The second alternative, though less effective, is to get consultative
status with the United Nations Organisation as a NonGovernmental Organisation, i.e., N.G.O.
* Dr, Advocate, 702, Phase 2, SAS Nagar, Mohali
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How can the Sikhs take advantage of the International Court of
Justice? Under the law of international communities, the International
Court of Justice is competent to interpret treaties although it has no
power to enforce them. But it is capable of creating international
public opinion. The Treaty of Bhyrowal, dated 22nd December, 1846,
in Article 11, clearly provided that the kingdom of Maharaja Duleep
Singh, the last Sikh Ruler, will be restored to him on his attaining the
age of 16 years or on 4th September, 1854. It was also held by the
Privy Council in 1940 in the famous Shaheed Ganj Masjid case that
the British Government in India is under a legal as well as moral
obligation to maintain the Status Quo as it existed on 5th April, 1849,
when the Sikh Kingdom was annexed by the British. Whether the
Sikhs are entitled to restoration of their Kingdom in terms of Treaty
of Bhyrowal is a question that can be referred to the International
Court of Justice. In the light of that decision, it can be decided by
that court, whether the Transfer of Power in India by the British, with
special reference to Punjab, was legal or not.
It also needs to be determined by the International Court of Justice,
whether the provisions of the Indian Independence Act, still hold good
after its repeal by the Indian Parliament when it still continues to be a part
of British Statutes, as the Act was passed by the British Parliament.
It also needs to be determined by the International Court of
Justice, whether the question of status of Sikhs in Independent India
is still open to arbitration by the British Government as per provisions
of the Indian Independence Act, particularly when the Sikh
representatives refused to sign the Constitution of India as framed by
the Constituent Assembly in view of provision that if one of the major
communities does not agree with the Constitution framed, then the
matter will be referred to the Privy Council for decision. While deciding
this issue, the International Court should also decide as to what is the
effect of Repeal of Privy Council Act by the Indian Parliament. As all
these matters affect more than one country, therefore, the International
Court of Justice alone is competent to determine these matters. The next
question that arises in this context is who has the jurisdiction to invoke
the jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice. The affected parties
as per Article 34 of the Statute of International Court of Justice are:
1. The Government of India
2. The Government of Pakistan
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3. The British Government
As a proper party, the Government of Indian Punjab and Pakistan
Punjab can also be impleaded as the matter involved may affect their
territorial jurisdiction although these two Punjab Governments will
be represented through the Government of India and the Government
of Pakistan, respectively, as they are integral part of those countries
and any decision of the International Court will have the same effect
on them as other decisions of that Court. So either of the three states,
i.e., India, Pakistan and British has the locus standi to approach the
Court. But the question arises why should anyone of these
governments move the court. As all know, the nations are governed
by their self-interest and what is gainful for a nation is moral and what
is not gainful is immoral. Indian Government will certainly not like to
move in this matter as reopening of the question may be harmful
particularly with regard to Kashmir. The Kashmir question is
integrated with Punjab, because at the time of annexation of Punjab,
Kashmir was part of the Sikh Kingdom ruled by Duleep Singh.
Therefore, we are left with two States who can approach an
international forum. The Pakistan government can do it because it
will help their stand on Kashmir. The Great Britain can take advantage
because this will enable them to play a major role in this part of the
world, which is of great strategic importance. Under the provisions
of the Indian Independence Act, the British are to act as arbitrators in
resolving any dispute between the parties. However, in the case of
interpretation of Lahore Treaty, they will be arrayed as opposite party.
The International Sikh Confederation should start organizing
functions on 5th April because it was on that day that Punjab was
annexed and merged with British India. On 4th September also
functions should be organized to demand the restoration of the Sikh
Homeland as laid down in Treaty of Bhyrowal. This will arouse
political consciousness amongst the Sikhs and make them conscious
of the fact that they ruled Punjab once upon a time.
Another problem over which the Sikhs are feeling agitated these
days is the ban by French Government on wearing of turban by the
Sikh children in schools of that country. The Sikhs consider it to be
an act of religious intolerance. The French look at this problem from
their own perspective. They do not consider themselves to be a
pluralistic society and hold the view that every individual belonging
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to cultural, religious or ethnic minority cannot be encouraged to form
distinct community within the French nation. The French are a proud
people as is evident from the fact that even an English knowing French
person will talk only in French pretending that he does not know
English language. When we assert that Sikh soldiers during world war
had liberated France form Germans, it hurts their national pride because
the Sikh soldiers of that time were part of British army and every
French National is anti British although they are ostensibly allies.
The Sikhs should avail the services of non-Governmental
Organizations such as Amnesty International, the International
Federation of Human Rights. In France itself, there are Human Rights
Organizations who are always ready to help the victims of human
rights violations, such as the Federation France Liberte’s, ATD Quart
Monde, the Ligue International Centre Le racisme at L’antisemitisme
(LICRA), Movement Contre Le racisme et pour L’amitie entre les
Peuples (MRAP) and many others. These organizations vigilantly
monitor the government activities. United Nations Human Rights
Commission takes serious note of the reports of the Commission
National Consultative chaired by a member of the Conseil d’ Etat
which brings together the non-governmental rights organizations.
Approach to any of these organizations on the turban issue will
inspire respect among the French people, who respect democratic and
human rights.
The problem needs humanitarian and emotional approach. France
is signatory to the International convent on the Rights of the child
and no one can be emotionally cold to the children. If even an
insignificant proportion of French Children are deprived of their right
to education as a consequence of the French laws, the ultimate
consequences for the French nation will be disastrous because these
children are the future builders of the French Nation. This is, perhaps,
what Ms Asma Jahangir, United Nations, Special Rapporteur on
Freedom of Religion or belief, means when she warns:
“My concern is more serious with regard to indirect consequences
of the law in the longer term.”
One’s dress is innocent expression of one’s religious belief and
does not interfere with similar rights of others. The denial of this
right to teenagers is violation of religious rights guaranteed under the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights which was adopted in Paris.
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Article 18 of this declaration guarantees the rights to publically manifest
one's religion, and dress is essentially a manifestation of this right.
This Article reads as under:

ARTICLE 18
“Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and
religion, this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief,
and freedom either alone or in community with others and in public
or private, to manifest his religion or belief, in teaching, practice,
worship or observance.”
The use of the words “manifest his religion” includes dress as
held by the Supreme Court of India, and use of the words in public or
private makes the French law violative of the Universal Declaration
of Human rights. It is a blot on the French Nation known all over the
world for contributing to the realm of thought, the idea of Equality,
after the glorious French Revolution.
Meeting at the Palais de Chaillot in Paris, the third session of the
General Assembly of the United Nations had adopted the Universal
Declaration of the Human Rights on 10th December 1948 and since
then this date has been celebrated every year as Human Rights Day. It
will be a sad day in the history of Nations, if on this auspicious day, the
Sikhs demonstrate, under the banner of International Sikh Confederation
or any other Organization, before the offices of the UNO or French
Embassies or cultural centres. The French nation remembers:Unity is not uniformity. It is a pattern woven with delicate care out
of several strains and its harmony can be disturbed by the least human
folly, be it the arrogance of a stupid majority or an insolent minority.
The genius of the French people lies in tolerance in all spheres of life,
for which French people enjoy a good reputation all over the world.
The Sikhs have always had good relations with the French people and
they still cherish the visit of Victor Vincelas Jacque mont, the French
Botanist who visited Punjab during the reign of Maharaja Ranjit Singh,
the Sikh ruler near about 1830. The Sikhs cannot forget that their last
Sikh ruler Maharaja Duleep Singh on 15th July, 1886, had proclaimed his
sovereignty and declared himself the Maharaja of the Sikhs and a “lawful
sovereign of the Sikh Nation,” in Paris. Let those good relations be revived
and presented as a part of the heritage of the two nations.
¤
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FUTURE OF SIKH FAITH AND SIKHS
– CHALLENGES BEFORE A WORLD ORGANISATION –
HARBANS LAL*

ABSTRACT
At the time of its entry into the twenty-first century, the Guru
Panth is going through a major transition towards its renaissance. Areas
impacting Sikh faith are listed with a view to initiate further discussions.
The areas which will impact us include, new technology, proliferating
diversity, prosperity, globalization, basic concepts in Sri Guru Granth
Sahib, significance of symbols and mystiques, and attention of new
generations to indulgence in the community’s future. In the end, a
suggestion has been made to set up a Center for major studies of the
Sikhs and the Sikh faith in the global environment in which they must
make their impact on civil society.

PROBLEMS
We are gathered here at the time of major transitions through
which the world civil society is passing. Although no community or
ideology will be an exception to the onslaughts of this new transition,
the burden of transition will be more critical for a younger entity like
Sikhs. We are still struggling for a proper opportunity to solidify our
place in today’s civilization. As a result, there is a real potential for our
experiencing a catastrophe or a renaissance in the next ten to twenty
years. Why, because the world is moving into a new territory and the
transitional times are always chaotic. The transition is that we are at
the doors of a new world with our deep seated traditions, which are
* Ph D, D Litt (Hons) Emeritus Professor and Chairman, Department of
Pharmacology and Neuroscience, University of North Texas Health Sciences Center
at Fort Worth, Texas, USA.
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facing challenges unlike any previous ones in our history. Let us review
those to move forward.

LET THEM NOT FRIGHTEN US
In a next couple of decades, our old self will meet our new self.
Where the mountains meet, the territory is always rocky and any
expedition through such a terrain may cause injuries. Likewise, when
old form of spiritual practice meets the new, the psychic and emotional
boundaries will be found to be uneven and rugged. Navigating those
ridges and valleys will be difficult, of course, but mastering the valleys
and the peaks will be a must for reaching every next peak. If it is done
wisely, there will be an exhilaration of a level so high that those living
in less exciting times would have never experienced.
The next decades will be such a time. In such times, when years
of dust are settled, nations are renewed. We must pledge to prepare
for this renewal. With my implicit faith in my Guru, I cannot envision
that Guru Gobind Singh would permit the catastrophe to strike at his
own creation. On the contrary, we are bound to witness the renaissance
of the Panth in the 21st century. In the spirit of a major change that is
imminent, we can already sense signs of a movement towards this
renaissance in many quarters, along with faltering of the old diehard
beliefs and practices.
From the upheavals that we experienced in the past few years, it
appears that next few years would be taking us back to the realization
of the real purpose for which the Panth was organized. And, deeper
the realization, the faster will it lead to our renaissance in the new
world, all in accordance with the Guru’s plan for the charhdi kala of
the Panth. It is not a coincident that we are entering the twenty-first
century with the memorial celebrations of the most significant
Tercentennial: Celebration of the Tercentenary of the Installation of
the Sri Guru Granth Sahib as the Eternal Guru of the Sikhs in 1708.
The Celebration serves as a strong reminder that we are members of a
religious community that is created to be relevant for the whole world
and will have a message to impact the civil societies every where.

I BELIEVE
Let me first give you my belief about our future before making
some suggestions:
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Sikhs will remain a minority in every country but with a potential
to be a creative minority.
Gurmat or Sikhee is predestined to be touching unimaginable
heights at the end of this century.
Gurmat is/will be recognized as a world religion that is meant for
every one (unlike Islam or Christianity).
Sikhee will be a multi-cultural and multinational belief.
Gurmat literature will be in English and other international
languages.
Sikh centres of activities will gravitate away from Punjab and
towards the West.
There will be many challenges towards reaching my vision. Blessed
will be those who become the tools of Guru’s policy in achieving
those predictions.

CHALLENGES AND CAPABILITIES
The first challenge is to realize that the new age is the age of
technology and economic prosperity. Therefore, it will be an age of
freedom and choice of values, choice of religion and choice in styles
of daily living. However, our religious leadership is neither trained nor
accustomed to foresee such a freedom. Therefore, the expression of
this freedom will lead to a strong resistance. To fight the drag created
by their resistance the new age will require heaps of resistences or
resilience. If we continue to follow the Sri Guru Granth Sahib (SGGS)
that we were fortunate to inherit, we need not go into depression; the
Guru’s Way would infuse in the Panth the plenty of spiritual energy
that no political or psychosocial maneuvering could limit.
The following stanzas from the SGGS support the above views:
nwnk igAwnI jgu jIqw jig jIqw sBu koie ]

Says Nanak, the spiritually wise ones will conquer the world and every one
included in it.
– Guru Granth Sahib, p 548
jgu ijqau siqgur pRmwix min eyku iDAwXau ]

You may conquere the world by following the Guru’s teachings as you meditate
single-mindedly on the One.
– Guru Granth Sahib, p 1397
Contrary to the current practices, the Sikh spirit and the Sikh
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practices will neither be up for a vote from any section, nor may they
be subservient to verdicts from any clergy. The time of our clergy
would be gone from our national and personal life as is clear from the
writings in the SGGS:
mWdlu byid is bwjxo Gxo DVIAY joie ]
nwnk nwmu smwil qU bIjau Avru n koie ]

Most of the people are paying heed only to the bugle of ‘karam kaand’
sounded by recitations from many religious scriptures. Says Nanak, you
should accept the path of Naam and do not sow the seeds of profiling
people and the creation.
– Guru Granth Sahib, p 1091
kwbIr ijh mwrig pMifq gey pwCY prI bhIr ]
iek AvGt GwtI rwm kI iqh ciV rihE kbIr ]

Crowds of people are following the path that is laid down by the clergy.
However, the path to the Divine that was taught to Kabir is very distinct.
– Guru Granth Sahib, p 1373.
Our history teaches us that no action but only our principles can
contain chaos. Our lives will not be brought to order through anything
but through the teachings of the Guru left for us in the SGGS.
jgu jIqo ho ho gur ikrpwiD ]

You shall be victorious in this world by Guru’s Grace.
– Guru Granth Sahib, p 1304
We must let the public know that, with this celebration of the
Tercentennial, we will bring an entirely new worldview onto the
horizon. For ourselves, we will no longer look at the outer world as
the source of our power or our salvation. The belief that it ever was
our salvation was a delusion fostered by the seductive politicians and
self-appointed cardinals of our institutions. The Sikh traditions reveal
that true power is enshrined within, is ever-renewable through the
Guru’s Sabad, and is activated through our dedication to serve the
humanity rather than preparing a list of self centered goals.
The second challenge for us is our learning to adapt. This does
not mean that we would be asked to sacrifice our basic beliefs. It only
means to translate our beliefs in a new language. Just as when you
move from Punjab to USA, you use an adapter to convert your use of
electrical energy, so we must now adapt to convert our use of the
Guru Granth's teachings. We are moving into a new territory where
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we will be unable to plug into New World unless we learn how to
convert our thinking into modes of the new century. We need adapters
that are facilitators of the Sikhee consciousness and more importantly
we need the willingness to adapt.
During the phase of our adaptation, our actions will annoy and
offend our clergy and our politicians. It may also annoy our elders in
some cases. They would prefer that we enter the new century with no
fundamental change in the practice of our faith and traditions. They
fail to realize that our history had never been static. We encountered
twentieth century that was quite different from the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries and we exhibited determination to adapt. Did
we not succeed in discarding the baggage of Brahaminic rituals in our
every day life? For example, did we not succeed in electrification of
the Golden Temple in spite of edicts from our clergy to oppose it?
The heads of all Takhts had petitioned that the electrification would
impinge on the sanctity of our central shrine. Did we not succeed in
marrying our youngsters in Anand Karaj ceremony in spite of many
roadblocks from our own clergy and our social leaders of nineteenth
century? Did we not succeed in halting the ethnic cleansing of the
shudi movement of the Arya Samaj, in spite of many religious and
political forces refusing to budge from their position of discriminating
against the people of lower caste?

PREPAREDNESS
My presentation on the coming of an age in our community is
not a prophecy for the new century but rather a description of what is
happening in the community at a number of levels. In spite of our
assets, we may be ill-prepared to jump on to the opportunities that lie
ahead in the twenty first century. There are many religiously and
politically influential individuals in our community leadership who do
not seem to read deeply into the Guru’s message of Gur Gaddi in
1708; the message of kinship of humankind, globalization of faith
and practices, discarding of hollow rituals and traditions, and making
spirituality as the soul of our worldly activities. Those same individuals
spent the last several years of our history striving to divert our eyes
from seeing the changing world around us. They wrote history on
hearsay. They issued verdicts that were self-serving in motivation and
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were reactionary in scope. They interpreted scripture so narrowly that
their interpretations were obsolete in face of any reality. They offered
political goals that were neither pragmatic nor bore any relation to
reality. They offered vision that should only fall on the deaf ears.
There are some youth and intellectuals though small in number
but attracted to new attitudes based on the awareness of Sikhism’s
universal principles and their logical applications in our life. They clearly
show potentials of making a mark in the new century. They have
already shown that they would not pay heed to obsolete slogans and
scary tactics. They also believe that nation will march on into the new
century with renewed vigor under the protective hand of the Guru
Granth to guide the nation. Under their insistence, all structures and
systems that remain primarily wedded to porous substance of the past
have already begun to crumble and will continue to leak and collapse
around us. These institutions and structures are dinosaurs of the past.
They will be replaced by structures just as real but those that focus on
the Guru’s vision of the future and the Will of Akal Purakh. As was
done three hundred years ago, today old rituals and hypocrisy in the
religion will be forced to surrender to an era of the universal spiritual
consciousness practised in every aspect of life. We will realize that
only what was built on sacred principles of the Guru’s vision is built
on a solid rock and will stay. All else, built on sand, will be blown
away.

WHAT WE TOLD THE NGOS AT THE UNITED NATIONS
With the realization of the perils of godless politics, we formulated
principles of goals for the civil society. I present them here for your
consideration and support. They are based on our Guru’s teachings.
Our Guru urged us to consider spiritual basis for our economics and
our politics. This new basis of political life insures motivation for
justice, selflessness, teamwork, collaborative problem-solving, and
promotion of people’s participation in the governance processes. These
objectives will be effectively accomplished only when there is a moral
force of something eternal that drives the motivation of the political
leaders and their electorates. Therefore, eleven Sikh organizations
signed and presented them for consideration of the NGOs.
The fifty-seventh annual Conference of non-governmental
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organizations (NGOs) and the United Nations Department of Public
Information (DPI) held a three day conference at the UN Headquarters
in New York. More than 1,800 representatives from 540 organizations
based in 93 countries had come together for three days to assess the
progress and consider the way forward to achieving the Millennium
Development Goals.
At this year’s meeting, the Sikh representatives and their friends
urged that a significant change in attitude would be necessary to unite
the world communities to promote peace and achieve the development
goals.
On September 9, 2004, the Sikh delegates, with their friends,
gathered for a brief meditation in the meditation room. A silent prayer
for the goodwill of the whole humanity followed it. Moving out of
this room, an informal meeting was held where brief history of the
compilation of the Aadi Granth was reviewed to stress its interfaith
character, its universal message and its reverence for human rights,
justice, peace and freedom of religious practice. It was felt: 1) that the
initiatives taken by the compiler of the Aadi Granth were clearly to
establish world peace through understanding, gratitude, and reverence
for nature; 2) that the ancient wisdom of the Aadi Granth would be of
value to the modern world when they are considering its future.
On the final day of the conference, September 10, the Sikh group
collected again to review the comments and support received from
the world faith leaders who could not attend the New York
Headquarters. Messages of support for the effort of the Sikh delegation
were received from Marcus Braybrooke (President, World Congress
of Faiths), Kiranjot Kaur (Shromani Gurdwara Parbhandhak
Committee, Amritsar), Yogi Harbhajan Singh (Sri Singh Sahib, Sikh
Dharma International), Dr. Inderjit Kaur (Bhai Sahiba, Sikh Dharma
International, 3HO), Dr. Jasbir Singh Ahluwalia (Guru Gobind Singh
Foundation, Chandigarh), Dr. Rajwant Singh (Sikh Council on Religion
and Education (SCORE) and Guru Gobind Singh Foundation,
Washington DC.), Alfredo Sfeir-Younis (World Bank), Rajinderjit Kaur
(Sikh Women Association and Temple of Understanding), Col.
Perminder Singh Randhawa (Sikhya Seekers International, Chandigarh)
and Pritpal Singh Bindra (Sikh Social and Educational Association,
Canada).
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TEN POINTS DECLARATION OF THE GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR
CIVIL SOCIETY
1. To Recognize the Presence of Divine Light in every living being.
2. To recognize that the earth is created according to God’s cosmic
blueprint and it is therefore intrinsically good. Nature is our mother,
our home, our security, our peace, our past and our future. It is
our obligation to treat natural things and habitats as our sacred
temples and shrines, to be revered and preserved in all their
intricate and fragile beauty.
3. God is the Creator and its creative manifestation extends to all
humans. Therefore, all humans are intrinsically creative in
partnership with God.
4. It is a human destiny to emulate the divine attributes; such as
Identity with Truth, Fearlessness, Without Animosity, Eternal
Personality, beyond the genetic and mimetic imprisonments, and
Free Spirit that lives in Gratitude.
5. To experience Divinity in work and service, in art and science, in
philosophy and religion, and in environment and creation.
6. To follow the principles of righteous living by believing in: Human
Equality, Human Dignity, Justice, and Human Behaviors that
cleanse the Body and the Mind.
7. To build the institutions of altruism and sharing in social
infrastructures. Examples are: Langar or free community kitchen
attached to every congregation, OR Institutions like Pingalwara
for every unfortunate citizen.
8. To be Advocate for those who are most vulnerable in our society.
9. To exert Spiritual and moral responsibility to Guide politics and
political institutions, and to provide guidelines for leadership of
religious institutions.
10. To build a world order without the culture of “mera tera”
(meaning “mine and yours”) psychology. It is a transgression of
the divine principle of unity in God’s creation to profile and divide
people between “us” and “them”.

PLAN FOR RESEARCH: CENTRE FOR SIKH GLOBAL IMPACT STUDIES
Before we decide on what our lines of action to reach our goals
may be, we must research our current assets and liabilities, and then
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propose to chalk out a path for future action. This center will assist us
to identify the new programs and projects to be undertaken by this
international organization meeting here. I therefore propose
establishment of a high level research center. It is as follows. A center
may be established on:
Opportunity Structures in Global Sikh Relations: Study of
Contemporary Multi-level Public Participation of Sikhs in Global
Environment and its impact on their Transnational Growth.
A Center be established to study the global Sikh populations.
There, World’s renowned experts may be invited to investigate
and debate the following areas:
- Demographic Characteristics of Sikh Communities across
continents; their professions, beliefs, practices and hopes.
- Main characteristics and organizational structures of
contemporary ethno-national participation of contemporary
Sikhs.
- Extent to which Sikhs’ relationships and political agency exist
with their homeland and host-society governments.
- The communal strategies and tactics (and circumstances) that
are used by Sikhs and which are most effective at influencing
global relationships with civil societies, particularly the
religious, social and political environments of their domicile
countries?
- Opportunity structures that exist for Sikhs in the post-modern
and trans-state social, economic and political systems, and
which are the most essential to foster and/or exploit
progression of spatial, historical, temporal factors?
- The ways in which Sikh activities and maintenance of ethnonational identity may influence social and political
environments, security issues, and economic development
both domestically and in foreign policy matters?
A high level seminar be organized to formulate guidelines for
such a Center. The Center may be located near an outstanding academic
research enterprise to be able to use its resources. The administrative
and research structure may take advantage of experiences at the Indian
Institute of Punjab Studies in Simla. It may impart training and research
experience to visiting scholars and publish position papers. The budget
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may be derived from donations and grants.

CONCLUSION
With the beginning of a new century, we must clarify who we
want to be in this century and then evolve into something much more
than our present position. According to the Guru’s definition of a
Sikh, there is a divinity within us waiting for its moment to be born
that will bring us out of the shadows of our entrenched illusions.
Renaissance will begin with the activation of forces of internal rebirth,
spreading like lightening through each of us and out into the world.
Under this principle, we should now learn as much about waging
spirituality and unity, as we have known for three centuries about
waging wars and divisiveness, as much about power of love to heal,
as we have known about the power of anger to destroy.
sicAwrw dyie vifAweI hir Drm inAwau kIEie ]
sB hir kI krhu ausqiq ijin grIb AnwQ rwiK lIEie ]
jYkwru kIE DrmIAw kw pwpI kau fMfu dIEie ]

The Creator bestows glorious recognition upon those who are truthful and
promote righteous justice. Every one should praise the ONE who arranges
to protect the poor and the lost. He honors the righteous and punishes the
culprit.
– Guru Granth Sahib, p 89
I will close with a verse from Bhai Gurdas on the true nature of
our Panth and its future:
gurmuiK scw pMQu hY scu dohI scu rwju krMdw ]

The nation of the Guru-oriented people is the nation of the truth.
Their slogan is Truth and their kingdom is based on the laws of
Divine Truth.
– Bhai Gurdas, Vaar 26, Pauri 1, [5]
~~~
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A BLUEPRINT FOR EDUCATIONAL RESURGENCE
IN MODERN-DAY PUNJAB
KULWANT SINGH*
Education, quality education, is the most effective tool to
empower the present younger generation of Punjab. As a result of the
collapse of the Govt-run Education System, especially the school
education segment, several private players have jumped into the field.
But these unaided, uncontrolled educational institutes started by some
of the unscrupulous players have started these ventures not for serving
the society in the educational field, but for earning huge profits. These
institutions, from the schools to the university level, have mushroomed
all over the State as a result of the businessman-politician nexus which
encourages these institutes to charge exhorbitant fees and appoint substandard faculty and exploit this faculty and make do with a sub-standard
infrastructure. The schools run by certain religious and social
organisations are mainly run by the Government grant-in-aid to the
extent of 95% which hinders these organisations to pursue any
independent quality-oriented educational programmes, both in terms
of admissions and faculty appointments. Thus, there are three main
players in education in Punjab:
1) The public sector, govt schools colleges, and state-funded
universities;
2) Institutes run by religious, social organisations and subsidised by
the government; and
3) The purely private, unaided institutions.

SCHOOL SEGMENT
Out of these three segments of education, it is the school
* Lecturer, P.E.S.I. (retd), # 732, Phase 3B1, SAS Nagar, Chandigarh
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segment, more especially the rural school segment, which cries for
urgent attention of the socially conscious, intellectually enlightened
citizens and socio-religious and non-Governmental organisations, like
the newly constituted International Sikh Confederation. Rejuvenation
of this, once vibrant affordable school system, should, in my opinion,
be one of the primary tasks to be taken up by the Confederation.
Before suggesting any remedial measures and the ways in which an
organisation like ISC can intervene to revitalise this most vital organ
of society, it would seem necessary to enlighten the readers with some
of the most shocking and horrifying distortions which have crept into
the school delivery system in the state of Punjab in order to bring
forth the gravity of situation and alarming state of affairs in this most
fundamental sector of our society.

THE ROT
A brief perusal of the latest survey report recently submitted by
Punjab Human Rights Organisation1, and the thoroughly researched
paper on Secondary Education in Punjab, prepared by Dr Sucha Singh
Gill2, an eminent economist and his two colleagues, will reveal that in
Punjab the entire delivery system of education at the school level,
especially in the public sector, has almost totally collapsed because of
the state government’s long-term policy to withdraw in phases its public
financing of school education and the gross mismanagement of the
existing school infrastructure. These two exhaustive studies reveal
the yawning gap between the existing Punjab state statistics in the
vital sectors of teacher-student ratio, percentage of public/state
funding of state education, quality of teachers and state/governmental
responsibility of guaranteeing the fundamental right of basic education
to state’s citizens and the standards set up by the Prof Yashpal
Committee submitted to the Ministry of Human Resource
Management, Govt of India after being duly approved by the highest
body CABE (Central Advisory Board of Education) The Yashpal
Committee3 report envisages the teacher-student ratio of 1.30; public
funding of education to the tune of 6% of GDP, appointment of
trained qualified teachers selected on merit by a state body with
impeccable credentials, adequate infrastructure in the form of
classrooms of specified dimensions, separate toilets for boys and girls,
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uniform academic syllabus based on NCERT curriculum and
periodwise division and a credible system of examination by the State
Education Boards. To quote the most operative part from this report
included in it from National Secondary Education Commission (1952),
it states the essential goal and aim of education. It states:
“The Constitution of India guarantees equality of status and
opportunity to all citizens. Continued exclusion of vast numbers of
children from education and the disparities caused through private
and public school systems challenge the efforts towards equality.
Education should function as an instrument of social transformation
and egalitarian social order.”4 (P. 3)
Against the backdrop of these briefly summed up
recommendations of Prof Yashpal Committee, let us have a look at
the statistics regarding the school education system in the state of
Punjab:

DR GILL’S SURVEY
Data presented by Dr Gill’s report on the number of schools in
the primary segment, student enrollment and teachers upto year 2001
shows great expansion in quantitative terms but its failure to show
100% enrollment in this segment of government schools as compared
to the most literate and educationally advanced states of Kerala and
Tamilnadu despite the enactment of compulsory Primary Education
Act of 1960 in Punjab. Another distortion that has crept into this
segment as reported by PHRO report is that 70% of the students
being enrolled into this segment belong to the scheduled caste and
scheduled tribes families, who are neither motivated towards education
by their family circumstances, nor by the scanty staff in these schools.
The teacher enrollment in this segment has been continuously declining
during the last one decade as a result of which 30,000 posts are lying
vacant, out of which majority of the posts belong to this segment.
Belatedly, now on the eve of elections to the State Assembly, the
Government is making daily declarations to recruit 12,000 teachers
in this year. But seeing the past record of these govts., it seems to be
more of an election gimmick rather than an earnest policy of the
government. However, the most horrifying scenario in this segment is
the high dropout rate among school children. It was 38% to 39% in
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2001-2002 as per Dr Gill’s report both among boys and girls. This
“high drop out rate and repetition rates (in the same class) puts a
question mark on state’s strategic goal to enable all children upto the
age of 14 years to complete elementary education in government
schools which has resulted in the mushroom growth in the number of
unrecognised privately financed primary schools in every nook and
corner of villages and towns of Punjab. Despite their inadequate
basic educational infrastructure and sub-standard, poorly paid and least
motivated faculty, these so-called English medium schools are
attracting more and more students partly due to the paying capacity
of middle class families and partly due to their misguided, baseless
perception that these schools are better than the government schools.
The govt’s indifferent attitude towards the mushroom growth of these
schools has resulted in the ruining of the government school system,
the exploitation of both parents due to very high fees and of teachers
due to shamelessly low salaries without improving the quality of
education on the whole. The only beneficiaries are managements of
these teaching shops. According to Punjab Government’s own
admission published in the The Tribune, March 30, 2006, 10,000 private
schools with one lakh students enrolled in these schools and 500 of
these schools being recognised schools are running from private
residential buildings. The State government has decided to ban these
private schools from residential areas from the next academic session.
The herd mentality of the gullible people and indifference and absence
of any regulatory governmental mechanism are primarily responsible
for this wrecking of the government school system and emergence of
a remedy worse-than-disease in the form of these privately managed
schools.

PHRO SURVEY
The other factors responsible for the decline in both quality and
quantity of the governmental school system recorded by Dr Gill’s report
are shortage of infrastructural facilities (in terms of building,
classrooms, playgrounds, toilets, furniture, blackboards), heavily
prescribed syllabus, outdated teaching practices, decreased motivation
among teachers, shortage of teachers, poor governance and supervisory
mechanism, absenteeism among teachers, and lower income of parents
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sending their children to Punjab state-schools. The latest figures
related to the factors as released by PHRO report have brought out
these infirmities in the education system in concrete terms with figures
which are extremely disturbing and must stir the conscience of the
powers that be as well as those who are socially conscious and
intellectually sensitive towards the future of Punjab youth and the
future generations of our community. To give a few factual statistics
from the PHRO report: The standard of education and classroom
teaching in 90% of these schools is extremely poor where 70% students
come from the disadvantaged sections of society. Almost none of
either school teacher’s own wards or any school administrative
functionary’s ward is enrolled in these schools.

ENROLLMENT
A total of 36.52 lakh students are enrolled in these govt. schools
and 1.13 lakhs teachers are on their payrolls, with 30,000 posts of
teachers still lying vacant. The dropout rate in these schools varies
from 30 to 40 percent by the time these students cross the middle
class. The other disturbing factor about govt schools is that there are
300 schools where the total strength of students is less than 50. These
schools are mainly located in the districts of Amritsar, Bathinda, Mansa
and Muktsar.
Although 30,000 posts of teachers are lying vacant out of which
govt professes to fill 12,000 posts in this year, but the teachers already
in service and on the payrolls of schools are also least motivated to
teach in their schools. On any given working day, 25% of the teachers
are absent from the school duties and 50% out of those present do
not prefer to teach on one pretext or the other. Out of the standard
180 teaching days in an academic session, teachers are put on nonacademic duties such as preparing voters’ lists, election duties, census
data preparations, pulse polio programmes, taking students to political
rallies and other odd jobs for 73 days on an average. In some remote
and border areas, some ingenious teachers with a political clout have
engaged contractual teachers on a salary of Rupees 1000 to 2000 and
sublet their teaching jobs on leasehold basis. As per the latest figures
published in The Indian Express, dated June 20, 2006, taken from the
Education Department, Punjab, there are 84, 57, 54, 38, 36, 31, 23,
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19 schools in the district of Ludhiana, Patiala, Muktsar, Ropar,
Bhatinda, Moga, Faridkot and Fatehgarh Sahib, respectively, where
there no Principals to head these schools.
A sizeable number of serving teachers have been recruited on
the basis of false degrees from the UGC blacklisted universities.
Despite the detection of their fake degrees by the state vigilance
department and their indictment by the Honourable Punjab and
Haryana High Court, the Punjab School Education Board is still
shielding these tainted teachers and they are continuing in service.
The dubious way in which these teachers have been appointed during
the last few years is an open secret. Thus, from the point of
appointment to the transfer of teachers, the whole process is vitiated.
This has resulted in scarcity of teachers in rural schools and surplus
teachers in urban schools than the sanctioned posts with the active
connivance of political and administrative vested interests. Now with
the passing of administrative control of primary and middle schools
to the faction-ridden, semi-literate panchayats, the whole govt school
system is likely to crumble and collapse totally.

SCHOOL RESULTS
The data on school results submitted by PHRO report in 2006
mentioned that the results of 79 senior secondary schools for 10th and
10+2 classes was 0%, of 219 similar schools was less than 10%, of
40 schools 10% for the last 10 years. These results have emerged
despite the mass scale copying in these examinations in majority of
centres in Punjab schools. A school system whose examination system
and whose state school board has lost credibility in the eyes of the
public and whose students are denied admission in colleges in some
of the elite colleges of union territory and other states on one
pretext or the other is doing an incaculable harm to the state of
Punjab and its younger generation. Alarmed by this extremely high
dropout rates, the state government has now decided to make entries
of these dropout figures in the teachers annual confidential report
(ACRS) and ordered the teachers to go from door to door to make
admission to their schools.

EXPENDITURE
The public expenditure on each student in govt schools is
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projected as Rs 600/- per month, but major budgetary allocation during
the years 2001 to 2005 has been shown under the headings of sports,
culture, libraries and laboratories, whereas very scanty facilities in these
spheres are available.

PRIVATE AIDED SCHOOLS
In the govt-aided private schools, 1000 posts of teachers and
102 posts of principals are lying vacant. The Pension scheme started
in these schools has been withdrawn with effect from 31-5-05. PHRO
report has found that in some cases, relatives of management trustees
are drawing salaries against some of these sanctioned posts.

PRIVATE UNAIDED SCHOOLS
Due to the almost collapse of school education in the govt
sector, the totally self-financed private schools and their
managements are having a field day. Exhorbitant fees in the name
of admission fees, school uniforms, building funds, very high tuition
fees are being charged without appointing the corresponding
qualified faculty and paying them adequate salaries in the absence
of any governmental regulatory system in place. Running a school
in a ram-shackle residential house has become the most lucrative
business these days. To sum up the present school education
scenario in the state of Punjab, “a majority of Govt schools exist
for squandering away the money from the state exchequer, and
private schools exist for robbing the people”5 to quote the exact
words from the PHRO report.

HIGHER EDUCATION
In the higher education sector, the situation is slightly less dismal
with the exception of professional medical, engineering, law, and
education colleges in the private, self-financing category where the
fee structure is back-breaking despite the Supreme Court strictures
and Justice Majithia Commission recommendations. Paper leakages,
tampering with the results, plethora of court cases are evidence that
some of our premier institutions lack professional competency to
manage their academic affairs. It is in the backdrop of such a
discredited education system in the state of Punjab, that the
International Sikh Confederation should discuss and debate on this
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most important tool of human empowerment and suggest ways and
means to rejuvenate and revitalise this vital social sector. The following
remedial measures are proposed towards the achievement of this goal:

ISC’S ROLE – AN IMMEDIATE TASK
i) The International Sikh Confederation, being a non-political
organisation with its image of being a Sikh body consisting of members
with impeccable credentials, integrity and commitment to provide
enlightened guidance to the Sikh society, must launch a campaign,
rather a crusade against all those vested interests, both political and
bureaucratic within the government as well as the purely profit-blinded
private players dealing with the most fundamental segment of social
and economic empowerment, i.e., education. It must raise its voice
against governmental neglect of its primary duty of providing a uniform,
affordable education to the rural and urban poor population. Casting
itself in the role of a watchdog body capable of pin-pointing the cracks
and aberrations which have crept into the social fabric of Punjab and
acquiring the image of an intellectually enlightened think tank of the
Sikh society, having the tallest moral stature due to the selflessness
and moral commitment of its members to uplift the Sikh society, the
Confederation must create such a powerful and charged environment
and milieu of ideas for empowering the Sikh society for the provision
of uniform, affordable school education, so that no political party or
government of the state could dare to ignore the voice and viewpoint
of this Confederation of the Sikhs. It must make the government
realise its criminal neglect, rather wreckage of the school education
system of the state, by raising its voice through the available public
for a such as press, electronic media, its own institutional journal,
symbolic representations, memoranda and even peaceful dignified
demonstrations. It must arouse the conscience of the people as well
by providing intellectually enlightened guidance so that the people of
Punjab must be seen to be holding the powers that be accountable for
this mess in the education sector. The Confederation must assume
the role of a conscience-keeper of Sikh Society together with its being
a think tank whose opinion could be ignored by the vested interests at
their own peril. It must create a body of opinion both among the
masses as well as its elected representatives that a minimum of 6% of
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state’s GDP is allocated to education, and all other distortions like
recruitment of teachers, their proper training, and postings are set
right. The Matriculation and Secondary level examinations must be
conducted by a competent professional body. Punjab School Education
Board must be divested of the duty of conduct of examinations till
this sick and stinking monolith is revamped. Since the next elections
are due in a short time, the Confederation must see that revamping of
the existing educational school system in the public sector through
reasonable budgetary allocations and administrative overhauling is
given a top priority in election manifesto of every political party
aspiring to seek people’s mandate. It is better to repair the existing
government school infrastructure than to disband and privatise it. It
is not good to throw the baby with the bath water when this educational
baby’s vital organs are still capable of being revitalised. To create a
parallel, substitute system of education through the contributions by
the Sikhs is too monumental a task at this stage. So, the Confederation,
which itself is in its nascent stage, must use its brain power and moral
credentials to create a current of public opinion for the restoration of
Education System at least to its pre-1980 position as rightly pointed
out by the PHRO survey report. This should be the immediate task
before the Confederation.

LONG-TERM PERSPECTIVE
ii) For the long-term revamping of Education system, efforts must
be made by the Confederation to create a Sikh Educational Fund (SEF)
to the tune of one billion dollars on the lines of a Jewish Education
Fund (JEF) as suggested by the distinguished Professor at Berkeley
(USA) Dr Sukhmandar Singh at the two day international Sikh Conclave
held in November 2005 at the Institute of Sikh Studies. This is not an
impossible task given the prosperity of the Sikhs all over the world,
provided the image and credibility of ISC members is trusted by the
Sikh society. For that purpose, the proposed five member presidium
of the ISC must consist of persons who command the universal respect
of the Sikh society. With this fund, the ISC can aspire to educate
every Sikh child and empower the Sikh society, as well as propagate
the Sikh ethos in the younger generation. The Confederation should
also try to rope in the services of cash rich Sikh Sant Babas and diaspora
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NRI Sikhs under the auspices of a registered body of ISC. A detailed
survey of Punjab villages, even by a professional agency, be made and
a chain of primary, middle and secondary schools in a proportional
ratio in the identified cluster of villages be started. The services of
eminent educational experts and socially motivated retired, experienced
as well as well-known educationists like Dr Inderpal Singh, Dr T.R.
Sharma and D.S. Bedi can be utilised for preparing a blueprint for this
long-term educational plan.
In College education segment in the rural areas, a selective
approach should be adopted. Meritorious, deserving students should
be given financial incentives to make their career.
At the university level, ISC should put on its website, the financial
incentives as well as the checks and balances, terms and conditions
riders for eligibility of availing those financial incentives for the
meritorious and deserving students with a provise that such students
as avail of these incentives will contribute to the ISC funds after getting
into a successful career.

CONCLUSION
Since the ISC has been conceived and started by a group of
individual visionaries with the motive of preserving, promoting and
propagating the Sikh philosophy and Sikh heritage and legacy, their
dream can be fulfilled only by working selflessly day and night by
sacrificing personal comforts of leisure and family obligations. The
very fact that this dream has been conceived is an indication that
Waheguru Akal Purakh’s Will is working behind this noble and lofty
dream. The organisers need to cast themselves in the mould of divine
instruments of this Guru’s design and respond to this great challenge.
The immediate challenge and task is not as radical as to build a new
pyramid overnight in place of an existing crumbling pyramid as to
prick the conscience of those who are consciously and deliberately
demolishing the once pre-1980 considerably sound educational pyramid
through a reprimand, a censure and a gentle rap on the knuckles from
those who decidedly possess a higher moral stature. We have often
heard it said “Neros were fiddling when Rome was burning.” The ISC
needs to send a stern reminder to the modern day Neros of the state
of Punjab to stop fiddling and fidgeting while our motherland is sinking
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fast into the quagmire of educational, intellectual and moral bankruptcy
under the pressure of market forces of commercialisation of education.
To conclude in the words of Lawrence Summers, President, Harvard
University (USA), “We have a saying that Science is too important to
leave to the scientists and war is too important to leave to the generals.
Education is too important to leave to the educators (alone).”
Hence the need for ISC’s intervention.

1.
2.

3.
4.

~~~
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ANNUAL SEMINAR
The Annual Seminar of the Institute of Sikh Studies will be
held on the 11th-12th November, 2006 (Katak 28-29, 538
NS) at Chandigarh. The theme of the Seminar is :

CONCEPT OF SRI AKAL TAKHT SAHIB
All are cordially invited to attend. Scholars are requested to
present papers on the subject, which should reach the
Institute by the 1st October, 2006.
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YOUTH ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROMOTION BY
CAREER COUNSELLING
– VISIONARY ROLE OF SIKH INSTITUTIONS –

MOHINDER SINGH*
The Sikh youth, particularly the rural youth, is very much
demoralized and confused for non-availability of proper counselling,
guidance and assistance for finding suitable career options. The
ancestral profession of agriculture is not to his liking in view of uneconomic holdings, mounting family debts, break-up of joint family
system, poor rural infrastructure for marketing produce and
exploitation at every stage. Opportunities for getting government jobs
is fast declining besides corruption and caste/class discriminations at
all levels. The idle young generation, mostly from school drop-outs, is
being easily attracted to drugs or lured by the criminal gangs. The 70%
of India’s population, living in rural areas, is yet denied of basic rights
of health, education, hygienically safe environments and economic
rehabilitation through gainful & assured employment opportunities.
The political/administrative wings of government hardly
disseminate any knowledge awareness or provide any reliable
counselling to common sections of society to understand the long
channel of seeking assistance under various development schemes.
The ‘vote-bank’ politics restricts development in limited pockets of
influences but produces no mass awareness among the backward.
Disadvantaged common category of society, especially belonging
to rural areas, is poorly lacking in employment among educated/under
matric category, and uneducated are increasing every year due to fresh
* Joint Director Industries (retd), Punjab, & author of “Entrepreneurship Status
– Prospects & Promotion”(youth career planning guidelines). # 457, Sector59, S.A.S.Nagar (Mohali)-160 059
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addition from migration of land oustees, migrant labour influx from
other states, relieved ex-servicemen cadre, surplus agricultural labour
and absence of any new industrial investments, etc. Widespread
corruption, declining defence services recruitment and class/caste
discriminations have further reduced the employment opportunities
among commoners. The present governance system is not different
than that summed up by Guru Nanak in a sacred hymn:
“Rulers have turned beasts of pray, their officers hound; none do
they allow any peace or rest. The subordinates wound the people
with their claws; like dogs they lick on the blood of marrow of
the poor…”
– Guru Granth Sahib, p 1288
However, our Divine Heritage provides sufficient guidelines to
attain Chardikala and seek salvation within a family life by sharing
values of services and economic benefits. The Eternal doctrines of
Naam Japna, Kirt Karni and Wand Chhakna, preached by the ten Nanaks,
are now globally recognized concepts of human welfare. The Guru
has drawn out an eternal road-map for achieving human welfare (Sarbat
Da Bhalla) through self-efforts as underlined in Gurbani :
Ghal khai kichh hathon deh Nanak rah pachhane seh ….)
– Guru Granth Sahib, p 1245
“Those who eat the bread of their labour and give away something
in charity, saith Nanak, truly recognize the way…..”.
In spite of government’s systems’ failure on all fronts, the Guru
leads us to the stage of fulfillment & contentment by following gurbani
guidelines: “Aapan hathhi aapna ape hi kaaj swariye...”

SELF-HELP GROUPS
It is a wake-up call for the whole Sikh society and its institutions
to work out a damage control exercise at each level by forming ‘SelfHelp Groups’ for tackling the local ground problems for the betterment
of the community. Such help lines can only provide timely
counselling/guidance and help among the targeted youth and weaker
components to bring happiness in their family life under a well planned
benefit oriented action programme. The channeled help, aimed for
betterment of the strayed youth, shall most likely attract them back
to the Sikh mainstream motivating them for preserving their Sikh
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identity. The community is presently wasting large proportion of
offerings & infrastructure facilities in holding frequent Kirtan Darbars,
arranging Chetna marches/religious processions & serving free langars
en route. Through such frequent functions, some of the organizers
generally find easy escape route by diverting sangats’ resources for either
serving selfish motives or achieving some political gain by helping an
affiliated political party. These activities, other than daily observance
of gurmaryada during morning & evening hours, can be curtailed &
savings (say 10% daswand money) can be diverted in creating an
“Endowment Fund” for initiating socio-economic welfare projects.
We had been humiliated and have suffered enough during past two
decades by the omissions and commissions of national & Sikh
leaderships. Now is a time for introspection & acting wisely by guiding/
counselling & diverting the youth energy for their & that of Panth’s
better future. A new happy, healthy and holy approach by Sikh
institutions and intellectuals is the need of the present millennium.
The Entrepreneurship promotion by assistance, counselling/
guidance & training shall enable new talent to flourish among youth
for adopting a better career path by starting some self-employment
ventures around their local surroundings. The Sikh institutions are in
a better economic position to set up Counselling Cells in their premises
for assessing & harnessing the socio-economic needs of local area,
targeting youth of both the sexes). These Cells can operate successfully
by implementing some planned Action Programmes through the
agencies of Self-Help Groups. The role of such groups of voluntary
people organizations, forming cooperative bodies for human welfare,
have attained a special recognition under the 10th Five Years Plan
(2002-2007) for disbursal of Government of India’s liberal grants
fixed against various development schemes for the benefit of
disadvantaged/weaker sectors, including minorities.
The registered Sikh institutions promoting social welfare
objectives for community betterment, besides practising normal
religious norms incorporated in their respective Memorandum of
Association, are eligible for such development grants under minority
category, subject to certain terms & conditions.
However, to start with, the institutions can initiate self-financed,
need-based welfare projects within their available infrastructure under
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new role of reaching the youth and weaker sections of the community
through creation of Self-Help Groups, under their administrative
control, but in collaboration with locally available career Experts/
Professional Advisors. Such Groups have been given a legal status &
right to seek redressal of grievances and seek justice on behalf of any
citizen. The recently enacted Right to Information Act, 2005, empowers
an individual or any voluntary organization to seek time-bound
information on behalf of any aggrieved citizen. However, any political
nomination or propagation of political agenda of any party, should
preferably be debarred from the administration of such Self-help
Groups in the general interest of the community. Operation of such
counselling/services providing career assistance & resolving long
pending disputes on behalf of any aggrieved youth or his family shall
likely to develop more respect for Sikh heritage.
A few government-sponsored Self-help Groups are in operation
under the administrative support of the Development & Panchayat
Department. But they are yet to come out of influence of narrow
political “vote-bank” policy limitations. The role of Sikh institutions
& right thinkers have become very crucial and important for helping
the youth & poor village society by spreading effective awareness
towards religious heritage as well as serving their socio-economic
betterment through planned counselling clinics. A diagnostic channel
appraisal is required before initiating such scientific treatment through
faculties of professionals. For achieving multi-objective results, a chain
of self- promoted help-lines or Self-Help Groups have to be started
at every village and urban corner within the institutional premises.
The Sikh institutional sponsored and financed Cells are bound to play
a very encouraging role in due course of time. The central objectives
shall be to provide a true Sikh heritage awareness among strayed youth,
but through a planned scientific channel treatment by way of spot
counselling, guidance and financial assistance for effective solution
of their acute socio-economic problems being currently faced by the
ignored youth and economically weaker rural sections of the
community & other destitute sections. Such united vision of damagecontrol efforts are sure to achieve the noble concept of Sarbat Da
Bhalla.
There are number of huge built-up structures of historic
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gurdwaras under the control of SGPC & DSGMC along with attached
hundreds of acres of agricultural land and open space. Some portion
of their highly developed, centrally located infrastructure can safely
be utilized for operating some industrial & sports promotion activities,
facilitation projects in collaboration with willing NRIs & private sector
for promoting entrepreneurship & providing training-cum-employment
to local youth. Similarly, such activities on small scale can also be
provided on the premises of local gurdwaras, on selective basis, during
free hours after routine maryada schedule. The schools and dispensaries
being run by a few gurdwaras are a welcome step. But other activities
like bi-weekly Career Counselling/ Guidance/ Help Cells, training for
martial games, arts & crafts centers, etc, can be started in addition
with proper planning. It is observed that the influential members of
the management & their employees are misutilizing attached agriculture
land, open spaces or even sarai rooms. A proper survey and
investigation may reveal more facts. An independent Sikh institution
like ISC may consider some action plan.

GUIDELINES ON SELF-HELP GROUPS FORMATION AND WORK SYSTEM
i) Besides performing the pre-defined constitutional objectives, a
desirous management shall make an amendment for incorporating
few additional social welfare objectives for organizing a part-time
Counselling Cell in association with a team of five outside
nominated voluntary Professional Advisors (retired or in-service),
for seeking their guidance on important subjects for expert analysis,
assessment & finding out solution to socio-economic family
problems, particularly being faced by the youth and other weaker
sections of our society.
ii) The President & the Secretary of the management may approach
and identify list of locally available, willing Advisors likely to be
associated with Counselling. The Advisor may be drawn out of
professions of Agriculture, Industry, Business, Service, Health/
Hygiene, Education, Engineering & Technology, Law, Banking
& Finance, Environment Control, Defence, Sports, Drugs deaddiction, etc. At least one woman Advisor may also be coopted. The local part-time advisors may not draw any honorarium
but any expert invited from outside may be offered some
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consultation fee, depending on circumstances. However, the
management is expected to provide normal courtesy of office,
telephone/computer facility, transport and refreshment, etc., to
the Advisors.
iii) The Counselling Cell’s working hours may be fixed on week-ends
or holidays/off hours. Camps of identified group may be arranged
during summer/winter vacations. A monthly work notice be
displayed prominently by the Management with system of
registration.
iv) An ‘Endowment Fund’ be created with at least 10% of annual
income of institution as regular contribution for financing the
recommendations of Advisors, and donations received in future
may be added to the Fund. The Fund accounts shall be auditable
under Society’s Registration Act, and may be operated jointly by
the President of Management & one representative of Advisors.
v) The consultation to the Cell shall be opened to all categories of
community families/ individuals, but monetary assistance may
be limited to the economically weaker sections and youth. The
returnable, interest-free loan on matching basis for limited period
for obtaining bank finances or outright financial aid can also be
granted for urgent needs of medical treatment, education,
tutorials, business promotion, etc.
vi) The experts of Cell may also advise on procedural system of
availing assistance under various government developmental and
banking schemes & pursue their cases with departments
concerned. On special occasions, the departmental consultants
may also be invited, on negotiated fee-payment basis, for providing
group consultancy.
vii) The legal Advisor may provide guidance with regards to family
disputes, on matters of human rights violation & assisting for
settling the departmental grievances. Likewise, other subject
expert may use his influence & knowledge for any grievance
redressal.
viii) An individual sponsoring institution or group of area-based
institutions may jointly later adopt any village in urban periphery
and perform similar services by pooling resources in association
with village gurdwara/panchayat. The villagers may be provided
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guidance & training for forming their own “Village Self-Help
Groups” for settlement of their local grievances and approaching
the government departments for seeking assistance available under
various Rural Development Schemes. Holding the village camps
for dual purpose of providing awareness to Sikh identity and
heritage, along with counselling/guidance for their economic &
educational betterment is likely to change the shape of a village
in due course of time.
ix) Special rural camps of short duration for achieving multiobjectives may be arranged by advance consultation with
identified rural agencies subject to their convenience.
x) A trained missionary volunteers cadre (of both sexes) has to be
built up by the Sikh institutions for carrying out the successful
operation of “Self-Help Group” compaign. The volunteers found
performing excellent work need to be honoured publically.

ACCOMPLISHMENT OF TASKS SET BY THE ISC
A Global Sikh Organization, under the constitutional umbrella
of the International Sikh Confederation, has now come into reality in
November, 2005, after many years of deliberations by the reputed
national & international Sikh intellectuals. The various aims and
objectives for accomplishment have been incorporated in its
constitution. The most important, according to my thinking, are
establishing and helping the institutions of higher professional learning
& research to promote the education and economic development of
Sikh community. It must further emphasize on coordination of various
activities of Sikh organizations for humanitarian causes in pursuance
of the basic Sikh tenet of Sarbat Da Bhalla. For financing and
achievement of such noble objectives, stress has been laid on
establishment of Endowment Funds and Trusts by the Sikh community.
My proposal for encouraging setting up of small Counselling Cells
within the premises of Sikh gurdwaras and financing through exclusive
Endowment Fund exactly fit into the ISC’s tasks framework.
The road-map for various tasks, accomplishment have yet to be
chalked out by the ISC. My suggestion is to assign top-priority to the
objectives of finding ways and means of providing educational-cumeconomic development and rehabilitation of Sikh youth & weaker
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sections. This huge task can not be achieved by any big or small group
of small institutions individually. The community’s built-up resources
of existing gurdwaras, infrastructure are enough to make a start for
conceiving a feasible long term project of all-round promotion of
young generation. The time is running out. If the Sikh institutions
failed to adopt a broad visionary role of immediate setting up of the
Counselling Cells and Self-Help Groups promotion, as suggested in
this article, the youth can not be sewed and is likely to go astray
further. The propagation and coordination of such youth building tasks
is now the prime responsibility of International Sikh Confederation.
¤

O’ my mind practise not guile even by mistake.
In the end, it is thy own soul that shall have to render an
account.
Every moment the body is wearing off and the old age is
having the upper hand.
Then no one shall pour water into the cup of thy hands
Says Kabir, no one belongs to thee.
Why thou utterest not the Lord’s Name in thy mind betimes?
O saints, my wind-like mind has now acquired rest.
I reckon that I have learnt the science of union with God, to
some extent.
– Guru Granth Sahib, p 656
mn myry BUly kptu n kIjY ] AMiq inbyrw qyry jIA pih lIjY ]
iCnu iCnu qnu CIjY jrw jnwvY ] qb qyrI Ek koeI pwnIE n pwvY ]
khqu kbIru koeI nhI qyrw ] ihrdY rwmu kI n jpih svyrw ]
sMqhu mn pvnY suKu binAw ] ikCu jogu prwpiq ginAw ]
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TRANSLATION OF SRI GURU GRANTH SAHIB INTO
ENGLISH
SARJIT SINGH*
Before taking up discussion of problems of translating Sri Guru
Granth Sahib [SGGS] into English, it would be advisable to give a
background of this topic from two historical sources available to us,
representing view points of East and West.
“Undoubtedly there are only a handful of people in the entire
world capable of reading of the volume [SGGS] in totality. There has
never been any extensive system of scriptural study made by Sikhs.
The average Sikh devotee knows very little about the Granth
Sahib and it is for this reason non-essential in Sikh training.
Although most Sikhs do not know the contents of their sacred book,
they do treat it with reverence, almost to the point of idolatry” [1].
The second quotation is as follows: “Sikhism is the most modern,
yet the most misunderstood, of all the world religions..........The
confusion of interpretation has occurred because the Sikhs
themselves, for historical and other reasons, have never seriously
attempted a scientific and cogent exposition of the doctrines of
their faith, based on the word of the Guru-Granth and related to the
historical lives of the Gurus who uttered it”[2].
In the light of above, another quotation from [2] is worth noting,
“The language of the Guru-Granth is becoming archaic for the presentday reader, if it has not become so already. It is written in a script
which is confined to Panjab. Till recently, the words of the GuruGranth even in print could not be separated one from the other so that
its correct reading was restricted to the select few. And but for a few
* Former Professor, Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar. At present settled in
USA
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individuals, it has never occurred to the community to define its basic
tenets, and to answer the seeming contradictions in these tenets, in
short to attempt an integrated account of the Sikh view of life”.
I- A few translations of SGGS in English, French, German and
Spanish have been made available during the past fifty years. However,
none of the translators has moved out of the boundaries defined by
earlier translators who followed Bible as the model. In these translations
firm flavor of Sikh faith and philosophy is almost absent. Most of
these translators had English as their second language. Modern experts
of English language as well as linguists concur that idiom of one
language cannot be easily translated into another language without
distortion of and/or deviation from the original message [3].
II- However, a reasonable solution of this problem has been
offered. The core words of terminology of SGGS such as
Akaalpurkh, Akaalmoort, IkOh, Panch, Guru, Satguru, etc.,
which are a product of culture and language of Panjab, should be
used in the English translation without any alteration [4]. These cannot
be translated by a single word but can be explained in the foot notes or
glossary in detail. This would retain the flavor and scent of Sikh religion
intact, which has been imparted to it by Sikh Gurus who coined new
words or symbols as well as used existing core words from other
religions within the domain of their own semantics in SGGS. This
gives the background for misinterpretation of Sikh religion by those
who accept these words in Sikhism in the context of religions from
which these have been borrowed and used, but do not realise the new
meanings in which these have been used in SGGS. Let us illustrate it
with a few examples.The first word or symbol on the first page of
SGGS is < which any child in a Sikh household, without any
interference from any one, would say IkOh. This word is repeated
about hundred times in this very context, first by Guru Nanak and
afterwards certified to be true by Guru Arjun. A dozen translations of
Japu and SGGS are with the author of this article. Only two [5,6]
translators of Japu have accepted this symbol for IkOh while others
are writing dozens of pages to justify that it is 1EAMkwr. Why these
gentlemen are trying to prove that Guru Nanak and Guru Arjun were
wrong? Why they are not trusting the word of Guru Nanak and Guru
Arjun? Perhaps these gentlemen are under the spell of haume to say
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that they are the only persons who know Sikhsim better than any body
else, even the Sikh Gurus. In fact most of us are suffering from myopia
of understanding and deliberation which is discussed by Dr Gopal
Singh[2].
Next point is related to spellings of Core words of SGGS in
English. Here we are sticking to old spellings such as Akal due to
some mistake of a teacher of Englsh, made a few centuries ago. Any
one who is conversant with European languages, can easily find out
that English language borrowed a lot of words from all the world
languages, including European languages. However, to attach
nationalism to their language, English people did not allow people to
follow rules of pronunciation of the original language from which
these word were borrowed. This is now happening in USA too, even
with English words. The moot point is that we need not be tied to
apron strings of England any more. We can choose spellings whatever
helps us in retaining the original phonetics and flavor of Panjabi in
foreign lands such as Australia, France, Holland, Germany, Italy, Spain,
etc. Thus, an humble request is made that spellings such as Akaal,
Gurbaani, etc., need acceptance without any kind of anglophobia.
This is in the context of keeping Core words of SGGS intact during
translation of SGGS into any other language of the world. Even in
USA such words are prevalent which have origin in Arabia or Europe,
having spelling such as Khalid Mashaal [7], Doug Poorman and
Susan Staats [8] in order to keep clarity of original pronunciation
intact.
Though SGGS with padsheid was published in thirties of 20th
century, still there are pending problems which are being tackled
individually by translators rather than by any august body of Sikhs at
national or international level. For instance, Jaswinder Singh Chadha
[9] while translating Japu into English has split prhir in Pauri 5 into
the form pr Aqy hir in order to arrive at the meanings that Akaalpurkh
annuls suffering. Another example is in Pauri 3 where the stanza
given below on making readjustment gives better sense and meaning
[10] than before, as accepted by earlier scholars:
Old
gwvY ko gux vifAweIAw cwr ]
New gwvY ko gux vifAweI Awcwr ] 1
V- Most of the Sikh scholars, in the diaspora, are of the opinion
that gurbaani in Panjabi should be taught to children along with its
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meanings in English so as to give a feel of the language of Sikh scripture.
However, the pronunciation of gurbaani written in old language is
carried out in modern phonetics. There is difference in the written
language of gurbaani and its pronunciation while reading it. For
instance, in Japu the following two stanzas in Pauri 18 & 32 offer
good examples:
Pauri 18 old Panjabi
AsMK gl vF hiqAw kmwih ]
2
Modern Panjabi
AsMK gL vF hiqAw kmwih ]
Pauri 32 old Panjabi
suix glw Akws kI kItw AweI rIs]
3
Modern Panjabi
siux glW AkwS kI kItW AweI rIs ]
Now the question arises, how to implement this way of teaching
and writing it in books. Some people object to this approach strictly
on the grounds that sanctity of gurbaani should not be compromised
at any cost. However, the teachers are of the view that we cannot
teach gurbaani in the old fashion which does not convey the true essence
of spoken language of today. Here a compromise for English speaking
children is proposed by using gurbaani lipi for modern Panjabi for
pronunciation of gurbaani even though it is written in old Panjabi.
VI- Undoubtedly, every Sikh has the right to study gurbaani
and translate it on the strength of its convictions and commitment to
share it with other Sikhs. However, any attempt, without an
understanding of basic tenets of Sikh philosophy, is not only a futile
exercise but, sometimes, detrimental, too. Dr Ujagar Singh Bawa [11]has
translated Sukhmani. Here the meanings of Sloka (1) are given below
for favor of perusal by readers:
Gaurhi Sukhmani Mahala 5
Sloka (1)
Awid gurey nmh ] jugwid gurey nmh ]
siqgurey nmh ] sRI gurdyvey nmh ]1]

4

Sloka (1)
Salutations to the eternal Guru, Sri Guru Nanak Dev Jee;
salutations to the Guru who was at the beginning (of an age), Sri
Guru Angad Dev Jee and Sri Guru Amar Das Ji; and salutations
to the true Guru; and salutations to Sri Gurdev, Sri Guru Ram Dass
Ji [1].
Here the pertinent point is: Did Sikh Gurus advise personality worship
by Sikhs that, too, in Sukhmani of Guru Arjun. Any ordinary Sikh knows
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that all the Sikh Gurus advised worship of Akaalpurkh / Akaalmoort
only. In many slokas of gurbaani the specific word IkOh is used.
However, judgment of this issue is left to Sikh Scholars present over
here. This is an important area of gurbaani which needs careful study
and general policy by an apolitical august Sikh organisation which
includes members from the diaspora as well.
VII- Another flaw found in this translation [11] is tampering
with the slokas of gurbaani in Sukhmani which relate to Sabd Two in
Ashtpadi One.
Sukhmani Dr Bawa
Sukhmani SGPC
suKmnI suK AimRq pRB nwmu ]
Bgq jnw kY min ibsRwm ]rhwau]
pRB kY ismrin kwlu prhrY ]
pRB kY ismrin dusmnu trY ]
pRB ismrq kCu ibGnu n lwgY ]
pRB kY ismrin Anidnu jwgY ]
pRB kY ismrin Bau n ibAwpY ]
pRB kY ismrin duKu n sMqwpY ]
pRB kw ismrnu swD kY sMig ]
srb inDwn nwnk hir rMig ]2]

suKmnI suK AMimRq pRB nwmu ]
Bgq jnw kY min ibsRwm ]rhwau]
pRB kY ismrin griB n bsY ]
pRB kY ismrin dUKu jmu nsY ]
pRB kY ismrin kwlu prhrY ]
pRB kY ismrin dusmnu trY [
pRB ismrq kCu ibGnu n lwgY ]
pRB kY ismrin Anidnu jwgY ]
pRB kY ismrin Bau n ibAwpY ]
pRB kY ismrin duKu n sMqwpY ]
pRB kw ismrnu swD kY sMig ]
srb inDwn nwnk hir rMig ]2]

5
This comparison between the slokas of Sukhmani from two
soources clearly shows that Dr Bawa has eliminated or omittedd one
sloka [in bold print] from sabd second in order to make five couplets in
slokas of sabd One and Two. Besides, an error is found in spelling of
Amrit [in bold print]. The ball is in the court of Sikh Sangat to peruse
and understand as to what can be the solution for this kind of omission
in the translation of gurbaani by Sikh Scholars around the world.
VIII- Most of the Sikhs as well as Sikh scholars are aware of
the fact that word Akaal as a noun has been used in conjuction with
Kaal in SGGS only two times in the slokas of Guru Arjun and Kabir
jee in Raag Maru which are given below:
ismrY kwlu Akwlu suic socw]7]1]8
6
mwrU m: 5 s:g:g:s: pMnw 1079
kwlu Akwlu Ksm kw kInHw iehu prpMcu bDwvnu ]2]6]
mwrU kbIr
s:g:g:s:
pMnw 1104

7

In both these slokas the meanings of Akaal and Kaal are birth or
life and death, respectively. However, lack of serious study has led
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many an educated Sikh to believe that there is little difffernce between
Akaalpurkh and Akaal in the gurbaani of Sri Guru Granth Sahib.
This has serious consequences which are not acceptable in Sikh
philosophy. Any Sikh who is prepared to study and understand gurbaani
shall certainly be concerned about this ignorance amongst Sikh scholars,
in particluar, and Sikhs, in general.
This article is presented in order to enumerate the dimensions of
problems faced during reading of translations by Sikhs. There are
myriads of such translations even in Panjabi, not to speak of English
alone.
~~~
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SCHOOL EDUCATION IN PUNJAB
SADHU SINGH*
I congratulate you all for participating in this historic gathering
for formulating plans for the uplift of the community. According to
me, it is possible only through Education.

ftfdnk thukoh sK goT[gekoh ..
If one dwells on the essence of Knowledge, one becomes a
Benefactor of all. This is the best and the highest purpose of Education
given to us by Sri Guru Nanak Dev ji. One wonders why, the Sikhs
having such a grand philosophy of Education, do not bother about
Education at all. Since they tend to think with Lord Browning, the
incorrigible optimist that:
“God is in His heaven
All is well with the world”
Ladies and Gentlemen,
The Sikhs have come into existence with the blessings and
sacrifices made by the Sikh Gurus. For Charhdi Kala, the Sikhs must
have sterling qualities of head and heart. So, there is a great need for
imparting Quality Education to the students. Modern scientific
education given to the Sikh children alone can ensure a bright future
for the Sikhs.
There is a need for change and adaptation to the challenging
socio-political situation of a rapidly modernising society. Education
should have its aim at both the development of society and the
realisation of man’s potentialities. So, the future of the Sikh community
depends, to a great extent, upon the levels of education of the Sikh
children. Men of vision and imagination realised this fact at the time
of Vishav Sikh Sammelan in 1995. It was resolved that Quality
* # 1278, Sector 42-B, Chandigarh
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Education should be imparted in all Sikh institutions.
The power of education as a tool for social transformation, social
mobility and cultural strength has been recognised all over the world.
The future of any country depends on the quality of its future citizens,
namely, the youth. Thus, education is the most important factor. As
Alexander Pope says,
“Tis education that forms the common mind
Just as the twig is bent, the tree’s inclined.”
I may remind this august gathering that 80% of the Sikhs live in
the Punjab and about 70% out of this number of them live in the
villages. Upper and middle class families, which are very few, have
rejected the mainstream Government Schools and they send their
children to privately run schools, which are affiliated to CBSE or ICSE.
The main impact of falling standard of education has been felt in the
rural areas. Majority of the rural students are unable to come up to
the “BREAK THROUGH LEVEL” from where they could start their academic
career and compete for admissions in Engineering, Medicine, Army
and Institutions of higher learning. Thus, the rural students are willfully
ignored and deprived to achieve their “Possible Level of excellence”
in the main national stream. We all know that a rural school graduate
is unable to qualify even for a lower level entry test for police and
army recruitment. Emphasis on spoken and written English in the
competitive examinations is making things all the more difficult for
rural students.
In his addresses at Modern Public School, Patiala, on Jan 8, 2006,
Dr Harbans Singh Sidhu, Chairman of the Punjab School Education
Board, remarked that despite being a prosperous state, Punjab had
slipped from 6th to 16th position in Education over the past 15 years.
From Nehru to Dr Manmohan Singh, all Prime Ministers have
promised at least 6 percent GDP allotment for education but it was
never implemented. The State of Punjab is not spending even the
national average of 3.5 percent of its GDP on education. Besides the
30,000 posts of teachers lying vacant, there is a shortage of 5,000
rural teachers due to the preference for urban posting.

PUNJAB POORER THAN THE POOR
The education scenario in the Punjab is pitiable. Thousands of
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schools lack teachers, classrooms, furniture or even drinking water.
As per the annual report of the Union Ministry of HRD for 2004-05
only 71.21 percent of the age group of 6 to 11 years were enrolled for
primary education in Punjab whereas poorer states like UP and Bihar
enrolled 91.25 percent and 72.52 percent, respectively. The Punjab
Government’s own figures point to a very dismal picture. Out of the
total 12972 primary schools 4448 are short of classrooms, 8577 lack
proper mats for students; 9760 schools require dual desks; 4444 primary
schools are without power; 1727 are without drinking water; 3371 do
not have toilets and 3891 schools have no boundary wall.
Dr T R Sharma, an eminent educationist and a member of the
sub-committee for reforms in education system in Punjab, points out
that “as per World Bank surveys, the state of supervision in classrooms
by teachers is the worst in Punjab. Up to 36 percent of the teachers in
govt schools remain absent, while half of those who attend schools do
not teach. All over the world the trend is towards a better teacher pupil
ratio, whereas in Punjab the education ministry has ordered to increase
the number of students per teacher from 35 to 54 in primary schools, 40
to 55 in secondary schools and to 60 in Senior Secondary schools. A
bureaucratic system, habitually estranged from life, finds it hard to entertain
the idea that schools are made for children, instead of children being
made for schools. To top this all, the callous bureaucracy has been toying
with the idea of privatising education. This idea, when ever put into
practice, would deny the poor sections of society even the elementary
education which is their fundamental constitutional right.
Education is the key to the new world; indeed, the essence of a
vibrant democracy lies in a long term, well conceived and coherent
educational policy.
To strengthen its knowledge economy, Punjab needs to do a lot on
education remarked, Chairman Montek Singh Ahluwalia, on 4th Feb, 2006,
Planning Commission Deputy . He said Science as a subject should be
popularised in rural areas for full exploitation of the knowledge economy.
According to Kanwar Sandhu, the well-known columnist, the
state of Punjab can learn from Himachal Pardesh. All the H.P. Chief
Ministers realised that basic education was the most critical tool for
speedy social development. Compulsory Primary Education Act in
1997 was implemented in letter and spirit. The initiative has been
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appreciated by very eminent people like Amartya Sen and Jean Dreze.
The educationists feel that HP has done better in education than even
Socialist countries like China.
We may have ultra-modern cities in the Punjab but the march of
civilization has to pass through the countryside. I fully agree with
Thomas Gray, a famous English poet, who made the observation in
his poem Elegy, written in a Country Church Yard:
Fully many a gem of purest ray serene,
The dark unfathomed caves of ocean bear.
Fully many a flower is born to blush unseen,
And waste its sweetness on the desert air.
The countryside has rough diamonds in the form of the youth
living in the villages. They have to be polished by providing modern
educational facilities.
What should be done to improve the condition of education in
the Punjab, especially for the Schools in rural areas?
I would suggest that following measures may be taken to come
out of the woods:To follow the Akal Academy system of education
Each Gurdwara with a substantial income should start a School
for imparting quality education or sponsor some students from
their area to join such a School.
Appealing to the NRI’s of the area for sponsoring educational
Projects or giving Scholarships.
Starting Sikh Education Fund.
Appeal to NGOs to contribute liberally to education

AKAL ACADEMY SYSTEM
The fountainhead of this system was Sant Attar Singh ji (18661927) of Mastauna. He was a great Sikh missionary and a man of
great vision. He made Mastuana Sahib the centre for imparting
temporal education tempered with spiritual education. In order to
spread this system far and wide, Sant ji inspired Sant Teja Singh (18771965) who got his high quality scientific education from English and
American Universities. Sant Teja Singh ji founded the Kalgidhar Trust
in 1965 in order to spread the message of universal brotherhood by
combining spirituality with modern scientific education :
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“We believe it is possible to impart quality education to the
students of rural areas. We wish to see their mind informed, disciplined,
strengthened – infact, trained in somewhat the same way as per the
teachings of Sri Guru Nanak Dev ji Maharaj.”
Baba Iqbal Singh ji (former Director of Agriculture HP) is the
Chairman of Kalgidhar Trust. Dr Khem Singh Gill (former VC of PAU)
is the Director of Akal Academies. There are more than 20 Academies
and, on the request of the people, many more are likely to come up in the
near future. These are affiliated to CBSE except one school. More than
20 thousand students are studying in these Academies situated in the
remote villages of the Punjab, UP and HP. Akal Academies have been
equipped with modern Science labs, Maths labs, Language labs, EV labs,
well stocked libraries, playing fields and Computer rooms.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The real objective of education is not merely to impart worldly
knowledge or to award degrees and certificates to students but also to
train them in moral and spiritual values. As such, the Akal Academies
have been established to achieve the following aims and objectives:
– To develop in the students a trained intellect to enable them to
adjust themselves in the fast changing world.
– To create among the students a strong sense of duty and discipline.
– To inculcate in students a love for nature and respect for all forms
of life.
– To help students become good (ideal) human beings through the
process of self-realisation and service to the mankind.
– To cultivate in the students a mind which is aware and awake.
– To instill in the students a global outlook and sense of
belongingness to the whole humanity.
– To culture the students to achieve excellence in whatever field
they participate. .
.
Akal Academy system is becoming popular because in this system
Character and Intelligence training are harmonized. Private tuition is
not needed because of the Day-boarding School system. Committed
staff under the supervision of an imaginative head are producing
excellent results in academics as well as in co-curricular activities.
Many enlightened managements of Gurdwaras have started Schools
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for imparting quality education. We have the laudable examples of
Gurdwaras of Sectors 34 & 22, Chandigarh. Even in some villages, where
the panchayats and retired people have felt the need for quality education,
schools have been started. We should propagate this idea and, instead of
marblising the gurdwaras, improve the villages quality education wise. It
should become mandatory for each gurdwara to allocate some money for
education.
Punjab has a natural resource in its NRIs who have already shown
great interest to help their brethren. NRIs are of great help in the field
of education and they are doing a lot in improving the quality of life
in their native villages. They contribute very generously for the religious
and humanitarian causes. The inspiring instances of Dhaliwal (Rakhra)
brothers and Dhot brothers are there to follow. This big source could
be tapped by the International Sikh Confederation.
After World War II, the wise heads of the Jews pondered over
their abject poverty and great humiliation of centuries. They started a
Jewish Education Fund. With the help of this JEF, the whole community
became highly educated after a few years. The result is that the great
scientists, bankers, educationists and many prominent persons in other
fields are all Jews. Now they control the economy and technology of the
world. Taking a cue from the Jews, we may also start Sikh Education
Fund and utilize it for the uplift of the community.
Many NGOs like Nishkam Sikh Welfare Council, Delhi, and Guru
Gobind Singh Study Circle, Ludhiana, have been doing a commendable
work in the field of education. The ISC may tap more such
organisations and co-ordinate their activities. This would go a long
way in improving the quality of education in the rural Punjab.

CONCLUSION
The above-mentioned measures to up-date and overhaul the
education system in the Punjab are only illustrative and by no means
exhaustive. I am very hopeful that the Advisory Council for Education
would rise to the expectations of the people of Punjab. May the guru
Panth achieve its destined glory through the efforts of the sewadars. I
quote an Urdu couplet:

pjko w/I wZNh Gh T[rb d/sh j? c{b,
wod j? s' f]}k w/I pjko g?dk eo ..
¤
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RURAL EDUCATION
– A CHAIN OF AKAL ACADEMIES –

HARJOT SHAH SINGH*
Dr Kharak Singh, the Convenor of the International Sikh
Confederation, personally invited Baba Iqbal Singh ji, President,
Kalgidhar Trust Baru Sahib, during his Mohali visit, to participate in
this seminar. The Trust has founded about two-dozen Higher
Secondary Schools in villages of Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh
and Western UP. These have been recognised by the Central Board of
Secondary Education, New Delhi. In view of the excellent success
of these schools, the President was suggested to read a paper on
Rural Education. As he was to go abroad, I was asked to read this
paper on his behalf.
One of the objectives of founding the Trust in 1963 by Sant
Teja Singh, MA, LLB, AM (Harvard) was to provide education to the
village students. He told the Trustees that India resides in villages,
unless the villagers are educated, the country cannot move forward.
Further, he told them that for making youth to be good human beings,
spiritual education must also be given along with academic education.
This, in other words, is the endorsement of the second objective,
education and social affairs, of this seminar.
At present, twenty Academies are providing education upto the
th
10 or higher classes in the rural areas, each covering 50-100 villages.
A total of about 17,000 students (that number is increasing every
year) are benefiting from the good academic and religious education
provided by about 1500 teachers and other supporting staff. About
60-80% students obtain first division in the Board examinations, and
many students get placement under ‘distinction’ in different subjects.
* # 1589, Phase 3B2, SAS Nagar
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The founder of the Trust, Sant Teja Singh, in 1956 purchased a
village named Baru, Rajgarh, Himachal Pradesh, to start spiritual-based
school education. After developing the facilities in the village, first
Akal Academy was inaugurated in July 1986. Now many Akal
Academies are passing out +2 graduates, and some of the students
have obtained admissions in prestigious professional colleges in India.
A few graduates were successful in getting admissions to foreign
universities based on their high scores in the SAT examination of
USA.
As intended by the founder and the Trustees, the Academies are
also bringing social change in the village life. These achievements of
two Academies in village Cheema and village Mandher have already
been mentioned in the Abstracts of Sikh Studies, July-September 2005,
Vol VII, Issue 3, under the title Successful Fight Against Drug Addiction –
Cheema Shows the Way.
A couple of more incidents, which are very interesting, will explain
the role being played by the students. An elementary student refused
to sleep with his father, “Dad! No, you smell awful. Choose between
me and your bottle.” A girl student persuaded her father to quit drinking
thus: “Daddy, if I commit a mistake, blame goes to you being my
father. If a Sikh drinks / cuts his hair people blame his Guru. Why
should you bring blame to our Guru who sacrificed all his four sons
for our honorable future?”
Two years ago, when some students of Akal Academy, Cheema,
returned from an Inter-school competition, Dr Gurbakhsh Singh USA,
a trustee, happened to be there at the gate of the school. Coming out
of their bus, they voluntarily announced, “Baba jee, we have won
many awards in the competition.” While talking to them about the
competition, a senior student told him that after the function, one of
the judges shared with the VIP guest, “Not only that they perform
good in studies and co-curricular activities, they are well behaved
children. They urge and pressurise their parents and relatives to give
up drinking.”
The rural education can bring a real change in the country. The
hard earned money of the farmers enters the pockets of the alcohol
dealers, police, lawyers and judges because they drink, fight and litigate.
Therefore, Trust is willing to associate with the projects to be started
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by the International Sikh Confederation in their drive for uplifting the
state through spreading education in the rural areas.
Remarks of Shri Pavnesh Kumar, Controller of Examinations,
CBSE, New Delhi, who visited Baru Sahib, may be reproduced here
“Having been here for almost twelve hours, I get the impression, as if
I have been on a pilgrimage”, he said. Addressing the students he
continued, “What we need first in society are the noble citizens. If
you do not know how to deal with human beings, your existence in
this world is of no use.” For the teachers he emphasized, “The Ganges
can only flow from Gangotri, I believe that morals and virtues can
only flow from good teachers.” He also added, “Everyone of us has
some sainthood in us. The only point is how to bring it out, and this is
the task the Akal Academy is doing.”
Many residents of the rural areas want schools to be started in
their villages on the pattern of the Akal Academy. They are willing to
extend the necessary co-operation regarding the provision of land and
other support. The Trust intends to open as many schools as are
within their physical constraints.
All this has been achieved with the public cooperation and their
contributions, without any financial support from the government.
Welfare of the Panth and Punjab state is not difficult.
Education needs to be given the highest priority in any programme
to uplift the rural masses. Baba Iqbal Singh assured that the Kalgidhar
Trust Baru Sahib and its Akal Academies would give full cooperation
in this task.
¤
As fire is contained in all timber and butter in all milk,
So, in high and low, His light is contained.
And the Lord of wealth is pervading,
The hearts of all the human beings.
– Guru Granth Sahib, p 617
sgl bnspiq mih bYsMqru sgl dUD mih GIAw ]
aUc nIc mih joiq smwxI Git Git mwDau jIAw ]
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FOSTERING UNITY AND ENCOURAGING
DIVERSITY IN THE SIKH PANTH
PUNEET SINGH*
Thank you for the opportunity to address this august gathering. I
wish to express my gratitude to Harbans Lal, Jagpal Singh Tiwana,
Jodh Singh Arora, Ishwinder Singh Chadha, Kharak Singh Mann, Kartar
Singh Gill, Ashok Singh Bagrian, Virinder Singh Grewal, Kamalla Rose
Kaur, Karamjit Singh Bharij, and Laurie Bolger for their encouragement
and comments in connection with this conference.
There is perhaps no better example of unity in diversity than the
case of India itself. India is home to twenty-eight states, seven union
territories, fifteen official languages, and all of the world's major
religions, And yet, in the midst of all this diversity, Kashmiris,
Assamese, Gujaratis, Keralites, and Punjabis all think of themselves
as Indians, albeit with occasional grievances.
This paper puts forth the suggestion that Sikhism, and in particular
the International Sikh Confederation (ISC), adopt a similar model for
unity in diversity.
According to such a model, the ISC would treat every Sikh as an
equal citizen eligible for the highest office without regard for caste,
color, affluence, race, gender and, very importantly, without concern
for orthodoxy, Eligibility for office would be based purely on merit
and past performance in areas relevant to the organization Such as
administration, diplomacy, technology, and management rather than a
test of perceived religiosity, Why do I use the term 'perceived
religiosity?' I do so because it is not for us to judge the religiosity of
another. That determination is to be entrusted to Akal Purakh (God).
Therefore, Sikhs desperately need to keep religion out of institutions,
* Founder of The Sikh Times <www.sikhtimes.com>
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especially non-religious ones such as the I.S.C.
Furthermore, the I.S.C. must provide equal representation to all
Sikhs in order to be viewed as a democratic institution. As global
trends have adequately demonstrated in recent decades, nondemocratic institutions have neither the credibility nor the tools to be
truly successful. The American Revolution against British colonialism
was founded on the grass roots protest against 'taxation without
representation.' Representation, I suggest, is the way to engage a larger
audience, including, most critically, the youth and the unorthodox,
neither of which are adequately represented here today.
There is perhaps a lesson we could learn from Hinduism's 'Boa
Constrictor' nature, as Max Arthur Macauliffe characterized it.
Macauliffe had implied that Hinduism is so flexible and allencompassing that it is able to swallow up any dissenting sect and
accommodate almost any kind of theological variation in order to
remain whole. I am not suggesting that Sikhs should compromise their
core beliefs for the sake of unity. However, I am proposing that the
I.S.C. adopt a similarly absorptive methodology with regard to
Namdharis of Kukas (the first to protest British colonialism)Nirankaris
(who gave us the Sikh marriage ceremony, Anand Karaj), and all others
who revere the Guru Granth.
Every field of human endeavour experiences evolution; be it
science, law, management, or administration. Why then must religion
be the only area that remains static? Guru Gobind Singh had the unique
vision to grant Guru to the Sikh Panth. The vital question before us
now is whether the Sikh Panth has the matching vision to exercise this
authority to evolve the Sikh religion.
Unless we are willing to include Sikhs of all persuasions there
really is nothing to confederate. We must, therefore, be wary of a
quest for excessive uniformity. A bouquet of flowers is attractive not
because all the flowers look the same but because a variety of flowers
are arranged to form one single entity. Let us model the I.S.C. on a
colorful bouquet of flowers.
Let us strive for pan-Sikhism, i.e. an inclusive Sikhism. Let us
build bridges, not walls.
¤
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BUT NOT THE LEAST
BIRENDRA KAUR*
With the International Sikh Confederation in place, there is every
hope that the wisdom of the Panth shall get channelised, that would
enable the progressive march of the Panth, long overdue, towards
fulfilling the aims of the revered Gurus.
I would skip most issues, which are too glaring for most of us to
be unaware of. With the intention of not taking much of your precious
time, I wish to highlight only three points:

PANTH BE ABLE TO SET PRIORITIES
The first is, that, along with the channelising of the wisdom
of the Panth, the funds of the Panth too be channelised in a
manner that reflects the concerns of the Panth. Now, when we
offer money at gurdwaras, it is the management of these
gurdwaras that decides about its use (for all you know, it may be
spent on lighting crackers on gurpurabs – something that should
rather be banned). So, an individual has no say, whatsoever, in
the utilization of the funds donated, which may even hold one
back from donating some times.
But, generally, every individual feels more concerned about
a particular cause as compared to other causes. And as many a
project could be undertaken simultaneously, with immediate
effect, and many a Sikh would contribute liberally towards these,
different funds could be created for different causes. Say, a fund
called Khalsa Educates could be created for educating the
underprivileged; Khalsa Sports for promoting games; Khalsa
Adopts for the needy; Khalsa Calling for Sikh media, print,
* Dr, Senior Lecturer, <birendrakaur@yahoo.com>
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electric, electronic; Khalsa Farms for the hard pressed farmers;
Khalsa Cares for those hit by famine/floods/war/riots, etc; and
so on.
With separate funds in place, individuals would be able to
donate for a cause they feel more concerned about, and the
donations thus collected would also reflect the priorities of the
Panth.

RAHIT MARYADA BE AN OPEN CHAPTER
The second point that I wish to make is that the Rahit
Maryada should not be a closed chapter, barring the unshorn
hair and the 5 Ks. So, any issue raised by anyone should be
addressed to his / her satisfaction. I say so, because there is an
issue that irks me and there is no Body / Organization I can
approach for its redressal.
As a case, the issue that I wish to be addressed / reviewed
by the religious heads / scholars is the Anand Karaj ceremony.
While its nomenclature is Sikh-like, the ceremony itself does
not appear to be so. In its present form, it reflects immensely
the culture of the majority community, which is in stark contrast
to the ideology of Sikhism. For example, the handing of the
groom’s palla to the bride by her father, while the hymn palley
taidey laagi is being sung, implies nothing short of kanyadaan;
and this is done in the presence of Guru Granth Sahib. Moreover,
the preceding verse of tau palley taidey laagi, i.e., habbey saak
koorhavey dithey, definitely could not imply that the bride is now
getting wedded, because she finds all her relatives to be false.
Further, in the sikhya that follows, additional verses from Gurbani
are selected and misinterpreted to deify the husband, who should
be worshipped by the bride. Equality of the genders, one of
the most unique features of Sikhism, rather exclusive to Sikhism,
gets totally demolished in the process.
As a suggestion: Whereas the palla, a siropa preferrably,
could be handed to the groom and the bride simultaneously by
the granthi, the hymn, palley taidey laagi, should be excluded from
the Anand Karaj ceremony altogether. This hymn should instead
be sung during the Amrit ceremony, where it so aptly applies.
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Even the word babul denotes only the girl’s father in common
parlance, so the hymn viah hoa merey babula, too, is misplaced, as
its not only the girl that is getting wedded, but also the boy.
Some other hymns could be selected, if must, for the occasion,
keeping their import in mind.
The ceremony has been designed, without doubt, in good
faith, but too literally by simply replacing the capital ‘H’ of
Husband, the Almighty, with a small ‘h’, without considering its
implication from the human perspective. Celebrations, rituals,
etc., deeply affect the psyche of a person. The janeu is a harmless
thing, but Guru Nanak refused to wear it for its import /
significance. It is, therefore, imperative that the manner in which
we perform our ceremonies and the way we celebrate our
festivals, be re-examined in the light of gurmat, so as to enhance
the spiritual growth of an individual, rather than arresting it.
A FAQs Section (Frequently Asked Questions) should also
be created on the website of the ISC for this purpose.

ANANDPUR SAHIB RESOLUTION BE REVIEWED
In its present form, I feel, that the Anandpur Sahib
Resolution reads as a crude documentation, lacking diplomacy,
and unheeding the sentiments of others. For example, the
community, from whom the demands spelled out in the
Anandpur Sahib Resolution are sought, is commented upon as
‘the brute majority’ and its religion as ‘the saltish sea waters of
incoherent Hinduism’ in the Resolution itself. The name of the
Resolution too, no matter how appealing its contents might be
for every Indian, tends to isolate Sikhs from the rest of Indians
at the very outset. And ‘pre-eminence of Khalsa’ as political
goal puts non-Sikhs on the defensive right away. If we condemn
the present dominance by the Hindu majority, how can we defend
a similar dominance by Sikhs? Thus, we make the government’s
job of presenting us as secessionists all too smooth. Calling the
Resolution by some other name, such as ‘Federal Structure for
India, Anandpur Sahib’ or ‘Autonomy for States, Anandpur
Sahib’, would have made it more appealing to the whole
population, who would have been drawn to it. And, it would
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have taken the government to task for its effort to mislead the
people of India or other nations about Sikhs being separatists.
Further, the demand for State autonomy need not be
clubbed with the basic postulates, purposes, and political goals
of the Shiromani Akali Dal. It should be prepared keeping all
States in mind, so as to elicit their support for its implementation.
For example, the word ‘religion’ should be used instead of
Sikhism, ‘minority’ instead of Sikhs, ‘natural resources’ instead
of river waters, ‘State language’ instead of Punjabi, etc., and
the departments to be with States / Centre should be defined,
explaining how such a move would improve the condition of
the people and the nation at large as compared to the present
set-up.
Mention of religious, economic, cultural, and social
demands made in the Resolution passed in 1978 at Ludhiana in
the light of the Anandpur Sahib Resolution, such as, broadcasting
of Gurbani, six sugar mills, four textile mills, eradication of
unemployment, improved per capita income, increased economic
growth rate, abolition of excise duty on tractors, ban on sale of
liquor and other intoxicants, status of Punjabi language, etc., is
not necessary, since these go with state autonomy.
Setting our own house in order is of foremost importance at this
juncture of time. Events of the last few decades need to be critically
reviewed, be these political, religious or international, not with a view
to criticising, but to analyse these once again in the light of their
outcome. Placing and projecting them in their right perspective may
prove of assistance to us and the future generations to see vividly the
path the Panth is to follow.
¤
ISC MEMBERSHIP OPEN
The membership form may be downloaded from
the ISC website www.sikhconfed.net and mailed to its
headquarters (# 1, Sector 28-A, Chandigarh, India).
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fJzNoB?FBb f;Zy eBc?vo/FB bJh fJe j'o }o{oh ezw
joBkw f;zx FkB*
fJzNoB?FBb f;Zy eBc?vo/FB d/ eBthBo s/ o{jo/ tK, wkB:'r vkeNo yVe f;zx ih B/
n?p;N?qeN; nkc f;Zy ;NZvh} d/ ni'e/ gou/ d/ n?vhN'ohnb ftZu fJ; tb'I ehs/ ikD tkb/
fiBQK ezwK dk f}eo ehsk j?, T[j ;ko/ }o{oh jB p[fBnkd ns/ Got/I T[dw Bkb eoB d/
BfiZmD:'r jB .
fJZe j'o nfijk ezw i' w/oh iKu/ e/tb fJj' ;zrmB jh eo ik eotk ;edk j? T[j f;Zy
gzE ftZu rzGho, pj[GkFh s/ pj[gyZ h ftdtsk, fJbwhns iK bofBzr s/ FekbofFg dh fdB'-I
fdB g? ojh Gkoh xkN B{z g{ok eoB s/ eod/ ikD bJh e'Jh :'r pBkT[D Bkb ;pzfXs j? .
fit/I fe nkg ikDd/ j', jo e"w, Xow ;fGnsk s/ ;fGnkuko dh ohVQ dh jZvh T[; d/
nfij/ nkbw s/ ftdtkB jh j'fJnk eod/ jB . fJfsjk; fJ; rZb dk rtkj j? fe fJ;bkw
s/ Jh;kJhns B{z gZe/ g?oh ybQkoB ns/ EKT[-EK goukoB s/ go;koB dk ezw T[fij/ ftdtkBK s/
nkbwK dk jh ehsk j'fJnk j? . fJT[I jh Gkos ftZu jh izw/ s/ tZX-/ c[b
Z / p[XZ wZs B{z Gkos'I yd/VB
s/ fjzdw{ s B{z w[V pjkbD dk ekoi th fJ; d/ nfij/ wjkB ftdtkBK s/ ftukotkBK B/ jh
BfiZfmnk ;h .
f;Zy Xow s/ gzE dh nfijh ;/tk w[Y
Z b/ ekb ftZu GkJh r[odk;, GkJh wBh f;zx s/ GkJh
;zsy' f;zx tor/ wjkB ftdtkBK tb'I jh ehsh j'Jh j? .
fJ; soQK toswkB ;w/I ftZu th f;Zy ;fsr[oK B/ fJ; B{z GkJh ekjB f;zx tor/ nfij/
wjkB ftdtkB Bkb fBtki fdZsk ;h fiBQK B/ T[BQK d/ gktB gzE bJh fJe nfijk wjkBe'F
fsnko eo fdZsk ;h i' s[bBkswe Xow d/ y/so ftZu th nkgDh fw;kb nkg j? . Bt/I :[r d/
Bt/I ukBD Bkb ukBfDnkJh j'Jh T[;,/ Gkt fgSbh ;dh ftZu, gqc' ;? o s/ik f;zx tor/ ftdtkB
th ftukod/ oj/ jB, fiBQK dh pj[gZyh ftdtkBsk B{z jh w[Zy oZyfdnK, GkJh ekjB f;zx ih B/
nkgD/ T[es Fkjeko dk w[yZ pzX fbyD dk ;Zdk T[BKQ B{z fdZsk ;h, fiBQK d/ fwose ;oho B{z id'I
nZr S[jkJh rJh ;h sK wkB:'r pktk jfofeFB f;zx ih d/ Go/ j'J/ rb/ ftZuI' fJj tke
fBefbnk ;h, gsk BjhI gzE B{z nfijk ftdtkB w[V ed'I B;hp j'tr
/ k . fiBQK d/ G'r-go'rokw
ftZu nkgDh FoXk s/ XzBtkd gorN eofdnK, gzE osB wk;No skok f;zx ih B/ nkfynk ;h,
* Dr, #605, Sector 16, Chandigarh
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gzE ftZu ;Zu wzBI' w?Bz{ sK e'Jh nfijk ftdtkB B}o BjhI nk fojk fi; s'I w?I nZrI' bJh T[BKQ ijh
nfsb[VhIdh ns/ fBro s/ fBFekw ;bkj s/ ;jkfJsk b? ;eKrk . T[; ;dh B/ ;kB{z T[BKQ d/ jh
fJe ftdtkB fJfsjk;eko ;kEh, vkeNo rzvk f;zx ih Bkb th fBtki fdZsk ;h, fiBQK dhnK
fBro s/ fBozso y'iK, bZGsk s/ fbysK B/ f;Zy fJ;fsjk;ekoh B{z BtK ftfrnkBe w'V d/ e/
eJh fJfsjk;e r[Mz bK th y'jb fdZshnK ;B . T[; ;w/I jh ;kB{z GkJh tho f;zx tor/ nfij/
;kJhI-ozr-oZs/ ftdtkBK dh ebw d/ uwseko th B;hp j' rJh ;B fi; B/ wks-p'bh, gzikph,
dhnK b[ethnk ;zGktBktK T[xkV e/, ;[sh gJh f;Zy e"w B{z nkgD/ FkBdko fto;/ Bkb i'V
e/, f;zx ;Gk bfjo d/ BK j/m T[GohBt-ikrosh bfjo B{z fJe nB{mk s/ nfs-b[VhIdk j[bkok
d/ fdZsk ;h . T[BQK d/ jh fJe ftfrnkBh ;kEh gq' g{oB f;zx d/ okjhI f;Zy gzE B{z fJe nfijh
ftdtkB gqfsGk gqkgs j' rJh ;h fi; dh nzro/}h ftZu f;Zy Xow, ;fgfoN s/ gozgok nkfd
;zpXz h bzvB ftZu Sgdh ojh ouBk nkgDh p'bh, F?bh f;de s/ ;[fjodsk ;de/ ni/ sZe p/iV'
j? . T[;/ Gkt thjthI, ;dh ftZu T[BKQ d/ jh ftfrnkBh ;kEh vkeNo pbpho f;zx tor/ rzGho
s/ ;wofgs ftdtkB, gqc' ;? o ;kfjp f;zx tor/ pkDh d/ ftnkeoDhJ/ s/ Nhekeko, frnkBh ;zs
f;zx w;ehB tor/ eEkeko s/ ftnkfynkeko, ;odko dbihs f;zx tor/ s[bBkswe XowK
d/ wkfjo ftdtkB ns/ B?FBb f;Zy gqc' ;? o ;odko eg{o f;zx tor/ nfij/ dkoFfBe ftdtkB
th ftuod/ oj/ ;B i' f;Zy doFB, gozgok s/ fjZsK nfXekoK pko/ nzro/}h ftZu u'yk e[M p'b
fby e/ ;kvh so}wkBh eod/ oj/ jB .
T[;/ ;dh d/ nkozG ftZu Ne;kb Bkwh e[M nfij/ v/o/ iK ;z;EktK th w"id
{ ojhnK jB
i'I f;Zy ;fsr[oK d/ i'sh-i'fs ;wkT[D T[gozs f;Zy Xow d/ ftdtkB s/ ftnkfynkeko fsnko
eodhnK ojhnK jB .
go j[D, wzd/ Gkrh, Bk T[fij/ v/o/ s/ ;z;EktK B}o nk ojhnK jB ns/ BK jh nkg'nkgD/ y/soK d/ nfij/ rzGho, pj[GkFhJ/, pj[ gZyh s/ ;wofgs ftdtkB fd; oj/ jB . T[j sK
nfij/ f;ow"o gzShnK tKr ;B fiBQK d/ T[v ikD T[gozs T[BKQ d/ nkbQD/ ni/ sZe T[tI/ jh ykbh
gJ/ jB . w?B{z sK m/m s/ ;wofgs f;Zy ftdtkBsk d/ y/so ftZu fJe ]bk fijk g?dk j' frnk
ikgdk j?/ . f;Zy gzE ftZu Ne;kbh s/ ;wofgs fJbwhnw dk wkB' ekb g?d
I k ik fojk j? .
;kv/ d/F ftZu jh, fw;kb ti',I f;Zy Xow, ;kfjs s/ fJfsjk; pko/ ;Ekfgs eJh u/noK
Gkt T[dws y'i-nfXn?B go'c?;ohnK dhnK n;kwhnK mhe noEK ftZu ;[:'r s/ ;wofgs
ftdtkBK dh xkN ekoB eJh tfoQnK s'I ]kbh gJhnK j'JhnK jB ns/ ni/j/ jh i/ e'Jh GohnK
th rJhnK jB T[BKQ ftZuI' th eJh T[go'es ftdtkBK torh ;wofgs ;[:r
' sk, w[jkos s/ g{otsiop/ nkfd ftZu, T[BKQ dk ;fseko eofdnK e;otzdhnK j'D eoe/ ;pzfXs wB'oEK dh ;jh
g{osh s'I n;woE ikgdhnK jB .
;fsr[oK d/ f;Zy j[D d/F d/ eJh gqKsK ns/ god/; d/ eJh w[beK ftZu t;-o; oj/ jB
. T[BKQ dh ftbZyD gSkD s/ ofjDh pfjDh pko/ b[Vhdh ikDekoh gqkgs eoB bJh, s[bBkswe
XowK d/ wzuK s/ r'FNhnK nkfd ftZu Fkwb j'D bJh s/ nBwshnK B{z f;Zyh pko/ ;jh s/ nfs
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b[Vhdh ikD-gSkD eokT[D bJh th c"oh b'V g?dk j' rJh j? . r[of;Zy ][d nkgDh ;zskB B{z th
r[of;Zyh s'I ikD{ eokT[D bJh pV / T[s;[e jB . fJ; bJh T[BKQ B/ bZyK o[gJ/ gZfbUI ]ou e/
e[M god/;h :{Bhtof;NhnK ftZu T[go-tofDs u/noK ekfJw eotkJhnK j'JhnK jB, gozs{
T[BKQ bJh th mhe noEK ftZu bkfJe, :'r s/ ;wofgs f;Zy ftdtkB fwb BjhI oj/ .
fJ;/ soQK, T[fij/ f;Zy ftdtkBK dh xkN th pVh shposk Bkb wfj;{; j' ojh j? i'
nzro/}h torh nzsookFNoh ns/ fjzdh-T[od{ torhnK fjzd-gkfe dhnK okFNo p'bhnK ftZu
f;Zy Xow, ;kfjs s/ fJfsjk; pko/ }'odko s/ goGtFkbh seohoK eo ;eD ns/ j'o wZsK d/
ftdtkBK-fJeZmK s/ r'FNK nkfd ftZu T[BKQ tKr jh T[BKQ Bkb nfijh f;XKse pfj; th eo
;eD fi; soQK dh fgSbh ;dh ftZu fit/I ;BwkB:'r frnkBh fdZs f;zx, gqc' ;? o r[ow[yZ f;zx
s/ GkJh d:k f;zx tor/ Ne;kbh s/ ;wofgs f;Zy ftdtkB eod/ s/ f;Zyh dh i? p[bKd/ oj/
jB .
;', fJj eBc?va o/FB i/ f;Zyh dh fJ; Gkoh, nekdfwe s/ ftdtkBkswe b'V B{z th g{ok
eoB bJh e'Jh edw T[mk ;e/rh ns/ b[Vhdk pkBD{z pzB ;e/rh sK d/; gqd/ ; tZX ojh f;Zyh dh
y[Fh, s;Zbh s/ ;[o]o{Jh dh th Gkrh pD ikJ/rh .
fJ; tk;s/ ;G s'I gfjbK eoB tkbk ezw fJ; xkN d/ ekoB bZGD ns/ T[; dh g{osh
bJh b[Vh/d/ T[gkn ;'uD tk;s/ fJe n?Be[nkfJoh Gkt dfonkcash ew/Nh dh ;EkgBk j? i'
fJ; dh eZb j' ojh iBob pkvh dh fJeZsosk ftZu jh fB:s ehsh ik ;edh j? .nZrI' fit/I r[o{
B{z Gkt/ ns/ fJ; d/ ;[:r
' s/ ;wofgs gopzXeK B[z w[weB s/ w[Bkf;p goshs j't/ .
¤

By obtaining the water of God's Name, through the Guru,
Quench the four fires (of cruelty, worldly-love, anger and
greed) and remain dead in life.
Thus the heart-lotus blossom be filled with Nectar
And thou shalt be satiated.
Nanak, make the True Guru thy friend, then going to
His Court thou shalt obtain the True One.
– Guru Granth Sahib, p 22
cwry Agin invwir mru gurmuiK hir jlu pwie ]
AMqir kmlu pRgwisAw AMimRqu BirAw AGwie ]
nwnk sqguru mIqu kir scu pwvih drgh jwie ]
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Xow gquko dh b'V s/ ;kvhnK }[w/tkohnK
r[op]F f;zx :{ n?; J/*
;kv/ g'fbNheb thuko tZyo/ tZyo/ j'D/ ;[Gkte jB go gzE dh J/esk s/ uVQdh ebk bJh
sK ;kv/ Xkofwe ftFtkF ns/ wo:kdk fJe j'D/ ukjhd/ jB . fJ; d/ T[bN ;kv/ gqukoeK ns/
thukotkBK B/ nkgD/ nkgD/ f;XKs | wo:kdk wzBe/ eJh S'N/ tZv/ v/o/ ubk bJ/ jB . fJj
nkgD/ nkg B{z ;Zuk ns/ d{;fonK B{z eZuk gqukod/ jB . fJE'I sZe fe r[opkDh T[ukoD ns/
fBsB/w dhnK pkDhnK gkm|nodk; dh wo:kdk Gh ;G dh ;KMh fJe BjhI .
bzro d/ gzrs ftZu iK w/iK s/ SeD tko/ p/bV' / j[ewBkw/ B/ gqd;/ K ftZu gzE B{z Jhoyk s/ t?o Gkt
oZyD tkb/ d' fjf;nK ftZu tzv fdZsk j? . gZSwh e?Bv/ k dk jo fJe r[odtkok d' S'N/ r[od[tkfonK ftZu
tzfvnk frnk . t?o Gkt fJsBk tX frnk j? fe foFs/ N[N rJ/ ns/ gqtko tzv/ rJ/ .
v/o/dkoK ns/ gqukoeK tb'I gzEe f;XKs ns/ oj[ohs d/ gqukoB dh EK, nkgDh T[usk
do;kT[D bJh tZyoh wo:kdk tko/ }'odko gquko ehsk iKdk j/ . fJ; Bkb gzE dhnK tzvhnK
fwND dh EK jo ;kb j'o gZehnK j' ojhnK jB . i/eo ni/j/ gquko B{z mhe bhjK s/ Bk gkfJnk
frnk sK j'o XowK tKr ;kv/ Gh eJh fcoe/ pD ikDr/ . (;kvh sK frDsh gfjbK jh pj[s xN
j? .) Fhnk s/ ;[Bz h w[;bwkBK dk t?o fto'X irs gqf;ZX j? . gqN' ;? N?NI ns/ e?Ef' be Jh;kJhnK d/
nkfJob?Iv ftZu c;kd eJh d/o s'I j[zd/ nk oj/ jB . T[uh s/ BhthI iks tkb/ fjzd{nK dhnK
bVkJhnK sK nypkoK ftZu SgdhnK jh ofjzdhnK jB .
tZyo/ tZyo/ v/o/ nkgDh nkgDh wo:kdk d/ XkoBh j'D eoe/ r[o{ ykb;k gzE s/ T[; d/
f;zxK dh fJe wo:kdk dk f;XKs jh nb'g j' frnk j? . fJ; J/e/ B[z w[V gqubs eoB bJh
fJj fJzNoB?FBb f;Zy ezBc?vo/FB pBkT[Dh ;kvh w[y i[wz t/ koh j? .
r[o{ ekb fgZSI' 18thI ;dh ftZu okrhnK s/ ehosB dopkoK, eEkekoK iK ;zs gqukoeK
tko/ fbysK BjhI fwbdhnK . r[odtkfonK s'I d{o f;Zy izrbK s/ MZbK ftZu n"eVK tkbk ihtB
ih oj/ ;B . go f;ZyK d/ T[Au/ ;Z[u/ s/ e[opkBh tkb/ ihtB s'I gqGkfts j' e/ oki ;Zsk d/ wkbe
w[;bwkB Gh f;Zy ;id/ ;B . fJ; d/ T[bN nZi f;ZyK gk; r[od[nkfonK dk gqpXz j?, T[BKQ gk;
uzrhnK gdthnK jB ns/ T[j tZv/ tgkoh jB . okrhnK, gqukoeK, ;zsK d/ ehosB dopkoK dh
frDsh eoBh ;zGt BjhI . go fJj ;G gqukoe wkfJnk fJeZmh eoB ns/ nkgDh tfvnkJh
* Dr, # 959, Phase 4, SAS Nagar, Mohali
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gqukoB s'I tZX e'Jh j'o gqGkt BjhI gkT[dI / . fJ; dk f;ZNk fJj fBefbnk j? fe f;ZyK d/ xo iBw
b?e/ pZu/ ns/ f;Zy ejkT[D tkb/ ª;odko« f;Zy ;o{g Gh BjhI oZyDk ukj[d
z / < ;kv/ nZi d/ gquko
ftZu eh ew}'oh j? . fJ; tko/ ;G B{z fuzse j'Dk ukjhdk j? .
gfjbK f;Zyk dk ihtB f;Zy Xow tkfbnK bJh gqo/ Bk ;o's ;h . go nZi f;Zy iBsK ns/
T[jBK d/ bhvo M{m p'bd/ s/ BF/ eod/ t/ye/ B"itkBK d/ wBK ftZu f;Zyh dk r"ot s/ ukn g?dk
BjhI j[d
z k . r[odtkfonK s/ gqpXz e r[o{ r'be ftZu xgb/ eoB tko/ ns/ T[BKQ dk ihtB f;Zy
Xow d/ ftgohs j'D tko/ ypoK gVQe/ fjodk d[yZ h j[d
z k j? . gqpXz e pBD bJh f;Zy T[whdtkoK
B{z p/nsz wkfJnk youd/ ns/ Fokp BF/ tzvd/ t/ye/ Fow nkT[d
I h j? .
gqukoeK s/ ehosB eoB tkfbnK d/ wkfJnkXkoh ihtB ns/ T[BKQ dk f;Zy wo:kdk d/
T[bN fttjko t/ye/ pZu/ g[Sd/ jB, ¿i/ gqukoe jh f;Zy ws XkoB BjhI eod/ sK n;hI f;Zyh s'I
eh b?Dk j? .À ;r'I ;kB{z ;kvhnK ew}'ohnK dh fusktBh d/D bJh efjzd/ jB fe, ¿n;hI f;Zyh
feodko B{z s[jkv/ okrhnK gqukoeK d/ gqpXz eK tKr f;Zyh d/ ftgohs ezw eoe/ gzE B{z XZpk sK
BjhI bkT[d
I / . T[BKQ gqukoeK|gqpXz eK Bkb'I ;kvk ihtB ;[Eok s/ f;Zyh f;XKsK d/ B/V/ j? .
;kv/ bhvo e/tb rZbK d[tkok jh gquko eod/ jB, f;Zy dh gqhGkFk s/ Gh gfjok BjhI d/
;e/ . oki Gkr d/ GkJhtkb j[zfdnK j'fJnK, f;ZyK B{z ekB{zB nB[;ko fjzd{ fby/ ikDk, nkBzd
w?foi n?eN 1909 B{z G[bkT[Dk s/ f;ZyK d/ ftnkj FkdhnK s/ ikfJdkd tzv bJh fjzd{ e'v
fpb nB[;ko ofi;No ehs/ ikDk B{z pdbD dh e'fFF BjhI ehsh. FkfJd fJBQK bhvoK B{z fJ;
rZb dk gsk jh Bk bZfrnk j't/ . feT[fI e f;ZyK d/ ftnkj ukj/ nkBzd ekoi d/ o;w Bkb j[d
z /
jB go ofi;No fjzd{ e'v fpb j/mK ehs/ iKd/ jB . bhvoK B/ sK nkgDh }[wz t/ koh fsnkr e/
u[g Xkoh j? .
thukotkBK bJh fJj rZb ;wMDh n"yh BjhI fe f;Zyh s'I B"itkB d{o feT[I ik oj/ jB .
f;Zy bhvoK d/ xoK ftZu pqjkwDh eoweKv dhnk ypoK gVQd/ jK . f;Zy Xow dh fBzfdnk eoB
tkb/ gyzvh ;zsK B[z dhtkB bkT[D bJh f;ZyK d/ bhvo nkg jh ;Zdk fdzd/ jB ns/ T[BKQ dk gqpXz
eod/ jB . B"itkBK d/ o'b wkvb f;Zy c"ih s/ g[bh;w?B j[zd/ ;B . j[D e'Jh GkrK tkbk
g[bh;w?B j'tr
/ k fi;B/ e/FK dh fBokdoh B ehsh j't/ . brGr ;ko/ jh g[bh; tkfbnK d/ eZN/
e/; s/ SKrh dkVh d/ye/ ikgdk j?, fJj T[jBK dh todh dk jh fjZ;k j? .
gzEe ofjs wo:kdk nB[;ko po;h wBkT[Dk wBK j? . go ;tkoEh gqpXz e bhvoK s/
v/od/ koK dhnK po;hnK wBkT[dI / s/ FoXKibhnK fdzd/ jB . f;Zy Xow dh ftbZyDsk, tfvnkJh
s/ T[usk gqukoB dh EK f;ZyK B{z fJj ;G fjzd{ Xow d/ eoweKvK ftZu XZeh ik oj/ jB . Fpd
r[o{ d/ f;XKs B[z ;wMkT[D s/ ihtB ftZu bkr{ eoB dh EK r[on
{ K dhnK M{mhnK w{osK dh g{ik
gqpXz e s/ gqukoe r[od[tkfonK ftZu eod/ jB . gqukoeK s/ bhvoK dk ni/jk eoBk jh r[ows
gquko ftZu tZv/ o'V/ jB .
¤
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f;Zy ;o{g – whvhnk, c?FB ns/ n;hI
eowihs f;zx*
f;Zy GkJh uko/ dk ;G s'I tZvk ;zeN feos s'I p/wyZ[ j'Dk j?, go fco th ;G s'I tZX wjZst
;o{g d/ ;zeN B{z fdZsk ik fojk j? . feos SZv e/ Gkt/I f;Zy ezrkb, eoikJh ns/ gokXhB j' oj/
jB . fszBK ofjsK ftZu gfjbh ofjs dk fsnkr eoe/, fpjkoh ns/ g{oph GJhnK s/ fBoGo j'
e/, nkofEe ;wkfie gZyI' fBnk;o/ j' e/, nkgDh nDy B{z fwZNh ftZu fwbke/ BF/, r[Nek, }odk
nkfd gzikp ftZu GJhnK dh nkwd dk jh Bshik j? . gotk;h feosh gzikp ftZu jh feT[I
nkJ/, T[j oki;EkB ns/ jfonkD/ ftZu feT[I BjhI rJ/ . fJj s[bBk gqksK ftZu gzikp torh
}whB tkb/ fJbkfenK Bkb ;pzfXs j? . gzikp ftZu gotk;h sK nkJ/ feT[fI e fJE/ T[BKQ B{z Y'Jh
fwbh . feos s'I p/wy[ gzikph f;Zy B/ gfjbh ofjs SZvh .feosh dh ofjs fi; dk Bshik nB/eK
p[okJhnK okjhI e/; eNkT[D dh pio e[ofjs j' e/ fBefbnk . nZi T[j e[ofjs fit/I gqtkfBs
j' rJh j't/ . g?Ish ;kb s'I xZN T[wo tkb/ f;Zy GkJhuko/ ftZu f;Zyh ;o{g tkfbnK dh frDsh
noEks e/; ns/ d;skoXkoh f;ZyK dh frDsh e/tb 18 gqshFs jh ofj rJh j? . fi; e[ofjs
B{z 82 gqshFs B/ nkgDk fbnk eh T[j gqtkfBs torh jh BjhI ejh ik ;edh <
;ukJh sK fJj' j? fe f;Zyh e/;K ns/ d;sko Bkb jh j? . i/ e/; BjhI sK f;Zyh BjhI . ;'
82 gqshFs e/;jhD ns/ d;sko jhDK dhnK nkofEe w[FebK f;ZyK tb'I pknd ftZu BfiZmhnK
ik ;edhnK jB, go gfjbK }o{oh j? fe T[jBK dh f;Zy GkJhukoe gfjukD dh g[Bo ;Ekgsh
ehsh ikt/ . T[BKQ B{z jwdodh ns/ ;KM dk gkso fJe f;Zy d/ o{g ftZu pDkfJnk ikt/ . fJ; pko/
B}o nkT[D tkb/ wsG/d nrb/ ftuko s'I pknd ]sw j' ikDr/ . ftuko nZr/ s'ohJ/ . g?sI h
;kb dh T[wo sZe f;Zy gotkoK ftZu iBw/ ns/ gb/ e/;Xkoh e/tb 18 gqshFs jB go i/ s[;hI
gzdoK ;kb s'I j/mK d/ pkbe tor dk ikfJik bT[ sK d[odFk j'o th fGnzeo B}o nkJ/rh.
;o{g fsnkrD d/ ekoB
f;ZyK d/ xo ftZu izw/ ns/ gb/ B"itkB th j'o e"wK d/ :[tk-tor/ jh jB . ;'u ns/ fJZSk
d/ gy'I e'Jh coe BjhI j? . f;Zy :[teK s'I gZr pzBD ns/ e/;kXkoh j'D dh T[whd ehsh iKdh ojh
j? . id sZe whvhJ/ okjhI pkjoh gqGkt Bk gJ/ T[d'I sZe f;Zy :[te fJ; dh gkbDk eod/
* President, Punjabi Novel Academy, Ludhiana
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nkJ/ . fJ; ftu wK fgT[ dk e'Jh :'rdkB BjhI ;h . f;Zyh ;o{g sK ;[sZ / f;X jh ;h feT[fI e fJj
f;Zy ;wkfie ohs eJh ;dhnK s'I ubdh nk ojh ;h . i' gfjoktk fgT[ dkd/ dk ;h, T[j' jh
nrbh ghVQh dk pDdk fojk . fJ; dk ekoB f;Zyh ftu gfenkJh iK fdQVsk BjhI ;h, pbfe
whvhJ/ torhnK FeshnK tb'I ysok BjhI ;h g?dk ehsk frnk . T[; tes f;Zy ;wki dk jo
fJe gqGktFkbh ftnesh Gkt/I tZvk ioB?b jopyF f;zx, iBob no'Vk, J/no wkoFb
noiB f;zx, T[vDk f;Zy fwbyk f;zx, jkeh d/ ;Nko pbpho f;zx iK T{Xw f;zx j'D, g{o/ f;Zyh
;o{g ftu ;B . fJ; s'I f;Zy :[teK B{z r?o f;ZyK ftu nkdo ns/ wkD tkbh gfjukD fwbDk ;h.
pdb/ jkbks
fgSbh ;dh d/ nyhob/ fjZ;/ ftu f}zdrh pj[s s/i j' rJh . whvhJ/ B/ yk; eoe/ Nh th
B/ d[BhnK dh jo fJe xNBk B{z B[eoK, r[ZmK se gj[zuk fdZsk . Bhro' e/FhnF eb/n T[oc
w[jzwd nbh, wkJheb i?e;B ns/ w?v'Bk nkfd sK f;Zy w[zfvnK bJh th Bfozdo phpk ns/
:wbk iZN ns/ ;[fozdo e"o tKr jh j' rJ/ . nZieb d/ r[odk; wkB, joGiB wkB ns/ j'o
eJhnK B/ sK nkgD/ f;o x'Bw'B jh eotkJ/ jB . fJe f;Zy B"itkB r[opkDh sK ypo/ ;[Ddk
j? iK BjhI go fJBQK d/ rhs pV/ jh ukn Bkb ;[Ddk j? . fJj ;ko/ jh f;Zy j' e/ th f;Zyh ;o{g
tkb/ BjhI jB . fJBQK jh fdBK ftu tZv/ tZv/ f;Zy fyvkoh fit/I fe jkeh dk i[roki f;zx ns/
gqGi's f;zx, feqeN dk :[toki f;zx nkfd th f;Zy ;o{g s'I jhD/ jh jB . fJ; ;G s'I f;Zy :[tK
tor B{z f;Zyh ;o{g fsnkrD dk ;zdF/ fwfbnk .
tZfvnK dh nDrfjbh
i/ fgSb/ shjK ;kbK T[s/ fXnkB wkfonk ikt/ sK fe;/ th f;Zy ;z;Ek B/ Fq'wDh ew/Nh
;w/s T[BKQ :[teK iK ftneshnK Bkb ;zpXz ;Ekgs eoB dk E'VkQ fijk th :sB BjhI ehsk,
fijV/ f;Zy fgS'eV tkb/ ;B go f;Zyh ;o{g fsnkr u[eZ / ;B ns/ f;Zy :[teK B{z pj[s gqGkfts
eoe/ nkgD/ tor/ pDk oj/ ;B T[BKQ ftu fyvkoh, g"g f;zro, fcbw ;Nko yk; eoe/ f}eo:'r
jB . f;Zy :[teK B{z r[;b
? ns/ fceowzd pi[orK B/ N'fenk ns/ e'f;nk sK io{o j? go T[BKQ B/
whvhJ/ s'I pukT[D dk e'Jh jZb Bk bZGk . f;Zy :[te th c?FB d/ fJ; }wkB/ ftu r?o f;ZyK Bkb'I
fgS/ BjhI ;B ofjDk ukj[d
z / . ukjhdk sK ;h fe f;Zy wkg/ ns/ ;z;EktK iwkB/ dh Bpi gfjukD
e/, T[gokbk eod/ ns/ e/;, d;sko B{z th c?;B d/ gqshe ti'I ;Ekfgs eotkT[dI / . fJ; gk;/ e[M
th Bk ehsk frnk . nyho i' j'Dk ;h j' e/ jh fojk . c?FB d/ okj ftubh o[ektN e/; ns/ gZr
nb'g jh j[d
z / ik oj/ jB . fJE/ fJj f}eo e[EktK BjhI j'tr
/ k fe f;Zy :[te e/; eNtk e/ th
;wkfie ohsK fotkiK ftu f;Zy oj[-ohs dk jh gkbDk eo oj/ jB . n"y/ t/b/ r[od[nko/ jh
gqFkd eotkfJnk iKdk j? ns/ nyzv gkm dh ;[yDk th ;[Zyh iKdh j? . Gkt fJj j? fe e/; sK
io{o eZN/ rJ/ jB go f;Zyh dhnK iVQK ni/ BjhI eZNhnK rJhnk . fco th fceo eoBk ukjhdk
j? fe fijVk e[jkVk NkjD/ tZY ;edk j? T[j iVQK th tZv ;edk j? . ;' ;ktXkB j'D dh b'V j?.
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f;Zy ;o{g dh efEs n;[ftXk
nZieb GZi BZm ns/ ocsko tkbh f}zdrh ftZu jo fJe e'b ;w/I dh xkN j? . bzw/
e/; ;zGkbD ns/ ;kY/ nZm whNo dh gZr pzBD
Q bJh fBFu/ jh ;w/I ns/ j[Bo dh b'V j? . fJ;
T[s/ you th nkT[dI k j? . fJ; ;G B{z c?FB ns/ fdZy gZyI' th x'fynk iKdk j? . e'Jh th :[te GZdk
iK F?ph BjhI fd;Dk ukj[zdk . iwkB/ Bkb jo edw j'D tkbh fe;/ th f;Zy ;z;Ek B/ gZr ns/
e/;K dh ;j{bs tkbh ;kG ;zGkb ns/ fdZy dk fceo c?FB gZy'I BjhI ehsk . fJE/ :kd eoBk
ukjhdk j? fe bkov vbj"}h t/b/ T[; tes dh nzro/} ;oeko tb'I f;Zy c"ihnK dhnK dkVQh
dk fynkb eoe/ dkVQh bJh ikbh pDtkJh rJh ;h . j?okBh dh rZb j? fe dkVQh f;ZyK dh go
fJ; dh ;KG ;zGkb dh ikbh iK B?AN dh ekY eZYh nzro/}k B/ . i' dkVQh B{z v'oh ftZu pzBQD
;w/I pki tofsnk iKdk j? , fJj th nzrqo/}K dh jh d/D j? . fJ; pki dk BK p?enZg ;h i'
pknd ftu pki pD frnk . nzro/}K d/ fJ; eosZt Bkb f;Zy c"ihnK dh fyboh j'Jh dkVh
pV/ ;[uiZ / ns/ o'jpdkp tkb/ sohe/ Bkb ;KGh rJh . w?I nZi T[BKQ ;ko/ ;fseko:'r f;Zy
pi[orK B{z g[SDk ukj[d
z k jK fe s[;hI gfss j'D tkb/ f;Zy w[fz vnK B{z e';d/ sK pj[s j' go eh
s[;hI T[BKQ dh dkVQh ns/ gZr Bkb ;zpfz Xs w;b/, edh nzro/}K tKr jZb eoB dk :sB ehsk<
fjzd;' skB ftu ;ko/ jh f;Zy gksoK tkbh ns/ tZv/ ;NkoK tkbh gfjbh tko fJe fcabw
pDh fi; dk Bkw BkBe Bkw ijk} ;h . fJ; fcabw d/ H?o f;Zy gksoK B/ f;Zyh ftu nkgDk
o'b ndk eoBk ;h . fJ; tk;s/ fJjBK dk o'jpdkp tkb/ ;'jDh fdZy ns/ gqGktFkbh Feb
;{os tkb/ fd;Dk io{oh ;h . fJj w;bk fcabw d/ vkfJo?eNo B/ jZb eoBk ;h . fJ; ftu ;G
s'I tZX fXnkB T[BQK n?eNoK d/ w{zj T[s/ bkJh ikD tkbh Bebh dkVQh ns/ f;o s/ pzBh ikD
tkbh gZr tZb jh d/Dk g?Dk ;h . fcbw d/ ek;fNT{w vkfJo?eNo B{z eJh w[FebK g/F nkJhnK
feT[fI e gZr dk yZp/ ns/ ;Zi/ gkf;T[I Gkok fdyk e/ jh gfNnkbk Fkjh gqGkt gkfJnk ik ;edk
;h . fJ; w;b/ B{z jZb eoB bJh vkfJo?eNo B/ gZr dh bzpkJh xNk e/ u"VkJh tXk fdZsh .
fJ; s'I T[; B{z gZr d/ ftu ;hD gkT[Dh gJh . pknd ftu fJj sohek f;Zy :[teK B{z J/Bh
;j{bs tkbk bZrk fe nZi ;hD s'I pr?o e'Jh th gZr B"itkB pzBdk jh BjhI . ftuko eo' fe
f;ZyK dh gZr ns/ dkVQh pko/ i' th fdZy gy'I fJzgo{tw?NI j'Jh T[j iK sK nzro/iK B/ ehsh iK fco
fjzd{ fcabw fBowksk wj/Ftoh pqdo} B/ ehsh . eh fJj ;'u fe;/ T[; f;Zy d/ wB ftu BjhI ;h
nk ;edh fijVk B"itkBK d/ e/; eNkJ/ ikD s/ ;dk jh ebgdk ofjzdk j? . fXnkB oj/ fJ;
gk;/ ni/ th e[M Bk e[M io{o jh ehsk ik ;edk j? .
fJE/ fJe j'o rZb dk f}eo th io{oh j? . fi; ;NkfJb dhnK gZrK nZi s[;hI ns/ w?I
;ikJh p?m/ jK fJj fe; soQK j'd
I ftu nkJhnK < fJj th nzro/iK dh jh feogk j? . s[jkv/ ftu'I
fijV/ c"i Bkb ;zpfz Xs jB, T[j grVh-go/v s'I io{o jh tkeca j'Dr/ . nzro/} c"ih nca;oK
B/ gZr dh bzpkJh ns/ g/u fBoXkos ehs/ . fi; dk T[dF/ gqGktFkbh o'jpdkp tkbh ;odkoh
fdZy ns/ E'V/Q ;w/I ftu fsnkoh ;h . eh f;Zyh ;o{g d/ j' oj/ yksw/ d/ fJ; gqwyZ[ ekoB T[s/ fe;/
B/ fXnkB fdZsk<
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fJe rZb ;ko/ ;wM b?D . w?I jtkbk fjzd{ okiBhse wjkswk rKXh dk d/ fojk jK .
wjkswk rKXh dk g[Zso w[;bwkB pD frnk ;h ns/ fe;/ pzd/ B/ fJ; B{z x'o nBoE efj e/
wjkswk rKXh Bkb nc;'; ehsk . itkp ftu wjkswk rKXh B/ fejk ;h fe e'Jh coe BjhI
g?Idk, w/ok g[Zso fiBQK j[D w[;bwkB j? T[j fJ; s'I gfjbK fJBQK e[ jh fjzd{ ;h . fJ;/ jh soQK
fijV/ ;kv/ e/; eNk u[eZ / jB , T[j j[D th T[jB/ jh f;Zy jB fizB/ T[j e/; eNkT[D s'I gfjbK
;B . T[BKQ d/ e/; eNkT[Dk f;Zyh s'I tXh j'Jh T[dk;hBsk iK d{oh BjhI j?, pbfe fBZih n;[ftXk
j? . fi; dk ekoB c?FB d/ y/so ftu r?o f;Zy :[teK d/ pokpo j'D dh fJZSk j? .
nzs ftu w?I e[M fjzd{ B"itkBK d/ BK dZ;dk jK ns/ g[ZSdk jK fe T[j r?o-f;Zy j' e/ th
f;Zyh ;o{g ftu feT[I jB < w{b oki Fowk, jo oki, ;h wkoezvk ns/ e[M gqf;ZX gzikph b/ye
fit/I fe okw ;o{g nDyh ns/ Uw gqekF rk;', i? feqFB e"Fb, nkfd <
e/; eNk u[eZ / f;Zy B"itkBK dh pj[sh frDsh nZi th f;Zyh s'I T[BhQ jh d{o iK B/V/ j?, fiZBh
fe T[j e/; oZyD ;w/I ;B . ;' f;Zyh dh neb-Feb B{z ;wkfie ofjDh pfjDh Bkb i'VB dh
b'V j? ns/ fJ; bJh i/ nzro/} f;Zy c"ihnK bJh sohe/ bZG ;ed/ ;B, BkBe Bkw ijk} dk
fBowksk ;hD tkbh gZr gqubs eo ;edk j? sK s[;h th e[M Bk e[M io{o eo ;ed/ j" . :kd
fJj th oZyDk ukjhdk j? fe ;o{g ns/ G/y pko/ r[opkDh ftu eh nkfynk frnk j? go ;o{g dk
wjZst ed/ th Bekfonk BjhI ik ;edk . fJ; tk;s/ p/fMie j' e/ fe;/ c?FB wkfjo dh wdd
b? b?Dh ukjhdh j? . n;hI gsb{BK, ewhiK ns/ ;cakoh ;{N c?FB fvikJhBoK d/ pDkJ/ j'J/ jh
sK tos oj/ jK .
¤

Except through the True Guru's instruction,
There is no other way to perform Lord's devotional service.
O' my Soul! extinguish the fire through the Guru.
Abide by Guru's word within thy mind
And still thy ego and desire.
– Guru Granth Sahib, p 22
horu ikqY Bgiq n hoveI ibnu siqgur ky aupdys ]
mn ry gurmuiK Agin invwir ]
gur kw kihAw min vsY haumY iqRsnw mwir ]
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;z;ko f;Zy ;zrmB nZr/ u[D"shnK
;[yd/t f;zx*
nZi f;Zy e"w ;z;ko w[]h j' e/, ;z;ko gZXo s/ ftuo ojh j? ns/ y[Fh dk w[ekw j? fe ;z;ko
f;Zy ;zrmB e"w B{z dog/F u[Ds" hnK gqsh fuzsB j' e/, ;ko/ jh gzE B{z th u/sBk d/D dk Tgokbk
eo fojk j? . f;zy e"w d/ ft;Eko ns/ ftek; bJh f;Zy ;wki B{z e[M nDr"b/ ns/ GZb
[ / ft;o/
y/soK T[sZ / fXnkB io{o jh d/Dk gt/rk . f;Zy e"w dh pj[frDsh f;Zyh r[DK dk fsnkr sK eo
jh u[eZ h j? ns/ fJ; d/ Bkb d' eo'V dh S'Nh fijh frDsh B{z jehes wzB e/, ew'}o' h B{z j'o
tXkfJnk ik fojk j? . fe;/ pkr ftu f;oc gzi d; do]s jh j' ;ed/ jB go Bo;ohnK tZb
fXnkB fdtk e/ ;zpzfXs ekoi d/ o{g o/yk gqsh u/sBsk d/Dh j? . tDiko/, f;ebhro, i"joh
;fsBkwh gzikp'I pkjo t;d/ othdk;hJ/, epho gzEh, Bkwd/thJ/ ns/ j'o nB/eK fBr[D-GrsK
d/ nB[nkJhnK dh eo'VK dh frDsh f;Zy e"w d/ pkr B{z tXkT[D bJh Bo;ohnK jh sK jB .
fJ; ;zpXz h ftuko ehsk ik fojk j? .
f;Zy e"w dh toswkB nt;Ek, frDsh gy'I pj[s jh fuzskiBe j? . j[D-/ j[D/ j'Jh
wodwF[wkoh ftu f;ZyK dh frDsh d' eo'V s'I th brGr, 9 bZy xZN, wzBh rJh J/ . fJj ;G
e[M frDsh ns/ fj;kp-feskp dh jh rZb BjhI pbfe eJh ;tkbK B{z iBw d/D tkbh xNBk
j? . ;kB{z fJfsk; :kd eoktkJ/rk fe r[o{ BkBe d/t ih, nkgDhnK uko T[dk;hnK, d"okB
fjzd;[ skB ns/ Bkb brd/ d/F ncrkfB;skB, Jhoke, JhokB, fsZps ns/ ;qh bzek nkfd sZe
rJ/ ;B . fjzd';skB dk ftFkb y/so ns/ nkpkdh jh nkgD/ nkg ftu fJe pj[s tZvk sZE
j? . r[o{ BkBe d/t ih fiE/ iKd/ ;B fe;/ ;?o ;gkN/ bJh BjhI iKd/ ;B . T[BQK B/ fJj ed/ th
BjhI ehsk fe fe;/ EK nokw dk fJe EK bZG e/ oks eZNh ns/ nrbh ;t/o fe;/ nrb/ gVkn
tb s[o gJ/ . T[BKQ dk fe;/ th EK s/ ikD dk fJe ftF/F T[dF/ j[d
z k ;h . n;hI uzrh soQK ikDd/
jK fe fJj ftF/F T[d/F e/tb Xow gquko ;h . T[j fJe gqGktFkbh tesk ns/ gqukoe ;B
.oZph FeshnK T[BKQ e'b ;B . T[BKQ dh ftdtsk ns/ ;wMdkoh pj[s jh T[uZ h ;h . fiZE/ T[j iKd/
, T[E/ d/ b'eK dh wB'ftfrnkBe ofjDh-pfjDh, tfjw Gow ns/ nfrnkBsk B{z uzrh soQK
;wMd/ ;B . fJ; ;G nB[;ko jh T[j fJBQK b'eK B{z T[gd/F eod/ ns/ ihtB d/ uzr/ okjK T[s/
s'od/ . fJj uzrk okj f;Zy Xow dk jh okj ;h . fJ; T[Zs/ e'Jh Fzek BjhI eo ;edk fe r[o{
* Engineer, 167-I, Sarabha Nagar, Ludhiana
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BkBe d/t ih B/ p/nsz b/eK B[z f;Zy pDkfJnk, XowFkbktk ;Ekfgs ehshnK ns/ T[E/ T[BKQ s'I
pknd Ekfgnk frnk w[yh fBozso Xow gquko ;fs;zr ns/ ;wkfie ekoi eodk fojk . i/
fw;kb d/Dh j't/ sK e"vk okeF i' nKXok gqdF/ d/ izrbh ns/ gjkVh fJbke/ dk nkdwy'o ;h
go j? ;h uzr/ frnkB tkbk . fJ; e"v/ okeF dk BK fJjd/ nkdwy'o jId' eoe/ ns/ fe;/ gjkVh
d/ nk; gk; ofjD eoe/ jh fgnk j'tr
/ k feT[fI e nKXok gqdF/ dh s/br{ GkFk ftu e"v/ Fpd dk
noE gjkV j[d
z k j? . fJ;/ soQK ;ZiD mZr, d/t b{s, pzrkb dh ikd{roBh fi; B/ wodkB/ B{z
G/v{ pDkfJnk fejk iKdk j? ns/ j'o nB/eK fijV/ nk;kw, pzrkb, T[Vh;k, bzek, fsZps, uhB
ns/ j'o w[;fbw d/FK ftu ;B T[j ;ko/ jh r[o{ ;kfjp d/ uoBhI bZr e/ f;Zy pD rJ/ ;B ns/
T[BKQ d/ nkT[D tkb/ ykBdkBK ftu f;Zyh gqcfZ[ bs j' e/ tXdh ojh ;h . wjKokFNo s/ nKXok d/
BkfJe b'e, Jhoke ns/ ncarkfB;skB d/ e[MZ ephb/ fJ; ;G d/ nZieb th gZe/ ;p{s jB .
r[oa[ BkBe d/t ih tb'I ubkfJnk frnk f;bf;bk nrbhnK gksFkjhnK ftu th
ubdk fojk . ekpbh ;zrs, pBko;h ;zrs, fdZbh tkbh, eFwhoh f;Zy ns/ j'o pj[s ;kohnK
;zrsK dk f}eo f;Zy fJfsjk; ftZu nkT[d
I k j? . nk;kwh f;Zy fiBQK dh ni/ fgSb/ ;kb jh fJe
g[;se ¿mjJ"NjJo Ffej;À fJe pzrkbh ftdtkB tb'I Sgh j?, fJj f;y B"t/I gksFkj
t/b/ ;i/ ;B . fgS/ fij/ id'I nrotkb ;wki B/ nkgD/ g[oy/ nro;/B dh okiXkBh nro'jh dk
g[Bo fBowkD ehsk sK T[E/ tZvh frDsh ftZu nr/oh f;Zy th Fkwb j'J/ .
fJj nrotkb f;Zy B"tI/ gksFkj t/b/ f;Zyh ftu gqftFN j'J/ ;B . fJ;/ soQK wjkokDk
gqskg B{z n"y/ t/b/ wkfJe ;jkfJsk d/D tkbk ;/m GkwkFkj fJe T[dk;h f;Zy ;h . nZi fjzd;' skB
ftu uko eo'V d/ nk;-gk; pkpk ;qh uzd B{z wzBD tkb/ Tdk;h f;Zy jB, fiBQK Bkb ;jh okpsk
Bk ofjD eoe/ T[j pkpk ;qh uzd B{z ftFB{z d/ ntsko dk nyhobk o{g wzB e/ T[dknk;hB f;Zy
ejkT[Id/ jB, fi;dk Gkt j? fe gfjbk ntsko ftFB{z , fi; s'I Xow uZfbnk s/ nyhobk
ntsko pkpk ;qh uzd fi; s'I n;s iK n;hB j'fJnk . nbkjpkd, pBko;, jfod[nko d/ nk;gk; dhnK gjkVhnK ftu T[dk;h wZmK ns/ nkFowK dh ftFkbsk ns/ f;Zyh ;/teh t/fynk jh
gsk bZrdk j? . fBowb/ f;ZyK dk th e'Jh xZN gqGkt BjhI . fJ; s'I pr?o i' nZiebQ fiBQK pko/
ekch uouk ub ojh j? T[j jB, f;ebhro, tDiko/, i"joh, ;fsBkwh ns/ j'o eJh ephb/ ns/
iBikshnK . tDiko/ ns/ f;ebhro nkgD/ r"otwJh, pjkd[o ns/ y[Fjkb fgS'eV eoe/,
r[o{ ekb ftu e"w dh ohV dh jZvh pD/ oj/ jB . id'I f;Zy e"w T[s/ 1711 s'I pknd ;zeN
nkT[D/ F[o{ j'J/ sK f;Zy e"w d/ fJj ;ko/ jh nzr y/o{z-y/o{z j'J/, fit/I fe fe;/ ehwsh w'shnK B{z
bZGDk th w[Ffeb j' frnk j? ns/ fJBQK T[s/ eJh soQK dh X{V-fwZNh nkfde izw e/ fJj f;Zyh
r[DK dh uwe th xNk p?m/ . pdfe;wsh dh rZb j? fe f;Zyh Bkb ;kohnK rshftXhnK gzikp
ftu jh e/Idfos ojhnK ns/ f;Zy e"w d/ fJBQK nzrK Bkb fe;/ B/ okpsk Bk oZfynk . fi; dk
Bshik fJj j'fJnk fe fJj b'e w[y Xkok s'I eZN e/ e/tb nkgDhnK jZdK d/ ftu jh pzd j' e/
ofj rJ/ . nZr/ ik e/ fJj f;oca BkBe Bkw jh :kd oZy ;e/ . r[opkDh ns/ r[ow[yh th G[b
Z
rJ/ .
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j[D/ j[D/ fejk frnk j? fe fJj pdfe;wsh dh rZb j? fe f;Zy ;wki Bkb ;zpzfXs
;kohnK jh rshftXhnK e/tb gzikp ftu jh f;wN e/ ofj rJhnK . fJE/ fJj th :kd eoBk
ukjhdk j? fe fJj d[yKs 1849 s'I pknd tos fojk j? . fJ; s'I gfjbK sK f;Zy :'X/ g/Fkto
sZe B{z nkgD/ x'fVnK d/ g"VK j/mK fbskVd/ oj/ ;B . F/o-/ J/-gzikp wjkokik oDihs f;zx d/
dkdk ih ;odko uVs f;zx izw{ ns/ fFtkfbe dhnK gjkVhnK ftu fe;/ oitkV/ dh wdd ns/
fe;/ d/ fto'X ftu w[fjzwK s/ nkT[dI k iKdk fojk ;h . fJ; s'I th gfjbK ekpb ftu nfjwd Fkj
npdkbh ns/ T[;d/ }wkB ykB tor/ T[sokfXekoh f;ZyK pko/ pj[s e[MZ ;'uD ;wMD dk :sB
eod/ oj/ jB . o[jb
/ yzv dk fJe o[jb
/ ;odko f;Zy ;i frnk ;h, fi; pko/ f;odko eg{o f;zx
ih B/ pV/ ft;Eko Bkb fbfynk j? . fJBQK jtkfbnK s'I fJFkok fJ; gk;/ iKdk j? fe f;Zy ;wki
Bkb rshftXhnK gzikp sZe jh ;hfws BjhI ;B . 1849 s'I pknd id'I f;ZyK B/ fJe yk; fe;w
dh jko ;theko eo bJh sK g/vI { iZN iwhBK T[s/ pfj rJ/ ns/ Ffjoh no'V,/ yZsoh tDi-tgko
ftu bZr e/ p; fYZv GoB d/ nkjo jh bZr/ oj/ . f;Zyh ekoiK dk wkVk jkb ;h . fJoke s'I
ekp[b, ekpb s'I n;kw, n;kw s'I bzek d/ ftueko p?m/ j'J/ f;ZyK dh ;{M p{M fe;/ B{z BjhI ;h,
fi;dk Bshik fJj fBefbnk fe 2001 ftu j'D tkbh wodwF[wkoh ftu f;ZyK dh frDsh d'
eo'V s' th 9 bZy xZN nKeh rJh, i' ;Zu BjhI j? ns/ ew}'o j[dz h ik ojh f;Zy e"w B[z yksw/ tZb
fdZsk ikD tkbk fJe j'o XZek j? .
;wfMnk fJj iKdk j? fe f;Zy nytkT[D tkfbnK d/ xo g?dk j'D tkbh n"bkd jh f;Zy
j[d
z h j/ . fJ; soQK izwD ns/ tXD-c[b
Z D tkbh B;b Gkt/I f;Zyh dh ofjs SZv e/ r[opkDh s'I
fpbe[b jh nDikD feT[I Bk j't/ . nZi wkM/, d[nkp/ nkfd ftu BfFnK ftu rofenk B"itkB
e/;K ns/ d;sko s'I jhDk j' e/ f;Zyh r"ot s'I jhDk j' u[eZ k j? . fi; soQK gzikp d/ dfonktK dk
gkDh sK b[NZ fbnk j? go ;[eZ / dfonk d/ tfjD B{z ni/ th dfonk jh nkfynk iKdk j? . fJ;/ jh
soQK f;Zyh dh ofjs SZv u[eZ / B"itkBK B{z th, i/ T[fus ;wM' sK f;Zy nkyh ikT[ . fJBQK GNe/ j'J/
B"itkBK B{z Bk sK f;Zyh T[Zs/ cayo j? ns/ Bk jh f;Zyh r"ot dh ;{M . d{i/ gk;/, tDiko/ ns/
f;ebhro fJj :kd eoe/ nkgD/ nzdo T[wkj dk ;zuko eod/ jB fe T[BKQ d/ tZv-/ tv/o/ GkJh
pfuZso f;zx, GkJh pki f;zx ns/ GkJh wBh f;zx ;B . T[j rohph eoe/ gzi eeko th BjhI
yohd ;ed/ go i/ fes/ edh e'Jh ;z;Ek iK f;Zyh dod tkbk r[o{ fgnkok T[BKQ B{z d;sko iK
eeko d/ fdzdk j? sK T[j f;Zyh o{g ftu nk e/ pj[s jh nkBzd nB[Gt eod/ jB . gzikp ftu
f;Zyh Bkb ;zpfz Xs nkvzpoK T[s/ eo'VK o[gJ/ you j' oj/ jB . ehosB dopko, ykb;k wkou,
tZv/ tZv/ ib{; s/ j'o eJh e[M ni/ sZe f;ZyK dh frDsh ftZu fJe dk th tkXk eoBk sK d{o
FkfJd fe;/ fJZe iD/ d/ th BF/ iK gfssg[D/ B{z S[vk Bjh ;e/ . fJj' fijhnK rshftXhnK j'
ojhnK jB , gzikp ftu, fiBQK B{z f;Zyh dh gqcb
[ sk tk;s/ dZf;nk iKdk j? . d{i/ gk;/, eo'VK dh
frDsh ftu tDiko/ nkfd ephb/ fpbe[b jh nDr"b/ ehs/ rJ/ jB . pqkjwDtkd J/EI' sZe
gqufbs j? fe fJBQK B{z Bht/I ns/ nS{sK tor/ ;wfMnk frnk j? . ni/ fgSb/ ;kb dh jh rZb
j? fe Bkrg[o Ffjo ftu fJe nwho f;Zy tgkoh wo frnk . T[;d/ gfotko B/ T[jdh fwose
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d/j B{z r[odnko/ wZEk fNekT[Dk ;h go T[j nkgD/ xo d/ n?B e'b fJe ;kca ;[Eok uzrh
fJwkos tkbk BtK T[;kfonk tDikfonK dk r[od[nkok SZv e/ T[jdh fwose d/j B{z gzi-S/
feb'whNo d{o fJe T[uh iksh tkbhnK d/ r[od[nko/ b? e/ rJ/ . fJj' fij/ b'e gfjbK sK
fJjBK f;ZyK iK ;zGkfts f;ZyK B{z f;Zy jh BjhI wzBDr/ . i/ fJj b'e pd'-pdh f;Zy pD th rJ/
sK fJj fJBQK Bt/I pD/ f;ZyK B{z f;Zy jh BjhI wzBDr/ . i/ fJj XZe/ jh wkoBr/ fco f;Zy e"w dh
frDsh 2 eo'V s'I nkgD/ nkg jh 9 bZy xN/rh ns/ fi; f;Zyh dk p'b pkbk r[o{ ;kfjp B/ wZe/
s'I Jhoke, Jhoke s'I uhB, fspZs, nk;kw s'I bzek sZe ehsk ;h, T[; f;Zyh B{z e/tb gzikp o{gh y{j
dk vZv{ jh pDk e/ oZy fdZsk ikt/rk . ;zskg dh rZb fJj j? fe fJ; y{j ftu gkDh BjhI pbfe
Fokp ns/ j'o BF/ jh jB . f;Zyh dk eh pD/rk <
d;t/I gksFkj B/ gzi fgnko/, gzE EKtK ns/ gzi torK ftZuI' Ekg/ ;B . nZi f;Zyh e/tb
iZN, Gkgk d' g[VK ftZub' jh fg; ojh j? . r[o{ B/ gksFkjhnK rohpK B{z d/DhnK jB, G{fonK
tkb/ oki/ eoB/ jB go nZi d/ wbe Gkr' FkfJd fJj ;'u oj/ jB fe r[o{ fe;/ }wkB/ ftu ;h,
nZi ebQ sK r[o{ j? jh BjhI . T[j :kd oZyD r[o{ Fpd ftu'I r'fpzd rZir
/ k ns/ fJ;dh
rVrVkjN Bkb tDiko/, f;ebhro, i"joh, ;fsBkwh, dfbs, nzpd
/ eohJ/ nkfd f;Zyh ftu
gqtF/ eoBr/ .
Grs epho ih, Grs othdk; ih, Grs Bkwd/t ih, ;?D ih, ghgk ih s/ j'o ;ko/ Grs
fiBQK dh pkDh r[o{ rqEz ;kfjp ftu r[oP o{g dk o[spk oyZdh j?, T[BKQ ;ko/ GrsK d/ nB[:kJh
f;Zyh s'I d{o BjhI jB . Bkb ;ZukJh fJj th j? fe f;ZyK B/ fJBQK B{z f;Zyh ;wki s'I d{o oZfynk j?
ns/ B/V/ fbnkT[D dk ed/ :sB BjhI ehsk . nzpd/ eo f;nk;h bhvo d/ o{g ftu ;ko/ fjzd;[ skB
d/ dfbsK dk w;hjk pD frnk go pqkjwDtkdh f;ZyK B/ ;ko/ jh dfbsK B{z d{o-I' d{o ehsk . n;hI
fJBQK dfbsK d/ g{iBhe GrsK dh pkDh B{z Fpd r[o{ sK wzBd/ oj/ go edh fJBQK Bkb ngDZs
g?dk Bk ehsh . GkJh fdZs f;zx ih B{z uwko nky e/ ngwkfBs eoBk ns/ gq'L r[ow[y f;zx ih
tor/ T[u e'Nh d/ ftdtkB B{z o;'JhJ/ dk g[sZ o efjDk fJj T[uh iks tkfbnK dh pj[s jh Bht/
d
I oi/ dh joes ;h, fi; Bkb f;Zy gzE fBtkDK tZb jh frnk .
fJj gouk w[Zy s"o s/ f;Zy ;wki dk fXnkB f;ebhro, tDiko/ ns/ j'o G[Zb/-G[bkJ/
ephfbnK tZb, fdtkT[D bJh g/F ehsk ik fojk j? . tDikfonK B/ nkgD/ ;wki B{z nkg th
;zrfms ehsk j? . T[BKW dh frDsh i' Gkos ;oeko tb'I eotkJh rJh T[j ;Zs eo'V s'I T[s/
dZ;h iKdh j? . f;ebhro, i"joh, ;fsBkwh, e"vk okeF T[oca e"vk wjKg[oy d/ tzfF} nk;kwh
f;Zy, noph epkfJbh f;Zy nkfd dh frDsh tZyoh j? . fJBQK ;G dk fgS'eV r[o{ ekb s'I jh
r[of;Zyh tkbk j? . nZi fJBQK tb t/y t/y e/ Jh;kJh, nko n?; n?; ns/ j'o eJh ;zrmB, Xow
gfotosB bJh bbuk oj/ jB . T[BQK e'b ;kXB ns/ g?;k j? nkgD/ e'b nDrfjbh ns/
p/gotkjh j? . ;kvk B"itkB tor gfssg[D/ ns/ BfFnK ftu vZ[pk j? . ;kv/ tZvh T[wo d/
fiwhIdko, tgkoh s/ nc;o T[uh iks dk, fpZb bk e/ nkgDh X"D ftu feZbk m'eh fcod/ jB .
f;Zy ;wki dhnK bVehnK ftXowhnK Bkb ftnkj eo ojhnK jB . fJ;soh ns/ g[oy
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nB[gks 740 fgS/ 1000 j' frnk j? . fiBQK ezwK s'I r[o{ ;kfjp B/ wBQK ehsk ;h, T[j nZi g{o/
}'o }'o Bkb pr?o fe;/ Fow j:k d/ ehs/ ik oj/ jB . e"w nkgD/ tkX/ d/ EK nkgD/ xkN/ bJh
pj[sk ezw eo ojh j? . :j{dh feZE/ gj[uz rJ/ jB go f;Zy e"w feT[I ;[sZ h gJh j? < ;G f;Zy B{z
pokpoh ns/ ngDZs Bkb t/yDk ns/ tosDk }o{oh j? . f;ZyK dhnK ;z;EktK dh frDsh j}koK
ftu j? ns/ fJBQK dk piN th w'Nk j[d
z k j? . nZi id'I ;{uBk d/ nfXeko dk ekB{Bz bkr{ j' u[eZ k
j? sK fe fJj ;z;EktK p/Fw[ ko g?;k you e/ nkgD/ tZb gzE dh gqcb
[ sk pko/ e[MZ dZ; ;eDrhnK
iK f;oc p/nsz o[gfJnk ehosB dopkoK, ykb;k wkouK ns/ ib{;K ftZu uZbD tkbhnK ioKpZ;K d/ s/b d/ o{g ftZu jh c{fenk ik fojk j? .
f;ebhro ns/ tDikfonK Bkb ;zpfz Xs gqi' e? NK pko/ fgSb/ piN ftZu F'wq Dh ew/Nh B/
fJe eo'V o[gfJnk oZfynk ;h . fJ; o[gJ/ dh fe; soQK tos'I ehsh rJh ns/ eh eh jkf;b
j'fJnk < fJ; piN ftZu F'wq Dh ew/Nh B/ e[M BjhI dZf;nk . d[yZ dh rZb sK fJj j? fe 2006
d/ pZiN ftZu fJj oew fJe eo'V s'I xNk e/ thj bZy eo fdZsh rJh . 2 eo'V s'I th xZN b'eK
T[s/ 280 eo'V o[fgnk you ehsk ikt/rk go d; eo'V s'I tZX b'eK s/ e/tb thj bZy . eh fJj
f;Zy ;wki d/ d[nkb/ fJe tko eoB tKr BjhI j? sK fe e[opkBh ns/ ;/tk d/ wjkB fgS'eV
tkb/ tDiko/ ns/ f;ebhro f;Zy e"w dk fjZ;k Bk pD ;eD .
io{oh fJj j? fe d; eo'V tDiko/ ns/ j'o ephbhnK B{z f;Zyh Bkb i'VB bJh fJBQK B{z
ftfdnk, o[}rko, gquko, nkfd dk gqpzX ehsk iKdk go d' uko frDhnK fwEhnK ;z;EktK s'I
pr?o fe;/ th ;z;EK B{z fJ; gk;/ tZb fXnkB BjhI fdZsk . b[fXnkD/ dh r[o{ nzrd d/t ftfdne
ns/ b'e GbkJh e";I b, tDikok t?bc/no NoZ;N ns/ ;z;ko f;Zy ;rzmB tb'I io{o g{o/
T[sFkj Bkb ;/tk ehsk ik ojh j? . d{ihnK ;z;EktK B{z th ib{;K ns/ wkouK ftzu g?;k o'VBK
SZv e/ fJ; ekoi tZb fXnkB d/ e/ f;Zy e"w B{z ;[oZfyns eoBk ukjhdk j? . ;kvk nkgDk
siopk j? fe ;Zu/ fdZb ns/ brB Bkb ehsh rJh ;/tk Bkb fJe ;kb d/ nzdo nzdo jh gzi
j}ko s'I tZX b'eK B{z f;Zyh ftZu gqtF/ eotkfJnk frnk, i' ;kv/ tor/ Bkuh} eo ;ed/ jB T[j
;kv/ s'I tZX ;woZE fes/ tX/o/ eo ;ed/ jB . fJ; bJh jo gzE dodh B{z fJ; gk;/ i[N e/ 96t/
I eo'Vh ykb;/ d/ ;zebg B{z jehes pDkT[Dk ukjhdk j? .
¤

Fruitful is the birth and advent in this world of him,
Who by serving the True Guru, relises the Name.
– Guru Granth Sahib, p 602
siqguru syiv ijin nwmu pCwqw sPl jnmu jig AwieAw ]
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BRIG GURDIP SINGH – A TRULY NOBLE SOUL
KARTAR SINGH*
He was born on 13th Dec, 1935, to S Surain Singh, a mining
professional who was then employed in Bihar. S Surain Singh later
rose to be the Director General Mines in the Indian Government.
Gurdip’s schooling took place in Dhanbad and he graduated from the
elite Government College, Ludhiana with distinction. His father
preferred that Gurdip take up an engineering as a profession, but the
boy had different ideas. Being an intellectual and a sportsman with a
special attraction towards football and tennis, a number of career
options beckoned this young man. He, however, preferred to join the
Indian Army as he felt that soldering was a noble and adventurous
profession.
Gurdip was commissioned into the Army Service Corps in 1956.
He had a distinguished career throughout. In Oct 1962 he was married
to Bibi Gurdarshan Kaur. This brought together two Gursikh families
of Punjab. Bibi Gurdarshan Kaur is the daughter of a distinguished
lawyer of the times S Dara Singh, also father of Capt Kanwaljit Singh,
former Finance Minister of Punjab, who we all know is a prominent
member of the Shiromani Akali Dal. The young couple had hardly
been married ten days when the call of duty made Gurdip rush back
to Nagaland – a disturbed area. The marriage was, however, blessed
by the Gurus to be a very happy one. They begot one son and two
daughters, all of whom have distinguished careers in lucrative
professions. The son is a Software Engineer, one daughter a Professor
and the second daughter has achieved a Doctorate in Urban Planning
and Environment Pollution. All are working in Michigan State in the
USA.
* Lt Gen (retd), # 1801, Sector 34-D, Chandigarh
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Then came the ‘Blue Star’ in 1984. Gurdip by then had risen to
the prestigious rank of a Brigadier and was posted to Northern
Command HQ, Udhampur, as Deputy Director of Supplies and
Transport. Being a devoted Sikh and a religious person, Gurdip was
highly disturbed by the events in Punjab. He expressed anguish and
desired to visit Punjab to see for himself the actual situation in the
holy Darbar Sahib. Circumstances and contingency of service, however,
did not allow a visit and, in fact, this devout officer’s genuine fears
and anguish were misinterpreted. His career from then on saw a
downhill slide. He was asked to move out at seven days’ notice and
proceed towards the East – away from his home state.
In addition to an ideal career in the ASC where he served with
distinction in various command, staff and instructional appointments,
Gurdip had by competition proceeded to the prestigious Defence
Service Staff College, Wellington. He passed out with honours and
was thus destined for higher ranks. This was however not to be, as his
promotion beyond Brigadier was not approved by the Authorities. As
per his family's views, this was the outcome of the events of 1984.
Gurdip never reconciled to this setback, as he had given his best in
the service of his country. He sought voluntary retirement soon after
this setback and in 1989 came to Chandigarh where his family had
chosen to settle.
He decided not to sit back, and was very soon active in the midst
of Sikh scholars fighting for the Sikh cause and the revival of the
state. In spite of his family’s close ties with the Akali Dal and its
politics, he chose the scholar’s path rather than the politician’s. He
started writing for Sikh publications and himself did a research on
methods of promoting the cause of global Sikhs. He published a
pamphlet in this direction and was soon deeply involved in the affairs
of the Vishav Sikh Sammelan of 1999 and the subsequent emergence
of the World Sikh Council (WSC). Rightly, he was chosen to the
prestigious post of Secretary General of the WSC in which capacity
he served with rare dedication. Alas, by then, the affairs of the WSC
were muddled by infighting within and interference from without. With
the resignation of the Chairman, Justice Kuldip Singh, this very
prestigious and vital organization of global Sikhs received a shattering
setback from which it has yet to recover.
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Whether this great setback had its impact on the delicate health
of this devout Sikh will always remain an enigma. He was certainly
affected. However, he did remain active in the Sikh Core Group led
by Justice Narula in Delhi, playing the key role of a convenor. Bibi
Gurdarshan Kaur feels that though he was disappointed with the WSC
incident, he never gave up. He turned towards writing a book titled
Sarbat Da Bhala which was only half finished when tragedy struck.
Cancer of the stomach had slowly developed within and was detected
late. In spite of top medical aid rendered by the PGI and the Fortis
Hospital, this brave Sikh soldier and scholar succumbed to the side
effects of the intense medical treatment and strong medication. He
passed away in the ICU of Fortis Hospital, with his devoted wife, all
the children and family members by his side on 20th April, 2006. A
true disciple of the Guru had died fighting for a cause dear to his
heart – Sarbat Da Bhala.
May the Guru grant his loved ones the strength to bear the loss
of this gem of a Sikh, whose devotion to the cause he espoused was
truly laudable.
¤

The True-Lord Manifests Himself in the heart of him,
Who does good deeds under Guru’s guidance.
True is the reputation of the true person,
Within whose mind the True-Lord dwells.
They who meet the True Being separate not, again
They secure abode in their own home.
O’ my Omnipresent Lord ! I have no other except God.
– Guru Granth Sahib, p 27
gurmuiK kwr kmwvxI scu Git prgtu hoie ]
AMqir ijs kY scu vsY scy scI soie ]
sic imly sy n ivCuVih iqn inj Gir vwsw hoie ]
myry rwm mY hir ibnu Avru n koie ]
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REVIEW

ARTICLES OF FAITH
A REVIEW BY GAJINDER SINGH*
Author : Dr Major Singh
Publisher : Sardar Harbhajan Singh, Gurmat Pustak Centre, Ludhiana
Pages : 66; Price : Rs 66/-

A lot of literature has been produced on the theme of the five
symbols of the Khalsa bestowed by the Tenth Master Guru Gobind
Singh to the Sikhs on the Baisakhi day created by caste, region and
customs. That the baptism was a well-conceived, sagacious and
calculated move of the genius of the Tenth Master is acknowledged
by all. Dr Major Singh has performed a commendable task by compiling
some of the well-written essays on the subject in a short hand-book
of 66 pages, directed towards the young generations of the Sikhs in
India and abroad to bring home the message of Guru Gobind Singh
and its significance and its need in today's world.
In the Imprimis, the author has spelt that the symbols do not
purport to be mere identification, which has been a wholly misplaced
notion lither to, but are, indeed, ‘Artcles of Faith’. On this subject full
volumes can be penned. The modern generation of the Sikhs,
unfortunately, for lack of guidance their elders, has lost sight of the
right values and true import of faith. To that extent, the youth are not
to be blamed for the ills of their generation. This small book has all
the valid reasons to take stock of the high values of the Sikh tradition
and re-establish the significance of the five ‘Ks’.
Dr Trilochan Singh, in his essay, has emphasised the importance
of keshas, which is the epitome of the Sikh faith and identity as ordained
by the Gurus earlier than Guru Gobind Singh, Sirdar Kapur Singh, in
his inimitable style gives meaning and content of symbolism. Prof
* # 2983, Phase VII, SAS Nagar
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Puran Singh’s essay reveals the ecstasy of Faith. These essays are
presented as original research documents while the articles by Dr
Shamsher Singh, Dr I J Singh stress the correct perception of the basic
issue of rekindling the Faith. Unless Faith is invoked, mere window
dressing cannot be sustained for long.
The printing is of good quality, and the title page and its back
page are inviting and informative.
¤

Obtain Guru’s instruction, O’ my dear !
Repeat God’s Name and contemplate over Lord God.
Apply the touch-stone of Truth-fullness to thy soul,
And see if it weighs its full weight.
No one has found its worth.
Invaluable is the value of the soul emerald.
O’ Brother ! God, the jewel resides in the Guru.
In the society of Saints, the True Guru is obtained.
Day and night praise God’s Name, (O’ Man!)
– Guru Granth Sahib, p 22
hir hir jphu ipAwirAw gurmiq ly hir boil ]
mnu sc ksvtI lweIAY qulIAY pUrY qoil ]
kImiq iknY n pweIAY ird mwxk moil Amoil ]
BweI ry hir hIrw gur mwih ]
sqsMgiq sqguru pweIAY Aihinis sbid slwih ]
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SWAMI AGNIVESH GOES BACK ON HIS COMMITMENT TO REMOVE
OBJECTIONABLE REMARKS FROM SATYARTH PARKASH
Swami Agnivesh, President of the World Council of Arya
Samaj, declared in no uncertain terms that objectionable remarks in
the Satyartha Prakash, which offended the Sikh sensibility would be
removed. He made this statement with a full sense of responsibility
as President of the WCAS, in his keynote address delivered at the
International Seminar organised at Amritsar on the 10th of June,
by the SGPC on the solemn occasion of the 400th Aniversary of
the Martyrdom of Guru Arjun Dev ji. He even appealed to Sikh
scholars present at the Seminar to assist him in the task of drafting
the material to replace contents which hurt the Sikh sensibility. This
announcement was greeted with Jaikaras by the audience, and was
widely reported in the press on the following day.
It seems, however, that his peers did not approve of his noble
initiative. This is evident from his letters to the Editor published in
The Tribune, dated June 16, 2006, and The Indian Express, in which he
is trying to wriggle out of his commitment. Both of his statements
are reproduced below.

– Editor
I
The World Council of Arya Samaj (WCAS) will remove
objectionable words, if any, from the 150-year-old book “Satyarth
Prakash” authored by Swami Dayanand Saraswati in its endeavour to
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end mistrust between Sikhs and Hindus. He said the WCAS held
Guru Nanak and Sikhism in high esteem.
Swami Agnivesh, President of the WCAS, stated this while talking
to the Tribune after addressing an International Seminar organised by
the Dharam Parchar Committee of the SGPC to mark the 400th
martyrdom of Guru Arjun Dev here today.
He said he would soon hold a meeting with Sikh scholars and
eminent leaders and try to remove objectionable material from the
book and try to resolve the issue amicably. He said it would further
help in uniting Arya Samajis and Sikhs.
He said whatever Swami Dayanand had mentioned in the book
had already been said by Guru Arjun Dev 400 years ago and that was
why Punjabis, especially the Sikhs had joined the Arya Samaj.
Commenting on the atrocities on women, he said India was the
only country in the world where brides were being burnt for dowry.
(Courtesy : The Tribune, June 11, 2006)
~~~
II
RELIGIOUS HARMONY
Apropos the news-item, “Arya Samaj to remove offensive words
from book” (June 11), I, as President of the World Council of Arya Samaj,
propose to initiate a series of dialogue between scholars from both sides
to transcend differences and heal hurt feelings, if any. It is not my intention
to rewrite or alter the original text of Maharishi Dayanand.
There is, however, a real need to offer appropriate footnotes on
texts that are likely, if misunderstood, to disrupt the harmony of
religions. This would help, additionally, to explore and honour the
spirit of Satyartha Prakash and promote spiritual solidarity for social
transformation.
What is envisaged is not changing and chopping off the text of
Satyartha Prakash but the incorporation of explanatory footnotes so as
to avert misinterpretation and to make true meaning of this great and
demanding text clearer to contemporary readers.
Maharishi Dayanand was against dogmatism and obscurantism in
religion. He strove for solidarity of all religions by promoting better
understanding between them. He also pioneered inter-religious dialogues
for which he was condemned by religious obscurantists. The Light of
Truth (or Satyartha Parkash) calls for open minds towards each other.
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Openness to religious reform, in Maharishi Dayanand’s view, is a
sign of spiritual robustness and in a multi-religious society like ours it
is vital for the health and wholeness of our country.
– Swami Agnivesh, New Delhi
(Courtesy : The Tribune, Letters to Editor, June 16, 2006)
~~~
SRI AKAL TAKHT SAHIB GURMATTA NO A:3/06/3488*
No A: 3/06/3488
Dated 17.1.06
Sri Guru Granth Sahib is not only a religious scripture but the
eternal Guru for the Sikhs. The Sikh Gurus have themselves put a
seal of approval on its perfection and authenticity as a sacred source
of Divine knowledge. Therefore, there is no controversy among the
Sikh panth regarding the historicity and authenticity of its text.
It requires an optimum degree of mental concentration and
honesty of purpose for undertaking the study and research on its history
and philosophy. But it is a matter of regret that certain scholars, under
the pretext of academic pursuit, have been creating unnecessary
controversies about Guru Granth Sahib during the last few years. The
names of Mr Piar Singh, Pashaura Singh and Gurinder Singh Mann
can be particularly mentioned in this category of scholars. It must be
remembered that Sikh scholars and Sikh sangats had raised serious objections
about Piar Singh’s and Pashaura Singh’s interpretations about the text and
the compilation of text of Sri Guru Granth Sahib based on controversial
sources and their careless study of these sources. Both these scholars had
appeared before the Akal Takht one after the other and begged forgiveness
for their (irresponsible acts). Pashaura Singh had even accepted
punishment (tankhah) meted out to him by Sri Akal Takht after his
appearance at Akal Takht following his written petition for forgiveness
on June 25, 1995. He had also promised not to publish his thesis in its
original form and had committed to make necessary amendments in it.
Now various Sikh sangats in India as well as from foreign countries
have complained to Sri Akal Takht Sahib that Pashaura Singh had
repeated his controversial conclusions in his book; “The Guru Granth
Sahib Canon, Meaning and Authority.” Sri Akal Takht Sahib had issued
directions vide its order dated July 1, 2005 for the constitution of a
* Translated by Prof Kulwant Singh from the Original in Punjabi.
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committee consisting of Sikh scholars to investigate the abovementioned charges. This committee, after the study of Pashaura Singh’s
book, had concluded that Mr Pashaura Singh, by including his
subjective conclusions arrived at in his earlier thesis into his new
publication in a book form, had demonstrated his act of obduracy and
egoism, which completely violates the spirit of his pledge taken before
the Akal Takht on June 25, 1994.
The Singh Sahiban and Jathedar of Sri Akal Takht Sahib had
issued a written direction to Mr Pashaura Singh in this context on July
1, 2005. Subsequently, Mr Pashaura Singh had submitted his explanation
to Sri Akal Takht Sahib. In this rejoinder, he had referred to Gurinder
Singh Mann’s (similar) use of Manuscript No 1245, a document that
allegedly existed prior to Sri Guru Arjun Dev ji’s version of 1604, besides
referring to some other issues and protested against singling out his name
alone for making use of controversial sources and (on the basis of these
arguments) he alleged that charges against him were baseless. Sri Akal
Takht Sahib vide its order dated August 15, 2005 directed Mr Pashaura
Singh that he must provide a categorical explanation to the following
questions besides providing the material pertaining to the controversial
research work done by Mr Gurinder Singh Mann:
1 Has the date Jeth Sudi 4 Samvat 1663 (1606 CE) as the day of
Sri Guru Arjun Dev ji’s martyrdom been recorded in the original
handwriting of the original author in Manuscript No 1245? OR
has it not been done so?
2 Has he (Mr Pashaura Singh) or has he not written on page 46 of
his book that Manuscript No 1245 had been prepared by Sri Guru
Arjun Dev in 1599?
3 Has fictitious Bani (eZuh pkDh) not been recorded under the authorship
of Sikh Gurus in this Manuscript under reference?
4 Has he (Mr Pashaura Singh) or has he not mentioned about Sri
Guru Arjun Dev ji’s presentation of this Manuscript, containing
fictitious Bani to the emperor Akbar on pages 45-46 of his book?
5 Has he (Mr Pashaura Singh) or has he not arrived at a conclusion
on page 31,46-42 of his book that Guru Arjun Dev had utilised
this Manuscript for finalising the text of Guru Granth Sahib?
6 Has he or has he not confirmed on pages 23,42-43 of his book
about Baba Buddha ji’s role in the safe custody of the abovementioned Manuscript?
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7 Has he or has he not concluded on pages 80-86 of his book that
original Mool Mantra was different from the present version of
Mool Mantra and that both Sri Guru Ram Das and Sri Guru Arjun
Dev ji had made changes in it from time to time?
8 Has he or has he not arrived at a conclusion on pages 90-96 of
his book that Sri Guru Arjun Dev ji made amendments in the
wording, language and poetry of the text of Japji on the basis of
his accepting the text of Japji as original contained in the
Manuscript No 1245.
9 Has he or has he not mentioned on page 102-105 of his book
that Sri Guru Arjun Dev ji made amendments in the wording and
poetic diction of Sri Guru Nanak Dev ji taking Manuscript No
1245 as original?
(Sri Akal Takht had directed Mr Pashaura Singh to Submit a
Categorical explanation to these queries made in the above
mentioned Questionnaire).
Mr Pashaura Singh, vide his letter dated September 12,2005, has
submitted the controversial material from Mr Gurinder Singh Mann’s
book, The Meaning of Sikh Scripture, but he has not submitted any
explanation about the questions which he was required to submit
regarding his own writings.
Let it be made clear to the whole Sikh Panth that Mr Pashaura
Singh has made a flagrant violation of the pledge that he had
undertaken at Sri Akal Takht on June 25, 1994, to amend his thesis as
well as that of the subsequent (edict) Hukamnamah issued by Sri Akal
Takht on June 27, 1994. This act of violation and disobedience of the
edict is a reprehensible act of religious impropriety that deserves
severest condemnation. Mr Gurinder Singh Mann has committed an
offence of leveling accusations against Sri Guru Arjun Dev ji of first
canceling the Bani of the Bhagatas and then including it in the Sikh
scripture, besides his other controversial conclusions. Both Mr Pashaura
Singh and Mr Gurinder Singh Mann have attempted to prove that
Baba Budha ji and his family had already prepared and preserved the
Manuscript No 1245 prior to Guru Arjun Dev ji’s preparation of this
manuscript in 1600, in order to arrive at their subjectively concocted
conclusions regarding the compilation, originality and the history of
Sri Guru Granth Sahib. This conclusion drawn by both of them does
not conform to any historical or academic evidence. Similarly, both of
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these worthies have attempted to make the Sri Guru Har Sahai pothi
and the Goindwal Pothis the basis for arriving at their pre-conceived
conclusions and linked the preparation and history of these Pothis to
Sri Guru Nanak Dev ji and Sri Guru Amar Das ji, respectively.
The research methodology adopted by these two scholars for the
study of Guru Har Sahai Pothi; Goindwal Pothis and Manuscript No
1245 is not analytical but primarily aimed at propounding their preconceived conclusions. They have employed expedient, concocted
formulations during their analysis and evaluation of these pothis
ignoring the established historical and academic norms. The research
undertaken by Sikh scholars on these pothis makes it (absolutely) clear
that there is no contribution whatsoever either of these pothis or of
any Sikh personage involved in the preparation and preservation of
these pothis during the compilation, editing and finalisation of the text
of Sri Guru Granth Sahib (by Sri Guru Arjun Dev ji).
Let it be made clear to the (whole) Sikh Panth that Guru Harsahai
Pothi, Goindwal pothis (booklets) and Manuscript No 1245 abound in
fictitious Bani (Kachi Bani). Sri Guru Amardas, while upholding the
supremacy of Sachi Bani (Real Gurbani) had given a direction to the
Sikh Panth that fictitious Bani (Kachi Bani) is of no significance to the
Sikhs. Both Sri Guru Arjun Dev first in 1604 and then secondly Sri
Guru Gobind Singh in 1706 had rejected these above-mentioned pothis
replete with fictitious Bani (Kachi Bani). Therefore, these booklets –
are the creation of anti Sikh/anti Sikh Guru lobbies. Their aim is to
muddying the waters for the dissemination of true Bani (Sachi Bani)
and its principles. Therefore, these pothis are completely irrelevant and
meaningless for the Sikhs from the religious point of view. The Sikh
Panth must guard against such conclusions/formulations based on
such fictitious resources regarding the compilation, originality and
publication of Sri Guru Granth Sahib’s text.
It is a matter of (grave) concern for the Sikh Panth that Oxford
University Press (OUP) has published these books based on the abovementioned pothis. Why should Oxford University Press (OUP) publish
those books which do not conform to historical and academic norms
rather than proper analyses, and which mean to create doubts overtly or
covertly regarding the Sikh principles and traditions in the minds of readers?
We must deliberate upon these designs.
Finally, we appeal to the Sikh Panth and especially to the Sikhs
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living in foreign countries that they should neither give any credence to
the research work done by the Pashaura Singh and Mr Gurinder Singh
Mann nor associate any of them with Sikh institutions and organisations.
Along with these, the Sikh institutions should make appropriate
arrangements for the dissemination of correct, authentic information about
the text/history and teachings of Sri Guru Granth Sahib.
~~~

Letters to Editor
FUTURE OF SIKH YOUTH
Dear Editor,
It is really heart warming and a matter of immense pride to see
that International Sikh Confederation (ISC) the Sikh apex body’s
Constitution is being finalised and Institute of Sikh Studies,
Chandigarh, (IOSS) is doing a yeoman’s service and laudable work to
preserve the soul and heritage of Sikhism. Further, it is protecting
Sikhism from being polluted / distorted by the enemies of Sikhism
and, in addition, it is projecting the problems faced by Sikh community
forcefully in right perspective, and that too by the cream of Sikh
intelligentsia and visionaries in a very selfless and highly dedicated
manner.
The primary objective in front of us is to spread the teachings of
Guru Nanak Dev Ji and Shri Guru Granth Sahib. This is only possible
if the community remains economically strong and is adequately
represented in the Government and all other spheres. At present we
are reasonably represented in the country, and Sikh immigrants have
also created a very prominent place for themselves in whichever country
they have gone. However, if you look at the future the picture appears
to be very gloomy.
If we have a glance at the younger generation after 1984, it vividly
emerges that two generations have either destroyed or failed due to
poor education system or disorientation, and over 45% are drug addicts.
We need to take charge of the present young generation with strong
determination, farsightedness and rich vision. To implement this, I
have the following suggestions:
There are goint to be 19 districts in Punjab soon and it has 12341
villages. We have got to ensure that we bring up the ambition, education
and intellect level of Sikh youth at all levels and make them competent to
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join the IAS, Armed Forces, Corporate Sector, IT, etc. The action plan is
:
1. Earmark nodal schools / colleges.
2. Screen Students at ninth class level to find their potential.
3. Get them admitted in the Model Schools / Colleges and provide
them financial and academic support.
4. Monitor their progress and assess their capabilities, according to
potential. They will be guided to take up suitable careers based
on competitive examinations.
5. We will provide for the appropriate wherewithal competitive
examinations.
6. Identify a panel of most competent teachers who will prepare
these candidates for the respective examinations.
7. A very high-value rumenerative reward be fixed for those teachers
whose students clear the competitive examination. This amount
will be fixed and announced in advance.
This efforts of ISC will produce financially strong youth who
will automatically get involved in the affairs of Sikhism and will carry
the banner of Sikhism forward as is being done now.
It seems very easy, but requires planning and sustained field work
with dedication, devotion and gusto.
Maj Gen (retd) G S Sohi
Ex-Chairman, Service Selection Board, Bhopal
~~~
BRIG GURDIP SINGH’S DEMISE – A GREAT LOSS
Dear Editor,
It was a shock to hear the news that Brig (retd) Gurdeep Singh
Grewal passed away on April 20, 2006.
I came to know him in year 2001 when I attended one of the Sikh
Core Group meetings in Chandigarh. We become good friends. He was a
perfect gentleman and a concerned activist in Sikh affairs. He was a skilled
organizer and promoter of group participation. During my involvement
with Sikh Museum at Smithsonian Washington DC, some of his ideas and
suggestions really helped me a lot in setting up the museum.
His untimely death is great loss to the cause of Sikhs and personal
loss to me as a good friend and advisor. Please convey my heartfelt
condolences to the family, friends and SCG members.
Dilawar Singh Dhatt <sdhatt30@yahoo.com>
¤

